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%_ The enclosed collection of publications constitutes
the final report for Co_tract NAS9-I0428, "Scientific Support
of the Apollo Infrared Scanning Radiometer Experiment". The
principal document for reference is entitled, "The Apollo 17
Infrared Scanning Radiometer" by Wendell W. Mendell. It
contains a detailed discussion of the experimental objectives,
instrument design and development, and radiometric calibration.
In later chapters of the document the instrument performance
is analyzed and the nature of the scientific results is estab-
lished.
The other documents address more specific topics and
generally are earlier results. The collection as a whole
represents the Principal Investigator's effort for Apollo
Experiment S-171.
: This effort established the utility of _¢anning radio-
metry for the study of planetary surface processes. The
quantitative, two-dimensional thermal "image" produced by the
scanning technique permits an exchange of information between
the radiometric results and photogeologic mapping. Collections
of point radiometric measurements are difficult to interpret
without reference to the surface geology. Thermal maps
clarify the correlations. Once the geological context of the
: thermal data is clear, then the physical properties of the
geologic units can be quantified from the thermal emission
data.
8
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_" The Infrared Scanning Radiometer also proved out the
concept of mapping low temperature surfaces using an uncooled
bolometer detector. The experience gained on Apollo can be
applied directly to future orbital missions to the Moon and
Mercury and to future exploration of the asteroids and the
satellites of the outer planets.
The ISR was the first space borne mapper designed for
far infrared radiometry. Calibration procedures had to be
developed, and the experience is described in some detail in
this report. Hopefully, future investigators can make use
of the discussion in the design of their infrared calibration
facilities.
The ISR Experiment was a complex and successful effort
involving the coordinated activities of many people from Rice
University, NASA, and Barnes Engineering. We are pleased to
: have been part of it.
(
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ATHE APOLLO 17 INFRAREDSCANNINGRADIOMETER
Abstract
The InfraredScanning Radiometer{ISR)was designed to map the ther-
mal emissionof the lunar surface from the Service Module of the orbiting
Apollo 17 spacecraft. The principalexperimentalobjectivewas the meas-
urementof lunar surfacen" .timetemperatures,which are extremely
difficultto map from Earth-basedtelescopes.
J
Data objectivesfall into two main categories. In the first case,
lunar regions can be classed accordingto surfacepropertiesas determined
by nighttimetemperaturesand cooling rates. Secondly,geophysicalbound-
aries can be establishedfrom thermalmaps of the highestpossible spatial
resolution.
The ISR is an imaging llne scJnner utilizinga continuouslyrotating,
single-sided,plane scan mirror. The detector is an uncooled thermistor
bolometerbonded to a hyperhemisphericsilicon immersionlens. The all-
?
reflectiveCassegrainoptical system has an apertureof 17.8 cm and ani
; instantaneous ;4 of view of 20 milli_'adians.The spectral responseof
the ISR starts az _ lJmand extends to approximately70 um. A tempera-
ture measurementsensitivityof IK is maintainedover a dynamic range of
80K to 400K within the constraintsof the Apollo telemetrysystem. A
unique "space clamp" circuit providesan absolute radiometricmeasurement
. by automaticallyreferencingeach lunar scan to the "zero" signal from
deep space.
A comprehensiveprogram of acceptancetesting verifiedthe ability
of the ISR to operate in the Apollo mission enviror_ent. Significant
tests supportingscientificobjectives includedcalibrationin a th£rmal
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vacuumchamber,mappingthe instantaneousfieldof view,_nd characteriza-
tionof the frequencyresponseof the ISR signalprocessing.Discrepancies
inthe acceptancetestsand anomaliesduringmissionoperationprompted
furthertestson the nonfllghtunits.
The ISRtran_mlttedapproximately90 hoursof lunardataspreadover
5 daysin lunarorbit. ApproximatelylO8 independentlunartemperature
4
measurementsweremadewithan absoluteaccuracyof 2K. Spatialresolu-
tlonat nadirwas approximately2.2 km (dependingon orbitalaltitude),
exceedingthatof Earth-basedmeasurementsby at leastan orderof magni-
tude. The datacoversapproximately35% of the sphereas determinedby
the horizon-to-horizonscanscenteredon theApollo17 groundtrack.
Preliminarystudiesof thedatarevealthe highestpopulationof
thermalanomalies(or "hotspots")inOceanusProcellarum.Veryfew anom-
aliesexiston the far sideof theMoonas was predictedfromtheassocia-
tionof anomalieswithmareon the nearside. A numberof negativeanom-
alies {or"coldspots")havealsobeenfound. It is possiblethatthese
areasrepresentgeologicallyoungdepositsof materialwhichis less
: compactedthanthe averagelunarsoillayer.
I
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I. Introduction
Project Apollo was the great adventure in planetaryscience of the
early Seventies. More than a tour de force of engineeri_ and technology,
the program representedthe first step beyond planetaryreconnaissance
toward a capabilityfor intensiveplanetaryexploration, Over a period
of three and a half yea_s the basic Apollo spacecraftwas upgraded con-
_inuouslyto increasescientificpayload,astronautmobility,and stay
time on the lunar surface.
The final spacecraftconfiguration,known as the J series,carried
a suite of instruments4edicatedto orbital science. The orbital science
payload provideddata on lunar surfacegeochemistryand the geophysical
propertiesof the Moon as a planet. The instrumentswere operated prima-
rily by the CommandModule Pilot,who remained in orbit in the Command-
ServiceModule (CSM)while the other two crew members explored the lunar
surface. The instrumentswere installedin a sectorof the Service
Module called the ScientificInstrumentModule (SIM) Bay.
Apollo 17, the final mission, carried the InfraredScanning Radiom-
eter (ISR)to lunar orbit in December, 1972. The ISR was designed to
. map thermal emissionfrom the lunar surfacewith greateraccuracy, sen-
sitivity,and spatialresolutionthan could be obtainedusing Earth-
" based techniques. The principalexperimentalobjectivewas the acquisi-
tion of accurate temperaturemeasurementsfrom the nighttimesurface,
particularlyat local times between lunar midnightand dawn.
Theoreticalconsiderationspredictthat nighttimesurface tempera-
ture distributionsmirror variations in the physicalpropertiesof the
_" lunar soil from place to place. Thermal mapping from Earth-basedtele-
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scopes had demonstratedlarge scale heterogeneityin soil parametersin
associationwith various classes of lunar features. We believedthat
better resolutionof these thermal patternswould give insight into
Iunar geologicalprocesses. Additionally,analysisof the temperature
data would result _n quantitativeestimatesof soil density and structure.
Implementationof the experimentseemed straightforwardat first,
but it soon became clear that the instrumentationwould require some
"firsts". Predawnlunar temperaturesfall to 90 K and lower. Earth-
based detectionof such low therm_1 flux requirescryogenicallycooled
detectors. The best detectoravailable for that task was a germanium
bolometercooled by liquid helium. However,any type of cooling system,
passive or active, for such a long mission (_2 weeks) required develop-
ment work.
W
Preliminarycalculationsshowed that an "ordinary:_weather satellite
radiometerusing an uncooledth. mistor bolometercould be modified to
provide a reasonablesignal to noise ratio for the measurementof a 90 K
temperature(F. Malinowski,unpubl,memo). The absence of any significant
absorbingand emittingatmospherearound the Moon permittedoperationof
the radiometerwithout spectralfilters. The increase in flux available
to the unfiltereddetector, particularlyat long wavelengths,compensated
for the low level of emitted radiation. Proposalsreceivedfrom industry
for constructionof the ISR independentlyconfirmed the analysis (e.g.,
P1akun, et al., 1969).
The use of an uncooled detectorfor observationof such low tempera-
* tures was a new concept,and the long wavelengthresponseof the ther-
mistor bolometerwas largelyunknown. If the ISR successfu11_"'_pped j
lunar nighttimetemperatures,then the uncooled detectorconceQ: was
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viable for scanningradiometryof Jupiter, Saturn,and Mercury whe.'e
mission lifetimesare much more of a problem. The importanceof the ISR
developmentwas emphasizedby the failure of a cooling system for the
infraredspectrometeraboard Mariner 6 (Wilson,1971).
, The dual themes of the stu/. of the state of the lunar surface and
the proof of the instrumentconcept occupy the remainderof this work.
The next two chaptersprovide a basic theoreticalintroductionto the
lunar surfacethermal regime and a summaryof the understandingof infra-
red observationsat the time of the Apollo mission. These discussions
should clarify the scientificgoals of the ISR experiment. The follow-
ing pair of chaptersdevelop the rationalebehind the design and opera-
tion of the experiment. Chapter VI analyzesthe performanceof the
design. In ChaptersVll and VIII testing and calibrationof the ISR are
describedand analyzed. Chapter IX summarizesthe actual performanceof
the ISR, and Chapter X presentssome preliminaryscientificresults. A
final chapter concludesand recommends.
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II. ExperinJentalObjective
The principal experimental objective of the ISR was the mapping of
thermal emission from the nighttime lunar surface. The radiometer was
desig,led with a dynamic range capable of also measuring the emi.sion from
the illuminatedsurface but the latter was not considereda prime objective.
The regular diurnal passageof the Sun over a spot on the Moon induces
o
a t_rmal wave in the surface layer. A simple picture of the characterof
the wave can be obtained by considerationof Fourier'sequc,tion of heat
conductionin a semi-infinitesolid,
BT @ (k BTpc_-_=B-_ _)' (2.1)
wh_re T(z,t) is the temperaturein the body as a functionof depth and
time, p is the bulk deasity, c is the specificheat, and k is the
thermalconductivity. If the surfacetemperatureis a simple harmonic
function
c2_t+ ¢) (2.2)T(O,t) = b0 + bI cos , p
with period P, then the solutionat all points within the body is
(Carslawand Jaeger, (1959);Wesselink, (1948))
.-2_z• ,2_t 2_z
T(z,t) = b0 + bI exp t-_=-)cost-F- - +T _) (2.3)
i
where the thermalw_velength, _, is given by
zJa_P" '''ILL (2.4)
pc
The solution is clearly a wave, exponentia|lydamped with depth.
I
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If the surfacetemperature.canbe representedin d Fourier expansion
T : _ bnCOS(_-_-_+ @n) z _ bnCOS(n_+ _n_ (2.5)
n
then the linearity_f the heat conductionequatio_ impliesthat the general
" temperaturefield can be written as
T(_,s) = Z bn exp(-_.,s) cos (nR-_ s + Cn) (2.6)
2_z
where the spatialfrequencys = -/-- . Equation (2.6) representsa sum of
harmonicwaves, with the higher harmonicbeing more severelydamped.
Although this simplemodel illustratesthe nature of the thermal
responseof the lunar surface layer, the subsurfacetemperaturefield is
not of direct interest in the interpretationof infraredradiometricmeas-
urements. Rather, the surfacetemperaturevariationwith time is the
measured quantity,and the thermophysicalparametersof the layer are tne
inferredquantities. In order to model this relationship,one must con-
sider the boundaryconditionfor (2.1)at the surface.
At the surface plane (z = O) the energy flux is partitionedthree
ways: a) some fraction of the solar insolationis absorbed; b) heat is
conductedinto or out of the subsurface;and c) thermal energy is radiated
away from the surface to deep space. In the non-dimensionalvariables
previouslydefined, this boundarycondition can be written as
c_T4(0,a): S(a)[l-A(a)]._ _-_T(O,a), (2.7)
where ¢ is thc:e_.!:=_:_ityof the lunar surface,_ is the Stefdn-Boltzmann
constant, S is the insolationat the surface, A is the solar albedo,
_" and y : (kpc)"I/2 The insolationis a simple functionof the brightness
longitude (_) ar_,lthe latitude (6).
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So cos_cos_ Inl_ _2
sen)= {2.8)
0 _2_n_{_
where S is the solar constant. In these coordinates, the subsolar
o
point correspondsto _ = O, _ = O.
The solar albedo is also a functionof sun angle. This dependence
has recently been incorporatedinte lunar models by Cremers (1974)and
has been shown to have a significanteffecton the temperatureregime
near the terminators.
Boundaryconditions{2.7)and the non-dimensionalform of (2.1),
@T l 32Tm
@n 2 @s_' (2.9)
are the basis of the calculation for the lunar surface temperature as a
function of time. The left-hand side of (2.7) is nonlinear in T, and
this fact precludes an analytical solution to {2.9).
Numerical solution is obtained through finite difference techniques.
Examination of (2.7) and (2.9) shows that the thermophysical properties
of the surfacelayer appear only as the single parameter, y. All other
terms in (2.7)are well defined by the type of boundarycondition (luna-
tion or eclipse). Surface temperaturecurves can be calculatedas a
functionof y and comparedwith experimentaldata.
As will be discussed in the next section,early observationsshowed
Lnat the lunar value of y was on the order of lO3 cal-l secl/2K cm2.
Theoreticalcurves calculatedfor a range of y from 500 to 1500 exhibit
almost indistinguishabledaytime surfacetemperaturesbut rather dramatic
I
differencesin nighttimelevels. The physicalreason for this behavior
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is quite simple. A value of y in the above range is characteristicof
a good thermal insulator. During the daytime, the lunar surface layer
conducts only a small fractionof the absorbed solar energy into the sub-
surface. Therefore, the equilibriumsurface temperatureis controlledby
- the absorbedsolar radiationas determinedby local variations in albedo,
slope, and roughnessand is much less dependenton the range of thermal
properties.
In this simple, first-ordermodel nighttimetemperaturemapping pro-
vides the key to the distributionof physicalpropertiesof the lunar
surface layer. Since a value for y uniquelydefines a cooling curve,
the temperatureof a lunar region at some given phase angle (e.g.,the
midnight temperature)can be comparedwith that of other regions to deter-
mine the relative physicalstates of the surface layer. A further normal-
ization of (2.7) is requiredto demonstratethis point rigorously.
The goniometriccharacterof the lunar reflectivityfunction is the
same everywhereon the lunar surface. It follows that one may write
I-A(_) = EoE(_) {2.10)
where Eo is the normal solar emissivitywhich varies from place to place.
We will define a normalizedtemperature
e = T/To (2.11)
where _OTo4 = EoSoCOS6. (2.12)
It whould be noted at this point that the lunar rotationalequator lies
very near'lyin the eclipticplane. Therefore,the luminancelatitude is
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• verynearlyequalto the selenographiclatitude.The two latitudes hall
be Intercha)igeablydenotedby 6 in thispaper.
Equation(2.7}can now berewrittenas
e4= EC_)s(_)+I__-_Le (2.13)
y*VP @s
* /4 CSoEoCOs6)3/4where y = y(¢a}l (2.14)
Sinceall the parametersof the regionare now combinedintoy*, that
quantitycan bP uniquelyassociatedwitha temperaturemeasurement.The
thermophysicalquantityy can be derloedwithan uncertaintyapproxi-
matelyequalto thatof the albedovalue.
Thissimplemodelof the lunarsurfacethermalregimeservesto
i11ustratethe physicalprinciplesbeh" "_he ISRexperimentalobjective.
Moredetailedstudyof the ISRdatarequiresmorerealisticmodelsincor-
poratingradiativetransferas partof the subsurfacethermalregime.
Suchmodelsare discussedelsewhereand willnot becoveredindetailhere.
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III. HistoricalContext of the Measurement
Current data on lunar surfacetemperaturescomes from Earth-based
observationsusing the techniquesof infraredastronomy. The terrestrial
atmosphererather severel_restricts such measurements. Water vapor,
carbon dioxide,and oxygen absorb most of the radiationentering the
Earth's atmospherein the spectral band from 7 _m to 50 _m. In accord-
ance with Kirchoff'sLaw, these gases also emit thermal radiation in
direct proportionto their absorptivity. Atmosphericthermal emission
becomes the principalsource of backgroundnoise against which an infra-
red signalmust be detected.
The majority of lunar temperaturemeasurementshave been taken in
an atmospheric"window"between8 pn and 14 _m. Sensitiveinfrared
quantumdetectorsare available for this spectralband of atmospheric
transparency. The thermal flux distributionpeaks in or near this band
for lunar daytime and lunar eclipse temperatures. Detectionand meas-
urementof these two thermal regimes has been quite successful.
Mapping of luna_ nighttime temperatureshas provenmuch more dif-
ficult. Surface temperaturestypicallyare _OK to lOOK in the lunar
night, and the blackbodypeak lies at approximately30 _m. The _rradi-
ance availablewithin the 8 - 14 _m window falls off sharplyand became
undetectablefor many investigators(Shorthilland Saari, 1965; Murray
and Wildey, 1964; l_ildeyet al., 1967).
Low (1965)developedan astronomicaltechniquefor observing low
temperaturepoint sources through a less transparentatmosphericwindow
(17 _m - 25 _m). The proceduredynamicallycompares the signal from two
• . adjacentresolutionelements in the sky, one containingthe object of
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interestand one empty. However,this differentialmeasuremer,tis not
well suited to mapping an extendedobject such as the Moon.
A more completediscussionof lunar observationsand techniquescan
be found in Mendell (1971).
If the problem of detection is overcome,the variabilityof atmos-
pheric transmissivitystill precludesan absoluteradiometricmeasure-
ment of lunar thermal emission. The value of the lunar radiancemust be
inferredfrom a contemporaneousobservationof a "known"extraterrestrial
source. The planet Venus was used as a calibrationsource for the dark
side measurementsmade by Mendell and Low (1970). Saari and Shorthill
(1967) referencedtheir measurementsto the Moon's subsolarpoint, the
temperatureof which was computedusing the solar constant,the local
albedo, and a correctionfor conductioninto the surface. The accuracies
of these calibrationsare no better than I0% to 15%.
The lunar cooling curve has been studiedby scanningthe telescope
across the sunset terminator. Post-sunsetnighttimetemperaturesare
relativelyhigh and :_adilyd_tectable. On a typical scan, the surface
temperaturefalls below thc detectionthresholdbefore the telescope
reaches th_ antisolarmeridian. Cooling curves derivedfrom these scans
by various investigatorsexhibit significantdifferences. The disagree-
ment has been attributedto regionalvariation in thermal propertiesor
to drifts in the sky background. Equatorialscans were used by Saari
(1964) to estimate the lunar midnight temperatureat I04 K.
Estimationoi a typicalmidnight temperaturehas been importantin
the absence of dark side thermalmaps. Although evidence exists for
large scale regionalvariationsin thermophysicalproperties(Mendell I
and Low, 1972; Wildey et al., 1967),models of the surface thermal regime
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are frequentlybased on a single parameterkeyed to the midnighttempera-
ture Ce.g.,Linsky, 1973; _inter and Saari, 1968). The lunar soil is
simplycharacterizedas geophysicailythe same everywhere,varying only
in the distributionof rocks.
The fcregoingdiscussionmakes clear the advantagesof lunar orbit
radiometry. The abscnceof an interveningatmosphereeliminatesthe
major noise sourceand makes an absolutemeasurementpossible. The
globalnature of the measurementallows the intercomparisonof soil prop-
erties in differentclassesof lunar features. True cooling curves and
the subsequentinferenceof thermophysicalpropertiesare possible. The
entire thermal spectrumis availablefor radiometry. The data base can
be extendedto the far side of the Moon. Finally,the high spatial
resolutionmakes it possibleto study in detail the thermal structurein
"thermalanomalies"discoveredfrom Earth-basedwork.
Infraredmeasurementsof the eclipse of March 12-13, 1960, revealed
that several large rayed cratersremainedwarmer than their environs
during totality (Shorthillet al., 1960). The existenceof thermal
anomalieswas soon verifiedby other workers (Sinton,1962; Saari and
Shorthill,1963). During the eclipse of December19, 1964, Shorthill
and Saari (1969)completednine infraredmaps of the complete lunar disk.
The telescopicficld of view, lO arc seconds,translatedto a surface
resolutionelementof 17 kilometersat the center of the disk. Approxi-
mately lO00 local anomalieswere detected.
Many mode!_ I_avebeen put forwardto explain the ther_ophysical
heterogeneityof the lunar surface. The first anomaliesdetectedwere
I
large rayed craters,geologicallythe youngestfeatureson the Moon. It
was hypothesizedthat the ubiquitousdust layer was thinnerthere than
1976024189-019
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in older, more eroded regions. However, other effects (volcanism, radio-
activity, emissivity variations) were not ruled out. In general, models
for anomalous thermal behavior fall into four categories: a) subsurface
heat sources; b) unusual soil properties; c) qeometrical effects on both
large and/or small scales; and d) a large rock population.
A. Subsurfaceheat sources
Non-solar heating is the most intriguingexplanationfrom a
scientificpoint of view. Volcanic or subsurfacemagmatic activity is
only a remote possibilityin view of the Moon's seismicquiescenceand
the extreme age of even the youngest lunar samples.
The gamma ray spectrometerexperimentflown on Apollos 15 and
16 has found local concentrationsof radioactivityin the Aristarchus
Plateau,the Fra Mauro formation,and Van da Graaff (Adler et al., 1973).
However,the local variabilityin heat flow attributableto variations
in KREEP* abundance has been estimatedat less than a factor of two over
the heat flow measured by the Ap .lo Heat Flow Experiment(Toksozand
Solomon,1973). Such an enhar _nt of the heat Flow would elevate lunar
nighttimetemperaturesless than 0.5 K. While this enhancement is mar-
ginally detectable by the ISR, it is too small to explain the vast
majority of thermal anomalies.
B. Unusual soil properties
Buettner (1962) suggestedthat lunar surfacematerial might be
partiallytransparentto thermal infraredradiation. During an eclipse,
*KREEP is an acronym for a lunar rock type containinga high concentration I
of radioactiveelements•
c
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large thermalgradients exist near the surface. If thermal emission
from warm subsurfacelayers could escape through the surface,a radio-
metric temperaturehigher than the actual surfacetemperaturewould
result.
Lunar soils have been found to consist predominantlyof pyrox-
enes, olivines, anorthosites,and glasse.. None of these are particu-
larly transparentat infraredwavelengths. Surfaceparticle sizes are
on the order of the wavelengthof the radiation (_IO hm). As effective
scatterersof subsurfaceemission,the soil particlestend to thermalize
the radiationfield.
If the measured thermal emission is primarilya surface proc-
ess, then variations in emissivityof the soil is a possiblereason for
thermal contrasts. Reiativeto a "blackbody"soil, a low emissivity
surfacereaches a higher equilibriumtemperatureto compensatefor the
reduced radiating efficiency. The spectraldistributionof the emission
will be shifted to shorterwavelengths. The net effect on the measured
temperaturewill depend on the details of the spectralresponse of the
sensor.
Saari an_ Shorthill (1963)discussedthe effectsof reduced
surface emissivityon eclipse temperaturesand measurements. For an
umbral temperatureof 200 K, they demonstratedactual enhancementsrang-
ing from +6.7 K (_ = 0.9) to +34.5 K (_ = 0.6). It was noted that the
measured enhancementwould be only half as great.
I have made a calculationof the effectsof reduced emissivity
on nighttimetemperaturemeasurements. Ar empiricalrel_I'ionbetween
= (Kpc)"I/2 and the antisolartemperature,TM, has been deoerminedYm)_I
• _b
from numericalsolutionsof the one-dimensionalhomogeneouslunar thermal
ORIGINAL PAGBB
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model (Mendel1, unpublished data). Based on the model presented in
equation (2.13), the fitted relatton is
TH cTM = 265.9 - 56.01 log10 (yETM) (3.1)
over the range 400 < yETM < 1300. The results of the enhancement
calculation are shown in Table I.
The actual enhancementof the midnight temperature ranges from
+3.2 K (E = 0.9) to +16.9 K (E = 0.6). An infrared sensor sensitive to
a wavelength of 22 _m would measure only half the true enhancement. At
an effective wavelength of 11 1Jmthe measured enhancement is 75%of the
actual one. The relationship between the actual and measured enhance-
ments can change if the emissivity is wavelength dependent. For example,
if the emissivity is depressed only in the band around 11 _m, a measure-
meat at that wavelength might show a negative anomaly whereas the 22 _m
measurement would show a positive one.
Themal emission from particulate mineral surfaces has little
spectral contrast, approaching gray-body behavior as the particle size
approachesthe wavelengthof the emission (Van Tessel and Simon, 1964).
An early attempt to measure lunar surface emissivityfrom Earth (Murcray,
1965) establisheda value less than unity in the 8 _m to lO _m band. No
significantspectralstructurewas observed. Subsequentwork in the field
has led to disagreementon the occurrenceof spectralcontrast between
lunar features (Salisburyet al., 1970).
Measurementshave now been made on the spectralemissivityof
Apollo soils (Birkebak,1972; Birkebaka_d Dawson, 1973; Logan et al.,
1972; Salisburyet al., 1973). Unfortunatelyno data has been taken at
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wavelengthslonger than 14.5 _m. Between8 _m and 15 _m the emissivity
Is fairly constant,0.92 < c 41.0. Below 8 _m the emissivityhas a broad
minimum at 3.5 - 4.0 pm. The depth and locationof the minimum varies
from soll to soil and dependson the packing density. Fhe values at the
minimum fall in the range 0.6 to 0.8. A calculationof the total emit-
tance as a function of temperature(Birkebak,1972; Birkebakand Abdul-
kadir, 1972) shows that this short wavelengthminimum affects only high
temperature_nission. Its effect on the nighttimethermal emission is
probablynot large.
In summary, emissivitydifferencesbetween lunar features do
exist, but they may not be common. The emissivityis generallyless
than unity, but values for wavelengthsgreater than 15 _m have yet to be
determined.
C. Geometricaleffects
The influenceof surface geometryon radiometricmeasurements
has been studiedtheoretically. The phenomenonhas been broken down into
two categories: surface roughnessand view factor effects in the inte-
riors of craters and rifles. The categoriesdiffer only in scale. A
review of work on this form of enhancementcan be found in Bastin and
Gough 0969).
Gear and Bastin 0962) proposeda centimeter-scalesurface
"corrugation"to explain observeddirectionalityin daytime thermal
emission (Pettitand Nicholson,1930) and the apparent disagreement
between values of y deduced from eclipse and from nighttineobservations.
Bastin 0965) later invokedthe same model as a possible explanationfor
eclipse anomalies. Bastinand Gough (1969) presentedan analysisof a
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model of intermediate scale roughness and compared its predictions to 19
known observational discrepancies relative to a plane model.
Although centimeter scale rouglmess appears to explain satis-
factorily the global directionality of lunar thermal emission, it is less
succe.3ful as a model for dark side thermal anomalies. Nighttime enhance-
ments _ 10 K were obtained from a surface of parallel rectangular troughs.
Such a model is not a reasonable representation of the mutual view factors
of lunar surface elements. Yet the enhancements from this extreme model
still fall short of the measured anomalies associated with large lunar
features.
Buhl et al. (1968) invoked a more reasonable lunar morphology
to analyze the effects of roughness. A surface having craters larger
than a fraction of a meter exhibits an effective thermal inertia which
is greater than the actual thermal inertia by a factor
1 + (2d/0)2,
where d/D is the crater depth to diameterratio. Numericalmodels showed
nighttimethermal enhancementson the order of 15 K - 20 K.
There are some problemswith the model. Reflectedsunlight is
improperlyaccountedfor in the energy balance. As a result, the enhance-
ment of the thermal inertia is overstatedby approximately8% with a
resultingoverestimatein the dark side anomaly of 2 K - 3 K. The model
is based on hemisphericalcraters, implyingthat d:D = 1:2. A more
realisticratio falls in the range 1:5 to 1:20, yieldinga total nigLt-
time anomaly <4 K. Finally,and most importantly,the lunar surface is
, saturatedeverywherewith craters smallerthan a kilometer. It would be
more reasonableto turn the model around and speculatethat co_d anomalies
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are unusuallyflat areas. However, the model is useful in understand-
ing at least part of the enhancementsassociatedwith large craters. In
this respect,the results agree with those of Staley (1968).
D. Rock populations
Most workers in the field have believedthat some combination
of exposed rock mixed with the lunar soil would nicely explain thermal
anomalies. A dissentingvoice was that of Sinton (1962). He presented
evidenceto the point that a two layer soil model fit the ec%ipsecool-
ing of Tycho better than a soil-rock_ixture. The large scatter in the
experimentalpoints weakens the argument. In addition the argumentmay
net be valid because the temperaturecurves for the two componentswere
apparentlyadded linearlyto get the curve for the mixture. No allowance
was made for the detector responsefunction.
Hopfield (1967)pointed out the dramaticand nonlineareffect
of a small percentageof rock on the measured temperatureof a lunar
region. Disagreementsin the magnitudeof the lunar midnight tempera.
ture can be explained by assuming_1% of the surfacecovered by rock and
taking into account the spectralresponseof the various detectors. He
proposedthat microwavemeasuremc_Lswould weight the radianceof the
surface rock componentlinearlywith temperatureand abundanceand that
anomaliesdue to rocks should disappear.
Hopfieldalso emphasizedthe significanceof the the_nal wave-
length in the rock relative to the size of the rock. When the size
exceeds the thermal wavelength,thermal contrast is maintainedrelative
to the soil. His argument suggestedthat rocks on the order of a meter
I
or larger would cool independentlyof the soil during a lunation.
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The ther_Bl responseof an isolatedrock on the lunar surface
was calculatedby Roelof (1968). From that analysis,Winter (1970)con-
cluded that surface rocks woulc i_ev_a small effecton the surface
brightnesstemperatureprovided that the n_ajorityof the rock population
was submeterand that the percentageof the surface covered by rocks was
less than 10%. Hopfield'sidea of an anomaly with a I% rock surface
would apply only if the rocks were boulders1_"qer than lO meters.
The ipfraredsignatureof large bouldersas predictedby Hop-
field and Roelof was observedexperimentallyby Allen and Ney (1969).
They measured the color temperatureas well as the brightnesstempera-
ture of three major ray craters during the lunar night. Although the
brightnesst_mperaturesdecreased,the color temperaturesremainedcon-
stant at _200 K throughoutthe night. The data is consistentwith 2% to
10% of the crater area coveredwith rock outcropsor large boulders.
Later, Allen (1971)observed similar behaviorfor many other thermal
anomalies.
Most thermalanomaliesare bright ray craters. These features
are classifiedas geologicallyyoung with argumentsbased on morphology
and superposition. A large hypervelocityi_pact into the lunar surface
is expected to produce boulaersby excavationof bedrockand by shock
lithification. The bouldersare eroded by lunar surfaceprocesses such
as micrometeoritebombardment. The intensityof a thermal _nomaly should
correlatew_th its geologic age. In addition,the visual and thermal
characteristicsshould change in a regular way with time.
Fudali (1966}proposeda model of the evolutionof the _hermal
signature. The new impact feature is bright with a ray pattern and)
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exhibitsthermal enhancementover the crater floor and rim. Z,csional
processescause these Ceatures to disappearin the followingsequence:
(a) the ray pattern;
(b) thermal enhancementof the outer rim
(c) thermal enhancementof the crater floor
(d) visual brightressof the floor and outer rim
(e) thermal enhancementof the inner rim
(f) visual brightnessof the inner rim
Photogeologyis limitedto the classificationsas fresh impacts, (a),
(d), and (f). Thermalmaps from the ISR will immediatelydistinguish
categories{b) and (e). Once correctionsfor view factor effects have
been applied to crater floor temperatures,category (c) can also be
distinguished. Thus the ISR should provide new detailson lunar evolu-
tion using kilometer-sizedcraters as benchmarks.
I
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IV. ConceptualDesign of the ISR
The Apollo 17 InfraredScanningRadiometeris a cross-trackscanner,
designedto map the Moon's thermalradiationfrom lunar orbit. Figure 4-I
is an optical schematic. The optical system is basicallyCassegrainian.
The 45° scan mirror accepts radiationwhich is initiallyincidentperpen-
dicular to the optical axis and folds it onto the primarymirror. The
Cassegrainoptics convergethis radiationonto the detectorassembly. The
scan mirror and s_condarymirror rotate as a unit about the optical axis.
The instantaneousfield of view has a 20 milliradianacceptanceangle.
Its axis emerges from the ISR housing in a directiondeterminedby the
positionof tilescan mirror. Thus a complete rotationof the mirror causes
the instantaneousfield of view to sweep out a solid angle of revolution
centered about a plane perpendicularto the rotationaxis. The portionof
the solid angle which lies within an aperture in the housing is called the
externalfield of view of the instrument.
The ISR housing is approximately21.5 cm x 22.8 cm x 58.4 cm (Figure
4-2). The optical axis runs parallelto the longestdimension. The
extent of the externalfield of view is 189 degrees as determined by the
size of the aperture.
The intactface of the housingwhich lies opposite to the aperture
defines the mounting plane. A Cartesiancoordinatesystem for the ISR can
be establishedusing Lhe Cassegrainoptical axis and the perpendicularto
the mounting plane which intersectsthe optical axis at the plane of the
scan mirror. The optical axis (and the rotationaxis) will be designatea
as the y-axis. The perpendicularto the mounting plane becomes the x-axis.
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The -x directionpasses through the aperture near the center. The +y axis
goes through the detector. As viewed from the detector,the sense of
rotation Is clockwise.
The ISR was mounted in the ScientificInstrumentModule Bay of the
Apollo 17 spacecraftCcf. Chapter V). During data collectionthe -x axis
was oriented toward the lunar surface. The externalfield of view crossed
from horizon to horizon,perpendicularto the orbital ground t,ack. The
orbitalmotion of the spacecraftspaced successivescans along the ground
track, thereby allowing the ISR to sample the entire surfacevisible from
the orbital altitude.
If the ISR is H kilometersabove the lunar surface and if the
instantaneousfield of view (a = 20 mrad.) is directedtoward nadir, the
circular surfaceresolutionelement has a selenocentricangular diameter
~ H
(4.1)
where R_ (= 1738.1 _) is the radius of the Moon. From a design altitude
of Ill km, _ = 1.27 mrad. The surface spatialresolutionis
d = R) _ = 2.22 km. . (4.2)
For a circular orbit, the selenocentricangular velocity is constant.
The scan mirror rotationperiod can be chosen such that the scans intersect
the ground track at a spacingof one resolutionelement.
PI = _ (R_ + H)3/2(GM_)"I/2 = 1.44 sec, (4.3)
where the lunar gravitationalcoefficientGI.I)= 4907.6 km3sec''2. The
actual ISR scan rate was set slightly higher than suggestedby this cri-
terion to allow for tolerances in construction.
I
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ISR scan rate Z 41.7 rpm
(4.4)
ISR scan period = 1439 msec.
The Cassegrainprimary and secondaryare sphericalmirrors. The
p_i_rymirror clear aperture has an outer diameterof 177.8 mm and an
inner diameter of 63.5 n_ (BEC Drawing 20590-2003-i). The effect]ve
collectingarea ,5 217 cm2. The objectivehas an effective focal ]ength
of 590.55mm (Heilmana-_ Nawyn, 1972).
The detectorassembly consistsof a silicon-immersedthermistor
bolometer. The hyperhem_,Fher,_lens is 9.6 mm thick at the detector
and is the only transmittingelement in the optical train. The short
wavelengthcuton at 1.2 pm is determinedby absorptionin the lens. The
long wavelengthcutoff falls approximatelyat 65 pm as the detector be-
comes transparentto the infraredradiation.
The bolometeris composedof a resistor pair in a bridge arrange-
ment with an applied bias voltage. One thermistor,the _ctive flake, is
bonded to the back of the lens at the focal point. The passive flake is
bonded nearby, out of the beam of radiation. Absorbedradiationon the
active flake thermally induceschanges in its resistance. The result is
a bridge imbalanceand, therefore,a detector signal.
The noise power from this arrangementis particularlylarge at low
frequencies. Noise sources includeany intrinsicbridge imbalance,com-
ponent drifts in the electronics,and current (I/f)noise. Since the ISR
output contains informationdown to O.l Hz, it becomes importantto
periodically"zero" the signal and cancel the accumulateddrifts.
The hardwarecontractor (cf. ChapterV), Barnes EngineeringCompany,
proposed a space clamp circuit as a solutionto the problem. During each
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revolutionoi the scan mirror, the instantaneousfield of view briefly
sweeps across a sector of empty space on either side of the Moon. The
detector receives no radiationdt_ringthese space looks; and the output
contains only noise, consistingmostly of the accumulateddrifts in the
system.
The space clamp circuit samples this noise signalonce per scan dur-
ing the space look which precedesencounterof the lunar limb. The off-
set voltage is preservedon a capacitorand is subtractedfrom the remain-
der of the scan as a dc shift.
A sample and hold circuit which preservesan instantaneousvalue of
a signal is called a hard clamp. BEC demonstratedin their proposal
{Plakunet al., 1969) that a hard clamp statisticallysamples high fre-
quency noise spikes superimposedon the drift offset. In this way the
high frequencynoise is aliased into the low frequencyregime, i.e., into
the applied dc shift.
To minimize aliasing,BEC designeda more complex circuit called an
integratingclamp. The integratingclamp samples the detector output for
24 millisecondsand averagesout the high frequency noise. Although the
noise suppressioncharacteristicsof the integratingclamp are good, its
extended samplingtime posed potentialoperationalproblems it+ _ly
mission planning. A discussionof these problemswill be postponeduntil
the next chapter.
Figure 4-3 is a diagram of the electronicsignal processingfor the
ISR. The detector signal is amplified by the preamplifierand shaped in
frequencyby she post-amplifier. Followingthe clamp circuit,a low pass
filter guards against aliasingat the samplingfrequencyof the spacecraft
I
data system (400 Hz). The processedsigna' is fed to each of three buffer
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amplifiershavingapproximategainsof 20 {ChannelI), S (Channel2),and
l {Channel3). Threeoutputsof differing ainsare necessaryto fit the
largedynamicrangeof the thermaldatawithinthe capabilitiesof the
spacecraftelemetrysystem.
Onceper scanfourelectricalvoltagestepsare insertedintothe
data stream.The durationof eachstepis tenmilliseconds.The steps
serveto verifythegainof the finaloutputamplifiersano _an be used
as synchronizationpulsesfor the locationof individualscansin the
continuousdatastream.
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V. Design ConstraintsImposedby
the Apollo Mission
The general design philosophyof the ISR as well as certain instru-
ment details cannot be justifiedunless the constraintsof the Apollo
program Areunderstood. Formulationof the experimentwas shaped by the
engineeringenvelope of the spacecraft,the operationalplan of the mis-
sion, and the managerialphilosophyinherent in the Apollo program.
A. General Design Philosophy
In early planningof the experimentNASA emphasizedachieving a
high probabilityof success and maintainingtight schedulesfor the deliv-
ery of flight hardwareto Cape Kennedy. A corollaryto these goals was
t_e eliminationfrom the program of unnecessarydevelopmentof new hard°
ware and new techniques. If an "off-the-shelf"system could be shown to
satisfy the stated scientificrequirements,then it would be chosen over
any unproven system which might be superior in concept.
A major early decisionmade the ISR an ambient temperature
radiometer. Performancecalculationsbased on radiometersin weather
satelliteshad shown that the sensitivitywas adequate for the lunar meas-
urement if the entire available spectralbandwidthwas utilized. The
i
experimentersfelt justified in accepting some risk in the developmentof
a new system having the much higher sensitivityavailablewith a cryogenic
detector. NASA vetoed the proposal. The performanceof a pyroelectric
detectorwas projectedto be an order of magnitude better than the proposed
thermistorbolometer,but considerationof it was dropped because of dif-
ficultieswith qualificationof a similardetector assemblyon a weather
satelliteprogram.
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Other early design decisionswere also rooted in a conservative
management approach. Mountin_the ISR on a shelf in the SIM Bay restricted
somewhatthe externalfield of view of the instrument. An extendableand
retractableboom was rejectedon the basis of reliability. The experi-
menters were also unenthusiasticabout its pointing stability. Image
motion compensationwas consideredtoo complex to implement. A single-
sided scan mirror was selectedover less conventionalscan systemswhich
improvedthe duty cycle but complicatedthe hardwareor data reduction.
B. ProgramManagement
Within the Apollo program three options were availablefor the
design and constructionof the instrumentitself.
a. The entire activitycould be carried out by th_ Principal
Investigator(PI) as part of his contractwith NASA;
b. the experimentalhardwarecould ';ebuilt commerciallyunder
a s,bcontractfrom the PI's institution;or
c. the hardwarecontractcould be separate from the PI contract
and administeredby NASA with the PI in the role of a technical advisor.
Since Rice Universitylacked the experiencedm_npower and resourcesto
conduct the program under either of the first two modes, the hardware
contract was awarded competitivelyby the Man_,edSpacecraftCenter (MSC).
The winner of the competitionwas Barnes EngineeringCompany (BEC) of
Stamford,Connecticut.
In some respectsmode c. has the elementsof a three-ringcircus.
NASA, the PI, and the hardwarecontractorhave slightlydifferentperspec-
tives, interests,and motives. The administrativemachinery for institut-
ing changes and uncovering_istakes can be ponderous. The scientist is
I
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not in direct control of the experimentalapparatus. To avoid possible
compromiseof the scientificobjectives,the PI team must plan activities
and documentationrequirementswell in advance,must keep up with reports,
and must maintain a good informalworking relationshipwith both the NASA
TechnicalMonitor and the programmanagementat the hardwarecontractor.
Although the ISR program received praise for proceedingsmoothly, some
problems with the ex,_riment,particularlyin the area of testing,can be
traced to the indirectcuntactuf the Principal Investigatorand the ex-
periment hardware. These problemswill be covered in later chapters.
C. Data Coverage
Previousdiscussionhas made clear that the ideal radiometric
experimentwould monitor the temperatureof a surface element throughout
a lunation (29.53days). The length of time in orbit for the Apollo
Command-ServiceModule (CSM)was limitedto 6 days (20%of a l;,nation).
Under the constraintof limited time in orbit, the prime experi-
mental objectivebecame the measurementof surfacenighttimetemperatures.
An operationalconstraintof the Apollo missions required lighting from a
morning Sun during the landing, lhereforearrival at the .Moonwas timed
to coincide approximatelywith sbnrise at the landing site. The sunrise
terminatormoved from approximately28°E to approximately46°W d';ring1$R
data collection in the lunar orbit. Nighttimemeasurementswere limited
in general to tilelunar western h_dsphere.
Just as the longitudeof the landing site dictated the position
of the sunriseterminator,the latitudedeterminedthe orbital inclina-
tion. Initiallythe inclinationwas approximately160° (i.e.,a re_ro-
, jrade orbit) and was changed at REV 37 to approximately157°, enabling
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the ISR scans to cover slightlyhigher latitudes. The moderate inclina-
tions precludedmeasurementsin the polar regions and allowed considerable
orbit to orbit overlap.
On the near side of the Moon nighttimecoverage includedsouthern
portions of Mare Serenitatisand Mare Imbrium,Oceanus Procellarum,and
equatorialregions on the western limb. On the far side',ground tracks
passed south of the craters Hertzsprungand Korolevover to the craters
Aitken and Van de Graaff.
D. Spacecraft Geometry
The Apollo 17 C_ consisted of the conical CommandModule joined
at the base to the cylindrical Service Module. One sector of the Service
Module, called the Scientific Instrument Module (SIH) Bay, housed the
orbttal science experiments including the ISR (Figure 5-1). The SIM my
wall was jettisoned with pyrotechnic bolts prior to lunar orbit insertion,
providing the orbital science complement a view outside the spacecraft.
A convenient coordinate system within the CSMcan be defined by
the cylindrical axis (X axis) and the SIM Bay centerline. The +X direction
laj toward the nose of the CommandModule.
The ISR was mounted on the outer edge of a shelf in the STH Bay.
The axis of rotation of the ISR scan mirror (instrument y-axis) was par-
a11el to the CSMX-axis. The external field of view was limited to 162
degrees by the walls of the SIM Bay. This number represents a reduction
of 15% in the external field defined by the ISR aperture alone.
During ISR data collection the CSMmaintained a lunar orientation
called SIH Bay attitude. The spacecraft reaction control system was pro-
gramed to maintain the SIM Bay centerlinepointed at nadir on the lunar i
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surfaceand to keepthe X axis in the orbit plane. While in SIM Bay
attitudethe CSM could be orbitingwith either th +X axis or the -X
axis pointingalong the velocity _ector.
Limitationson availablefuel preventedthe attitude thrusters
from firing continuouslyto maintainany orientation. Firingsoccurred
only after the accumulateddrift in pitch, roll, or yaw had reached a pre-
set tolerancelimit. On the Apollo 17 mission two tolerancesettings were
availableto the astronaut,a wide deadband of 3 degrees and a narrow
deadbandof 0.5 degrees. For Apollos 15 and 16 the wide deadband has been
5 degrees,and that number was assumed in the design of the SIM Bay experi-
ments for Apollo 17.
The ISR collecteddata during a large fractionof the total time
that the CSM was in lunar orbit. It was importantto denonstrateto engi-
neers planningthe mission that the ISR was capable of nominaloperation
whlle the spacecraftheld the more economical (in terms of fuel) wide dead-
band. Implementationof the integratingclamp circuit caused _oncern among
the mission planners.
[he central questionwas whether the lunar limb would fall into
the ISR field of view during the space clamp. A false offset would seri-
ously degrade the entire scan. Some calculationsindicatedthat the ISR
would not operatenominallyat the extremesof the wide deadband if point-
ing errors, installationerrors, and the overall geometrywere taken into
account.
To minimize the problem,the ISR was installedwith its -x axis
canted 2,67 degrees off of the SIM Bay centerline. This position placed
the field of view at the start of the clamp as close to the SIM Bdy wall
_" as toleranceswould allow. I performeda detailed analysisof the geom-
I
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etry and pointingerrors to predict the probabilityof degradeddata while
operating in a wide deadband. The analysis is presentedin Appendix A. It
showedthat data degradationwould be minimal, therebyallowing planningof
extendeddata periodsfor the ISR. The error analysisof postflightpoint-
ing knowledgewas useful in planningdata reductionand formed the justifi-
cation for actually measuringthe directionuf the ISR -x axis on the launch
pad after installationin the SIM Bay.
E. SpacecraftData System
The SIM Bay data systemdigitizedeach of the ISR outputs into
8-bit words at a rate of 800 samples per second. Telemetrywords consist-
ing of all zero-bitsor all one-bits were disallowed,giving a total of
254 'possiblelevels. Each level correspondedto a signal change of 20
millivolts for a total range 0 - 5.06 volts.
The dynamic range of the ISR data was known to be considerably
greater than the capacityof the SIM Bay data system. The bolometerout-
put is proportionalto lunar radiancerather than lunar temperature. If
the ISR Noise EquivalentDelta Temperature (NEAT) is approximatelyIK at
9OK, the Stef_n-BoltzmannLaw can be used to approximatethe signal to
noise ratio.
S/N (9OK)_ (914/904-I)-l = 22 (5.1)
Assume the spectralsensitivityof the ISR is constant between l pm and
60 _m. At the subsolar point (400 K) all of the radiance will be trans-
mitted to the detector. For a scene temperatureof 90 K only 68% is
transmitted. The approximatesignal to noise ratio at 400 K is
r (400)4 22 _ 1.3 x 104 (5.2'SIN (400 K) = -_0- x .68
I
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Clearly the dynamicrange of the.measurementswamps the capacity of a
telemetrychannel.
Three approacheswere consideredto resolve the mismatch:
a. Optical filtering
A filter which rejected wavelengthsshorter than approxi-
mately 20 _m or 301_n would remove the reflected solar radiance from day-
side measurementsand would remove a significantportion of the high
temperatureflux. No short wavelengthrejectionfilter could be found
which would not degrade the long wavelength sensitivityof the radiometer.
A brief study of scatterfilters yielded promisingresults, but their
experimentalnature removed them from consideration..It was also realized
that any absorptionfilter would be a thermallyvarying noise source in
the optical path.
b. Nonlinearamplification
A Icgarithmicbuffer amplifierpreservesmeasurementsensi-
tivity at low signal levels yet compressesthe total dynamic range. This
option was rejected becausethe nonlinearelectroniccomponentslack
stabilityas a functiono_ time and temperature.
c. Multiple channels
Fortunatelyextra scientificchannelswere available in the
Apollo 17 data system. The entire range of measurementfrom 80K to 403K
was covered by a low gain channel. A high gain channel, which preserved
sensitivityin the measurement,saturatedat 173K. Therefore an inter-
mediate channel was also implemented.
F. SpacecraftEnvironment
SIM Bay temperatureextremeswere a major concern in the ISR
design. The calibrationof the radiometeris good only as long as a
I
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constantdetector temperatureis maintained. A detailed thermal model of
the ISR was developedto p_edictdetector temperatureas a function of
hypotheticalSIM Bay temperaturehistoriesprovided by NASA.
To simplifydetector temperaturecontrol it was decided to heat
the detector to a fixed temperatureabove the predictedextreme. For a
"hot-biased"mission profile the maximum detector temperaturewas predicted
to be 306K (91°F) (Heilman_nd Nawyn, 1972). The detectortemperatureset
point was chosen to be 311K (iOl°F). The detector heaterwas controlled
by an active feedbackloop from a thermistormounted on the detector as-
sembly. Although detector performanceis somewhatdegradedat this high
temperature,the design maintains constant temperaturesimply and reliably.
Another design problemwas the potentialdegradationof the ISR
optics by condensationof rocket exhaust products. Reaction control clus-
ters are mounted on the exteriorof the CSM, and some of the jet plumes
extended into the open SIM Bay. The actual magnitude of the problem was
never evaluated satisfactorilyprior to the mission.
Two types of p:_cautionwere implementedto deal with the prob-
lem. During orbital science operations,those reaction control jets actu-
ally pointing into the SIM Bay were inhibited. Since all jets were nec-
essary for major maaeuvers,each instrumentwas providedwith a cover which
could be opened or closed by the astronaut in the CommandModule. Figure
5-2 shows the ISR cover in open and closed configurations.
G. Experimentcontrol
An astronaut in the Command Module could switch the ISR on or
off and could raise or lower the cover. No othcr direct control of the
! instrumentwas possible.
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NASA required from the.Pl team a real-timeevaluationof experi-
ment performanceduring the mission. For the ISR, this requirementimplied
samplingthe actual scientificoutput. Housekeepingdata, consistingof
some temperaturesand voltages, was insufficientto judge the quality of
the data. However,800 samples per second was too high a rate for the
available real time data lines into the Mission Control Center.
A scheme was devised whereby 3 secondsof ISR data was stripped
from the SIM Bay zelemetry stream and bufferedat a ground receiving sta-
tion. The buffereddata was transmittedto the Mission Control Center at
a rate of 20 samples per second over a period of two minutes. In effect,
two scans were availableevery two minutes. In terms of the lunar surface,
the data stream was sampled every 6 degrees of longitude. The real time
data enabled us to evaluate instrumentperformanceand to optimize operat-
ing strategyduring the n_ission.
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VI, PredictedPerformance
An infraredradiometerconsistsof three functionalparts: the
optics_ the detector,and the signal processingelectronics. The optics
serve to collect and focus infraredradiationonto the detector. Ab-
sorbed radiationheats the detector,which transducesthe resulta:,ctem-
peraturechange into an electricalsignal. The signal _rocessingelec-
tronics amplify the detectoroutput and shape the time constants and
bandwidthof the system to enhance the signal to noise ratio.
A. The Optics
A schematicof the ISR optical system has been presented in
Figure 4-I. The scan mirror folds incident infraredradiation into the
Cassegrainoptical system. The sphericalCassegrainmirrors are simpler
to manufactureand are less sensitiveto defocusingthan the more common
parabolic-hyperbolicCassegrainpair. Since the ISR is not intendedas
true imaging system, sphericalaberrationsare acceptable. Ray traces of
the optical design by BEC showed only a small edge blur.
The detector assemblyat the Cassegrainfocus incorporatesthe
hyperhemisphericalsilicon lens shown in Figure 6-I. The lens reduces
the effectivef-number of the system and allows a smalleractive flake.
As the detector size decreases,the noise figure improvesand the re-
quired bias voltage is less. A smaller bias voltage is easier to regulate.
On the negative side, reflectionand absorptionlosses at the lens reduce
the throughputof the system. The net resu_ .1owever,is a gain in
performance,
The total power collected by a radiometeris equal to the prod-
uct of the irradianceat the aperture,+he area of the clear aperture, I
I
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the solid angle of acceptance,and the efficiencyof the system. The
spectralpower absorbed by the ISR detectorat a particularwavelength,
X, Is given by
dP = KoA_p3_(_)_(X)N(),,T)d_ (6.1)
where Ko(= _) - a geometricaldegradationfactor due to
the fact that a circular aperture is imaged
onto a square flake;
A(= 217 cm2) - the unobstructedcollecting area;
If(=3 14xlO'4ster)- the solid angle correspondingto the 20 mrad.
field of view,
p(= 0.96) - the reflectivityof each of the mirrors;
=(X) - the absorptivityof the detector flake
• (_) - the transmittanceof the lens
N(X,T) - the Planck radiancefunction for temperature
T.
In equation (6.1)the quantitiesT(_) and =(),)are difficult to estimate.
Reflectionlosses at the surface of the lens are on the order
of 50%. As a result, antireflectioncoatingsare often applied on im-
mersed detectors. The ISR is unusual, however, in that its design objec-
tives require a broadband,long wavelengthresponse. All coatingscon-
sidered would degrade the low temperaturemeasurementcapabilityof the
i
radiometer. Consequently,the lens is uncoated. Optical losses in the
detectorassembly are predictedfrom the propertiesof silicon, the bond-
ing material for the flake (arsenic-modifiedselenium),and the flake
itself.
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The transmissioncurve for the lens is difficultto construct
from data in the scientificliterat,_e. Measurementson modern optical
quality silicon are rare. Samplesa thin (<2 ram)for measuring the
extinctiencoefficientin absorption _ds. Vendor data sheets give nice
transmissioncurves, but no details of the measurementare discussed.
e
Figure 6-2 displaysfour sets of transmissiondata for silicon.
Curves Ca) and (b) represent samplesof comparablethicknessfrom the same
vendor. Curve (a) comes from the vendor'sdata sheetwhereas curve (b)
was found in the literature(Randalland Rawcliffe,1967). In the crit-
ical 25 _m to 50 _m region, there is a disagreementof approximatelylO_;
in transmissioi_.From the figure and other availabledata several puints
can be made about silicon transmission. For wavelengthsbetween 1.2 um
an.__;_m the tran:_,_issionis approximately50% and only weakly dependent
on sample thickness. In the reststrahlenregion from 6 _m to 20 _m the
absorptioncoefficientcan be high with little transmissionthrough a thick
sample. Beyond 20 )J{nthe reflectivityis approximatelyconstantat 30%
(Yoshinaga,1955), and no absorptionband has been observed between ?0 _m
and 60 _m (Aronsc_,,e_ al., 1964). The absorptioncoefficientat the
long wavelengthsc_n be assumed agproximatelyconstant.
Mclntosh (unpubl.memo) cited a transmissionmeasurementon a
5 mm sample from the boule of silicon from which the ISR immersionlenses
were fabricated, l-_-oma 40% transmissionat 30 _m, he calculatedan
-I
absorptioncoefficientof approximately0.05 cm The transmissionto
the detector flake through the 9.6 mm lens was calcula" at 42% because
the reflection losses at the silicon-seleniuminterfaceare much smaller
, than at a silicon-airinterface.
t
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Any predictionbased on plane parallelgeometrymust be con-
sidered an upper limit to the actual transmissionof a convergingbeam
incidenton a hyperhemisphericalsurface. As supplementaryinformation,
BEC supplieda spectralresponsecurve for another silicon immersedbolom-
eter, The lens thicknesswas comparableto that of the ISR detector
assembly, but an antireflectioncoating had been applied to the lens.
The curve is presented in Figure 6-3. The respLnseof the detector is
depressed relative to the maximum at 2 _m when compared to the silicon
data in Figure 6-2.
BEC also suppliedan engineeringversion of the ISR detector to
Rice Universityfor testing. A Beckman IR-9 spectrophotometerat MSC was
used to measure the spectral responsebetween 2.5 _n and 25 _m. The com-
parison detectorwas a Mullard pyroelectric. A Bec;'manIR-ll in the Rice
Chemi.;ryDepartmentwas used to measure the responsebeyond 12.5 _m.
Its internalGolay cell was the comparisondetector. Both comparison
detectorsare thought to be reasonablyflat spectrally,but were chosen
largelyas a matter of convenience. The measurementswere done on a
"quick look" basis, and proper attentionwas not given to optical align-
ments or the conditionof the spectrometers. It shouldalso be noted
that the ISR detector behaved erraticallythroughout.
On each spectrometerthe (,'tputof the ISR detector was digi-
tized by hand and divided by the digitizedoutput from the comparison
detector. Each set of data was then scaled to match reasonablywell in
the overlap region, 12,5 _m to 20 _m. The large scatter at long wave-
lengthsarises partly from the difficulty in avoidingwater vapor absorp-
tion bands in digitizationand partly from scalingand matching the
different spectral rangesof the spectrometer. Data from 2.5 pm to 5 _m
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ivasdiscardedwhen a problem was discoveredin the registrationof the
ISR spectrometertrace with that of the comparisondetector.
Although the )esults are largely qualitative,a few important
conclusionsca:1be drawn from the data. First, the ISR responseextends
past 60 _m. Previousmodels had assumeda 40 IJmcutoff. A comparisonof
Figure.6-4 wich Figure 6-3 shows that the spectral structurein the;
reststrahlenregion agrees very well. The major diTference is an enhanced
response at !5 Nm in the ISR detector. The relative responsebetween long
wavelengthsand the regionsof transparencyin the reststrahlenbands are
similarfor both in_erscdbolometers. The deep a_sorptionbelow 8 _m is
present in both bolometersalthough it is not evident in the silicon
curves of Figure 6-2. The responseof the ISR detectcrbelow 5 um probably
increasesin a manner similarto Figure 6-3. However, the 3 to l enhance-
ment at 2 _m over the long wavelengthpeak is probably exaggeratedby the
antireflectioncoating. Taking into account the silicondata and tke
partial transparencyuf the detectormaterial we can place short wave-
length enhancemen_ factor at approximately 1.5.
IVe can conclude that Figure 6-4 is a reasonable representation
of t,le !SR spectral response. In particular, we can estimate
(_)_ ,j ,', 0.3 (X - 40 _m) (6.2'
The above estimato ar,d the spectral response curve will be used later in
the chapter to cornl):rLe the sensitivity of the ISR.
B. The Detector
A bol _-_-om,._.ci is a type of infrared detector in which some meas-
urable physical property varies with temp,zrature. In a thermistor bolom-
1 eter the dr.cec_.or:,sa flake of semiconductormaterial whose intripsic
')  tG12VAr
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resistance is a functionof temperature. An electricalschematicof the
ISR detector is shown in the upper right-handcorner of Figure 6-I.
The active flake is exposed to the beam of radiationwhile the
compensatorflake is positionednearby, outside the beam. A carefully
regulated bias voltage is maintainedacross the resistorpair. When the
temperaturesof the two flakes are equal, no voltage appears at the detec-
tor output, B. It the active flake is illuminated,the absorbed radiation
raises its temperatur,=,thereby changing its resistanceand causing a
voltage to appear at the output.
A simplemodel of a bolometer(Smithet al., 1968) illustrates
the role of certain physical parameters. Absorbed radiationis converted
to heat, part of which raises the temperatureof the flake and part of
which is conducted to the surroundings. The temperaturecontrast,Lr,
between the flake and its environmentis given by the heat conduction
equation
)
P(t) = C d* + G(_T) (6.3)
where P is the absorbedpower, t is time, C is the heat capacity of
the flake, and G is its conductance.
Consider E,nISR scan across a point source. If the source is
within the instantaneousfield of view for to seconds,the power incident
on the detectorcan be representedby the function
P ,05t_t o
P(t) : o (6.4)
0 , otherwise
( The solution for equation (6.3) becomes
" ORIGINAL PAG_ IS
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il
-exp ) 0 < t < to
AT(t) = (6.5)
_- exp ) -exp(Td ) , to _ t
C {6.6)
where _d =
is the thermal time constant. The magnitudeof Td determines how closely
the temperaturechange approachesthe maximum. The detector response
t_me can be lowered by minimizing C and maximizing G. Optical con-
straintson the physicaldimensionsof the element set a lower limit on
C. The flake must be large enough to fill the imageand thick enough to
be'cpaqueto the radiation. The chosen value of G must representa
tradeoff betweendetector speed and the size of aTmax.
The responsivityof the detector (R), as measured in volts per
watt, should be high to ensure a maximum signal from a given irradiance.
High values are achieved by maximizing the temperaturerise in the flake,
the rate of change of resistancewith temperature,and the hias voltage.
BEC utilizedan empirical formula (Mclntosh,unpubl, memo) to
predict the responsivityof a thermistor.
_tTd
R = 100 A volts/watt, (6.7)
where _d = (3.5) is the thermal time constant in milliseconds,R(= 0.25)
is the detectorresistance in megohms, and A (= 0.74 mm2) is the detector
area. Using the values in parentheses,the predictedresponsivityfor
the ISR detector is
RISR : 10g volts/watt, (6.8) !
I
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C. Signal Processing
Although the principal noise mechanisms originate in the detec-
tor, the final signal to noise ratio is strongly affected by the transfer
function of the electronics. Important parameters of the frequency re-
sponse are the high and low frequencycorners and cutoffs.
The spacecraftdata rate of 800 samplesper second sets the
high frequency cutoff. The samplingtheorem (e.g., Bracewell,1965)
states that all informationbeyond the samplingfrequency is aliased back
into the system bandpassas noise. Therefore,the samplingfrequency,
400 Hz, is the upper limit for the high frequencycutoff.
The locationof the high frequencycorner determinesthe respon-
sivenessof the radiometerto radiance changes. As the corner is moved to
higher frequenciesthe contrast in the image becomes greater and detail
becomesmore distinct. The thermal time constantof the detector provides
a natural high frequencyrolloff, but its corner is generally lower than
desired. A treble boost to raise the corner incursa noise penalty,and
the amount of high frequencyenhancementbecomesa systemtradeoff.
In principle,the frequency content in the data can be manipulated
either in the electronicsignal processingor in digital processingon the
ground. In reality,the two approachesare not perfectlyequivalent.
Digitalenhancementof high frequencieswill amplify not only intrinsic
instrumentnoise but also noise induced by telemetryor by data handling.
It can never recover frequencieswhose signal amplitude at the instrument
output fell below the quantizationincrementof the spacecraftdata system.
Treble boost in the electronicdesign increasesthe aliased power, a non-
random noise source.
p
#
L
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A debate over the placementof the high frequencycorner was
won by the BEC design engineers. They applied a standardresponse crite-
rion which requiresa point source to remain in the field of view for
three system time constants. For the ISR
3_u _(2_)= _-- 60 (6.9)
where _ (.02 radians) is the instantaneousfield of view and _ (41.7
rpm) is the rotation rate of the mirror. The high frequencycorner be-
comeS
-_ = Io4Hz (6.10)
s_ax - 2_u
+55
The final specificationread Smax = I05 -0 Hz.
A low frequencycorner can be establishedby defining the al-
lowable droop in the system. Consider a full scale (5 volt) step function
input to the system. A valid droop criterionmight be maintenanceof the
true value to within one telemetrybit (20 millivolts)over the period cf
a lunar scan (0.56 seconds). The design engineersfelt this corner might
be difficult to achieve i'npractice,and the criterionwas set at a I%
(50 millivolts)droop. The associatedtime constant is
_I = -.56/In (l-.Ol)= 56 seconds, (6.11)
and the low frequencycorner becomes
l___
Smin = 2._l = 2.86 mHz. (6.12)
An analysisof the system shows that the low frequencyrolloff
characteristicsare set by the space clamp circuit. The complete action i
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of the integratingclamp is dif'Ficult o describe in the frequency domain,
so we must resort to a simpler analyticalmodel.
The ISR detector output is stronglyperiodicwith almost all of
the spectralpower concentratedin the vicinityof the mirror rotation
frequencyPiI and its harmonics. The clamp circuit samples the output
once every PI secondsat a signal minimum (the space look). A dc offset
is applied to the signal such that the minimum point becomes zero volts at
the output of the instrument.
Consider a detectoroutput waveformV(t). The clamp output Vc(t)
is basicallya histogramapproximationto V(t). The height of each step
in the histogramis the value of the detectoroutput at times t =nP I,
n --O, +l, +2,... Using Bracewell's(1965)notation for rectangle func-
tions, the clamp output becomes
pIl HIt-(n+ I/2)Pi}piVc(t) - _ V(nPI) (6.13)n
where the function F_ in each term is a rectangleof unit height and
width PI' centeredat (n + I/2)PI.
The Fourier transformof Vc(t) can be written as
where _,is the transformof the nth term in the summation (6.13). Using
the derivativerule for Fourier transformsand knowing the transformof
the impulse function,we can write
sinxPIS _-=i (2n I) PlSJ (6.15)
_=,(s) = PI V(nPI) _ exp +
The transformof the clamp functionbecomes
1976024189-061
simrPis
_c (s) = _pIs exp(-i_Pis) _V(nPI)exp(-i2xnPis) (6.16)
It can be readily shown that the summationin (6.16) is the (partial)
Fourier series expansionof _r(s), the transformof V(t).
"_'(.s) _, _" V{nPi)exp(-i2_nPis) (6.17)n
For the sake of discussion,we shall treat (6.17)as an equality.
In this approximationthe ISR output frequencyresponse becomes
sin_Pis
_F(s)_ _c(S) =_FCs){l- ,pi_ exp(-i-Pis)_ (6.18)
The modulus and phase of the expression in bracketsfrom (6.18)are plot-
ted on Figure 6-5. The effect of the clamp not only t_nds to cancel low
frequenciesbut also introducesa phase lag. The frequency p_l and its
harmonicsare relativelyunaffected,and the data in the ISR output is
relativelywell preserved. However, it can be seen that in certain fre-
quency regimes (e.g., .37<PIS<l)the clamping is counterproductive.
To achieve a flat frequencyresponse between the low and high
frequencycorners, the ISR electronicsmust 4ncorporatea treble boost to
compensatefor the high frequencyrolloff of the detector itself. If the
input power for (6.3) has the form P(t) = Poexp(2_ist),then it can be
shown that the frequencyresponseof the bolometeris proportionalto
D(s) = (I + 4_2S2Td2)-1/2 (6.19)
For a thermal time constant of 3.5 msec the 3 db corner frequency is 45 Hz.
The transfer functionof the post amplifierwas designed to provide
4 2S2Td2)l s2 -I tE(s) = (l + /2(I +-- ) , (6.20)
Sc
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PlS (Hz-sec)
Figure 6-5 TRANSFERFUNCTION OF THE SPACE .AMP CIRCUIT. The modulus
and phase of the clamp circu't requency response was
calculated using a model de._t, il ed in the text.
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thereby creating the desired total transfer function
s2 -l
G(s) = D(s) E(s) = (l +--_e.) , (6.21)
sc
The corner frequency sc is chosen to satisfythe constraintG(105) = 2"l/2
D. Noise Bandwidth
The noise bandwidthof the system can now be calculated. The
noise voltage Vn can be found by
2=vj2  TIG(s)IelN(s)I )ds, (6.22)Vn
o
where Vj is the detectorJohnson noise and N(s) the thermistornoise
spectrumgiven as (Plakunet al., 1969)
250 s-2 s < 5Hz
IN(s)l2 = 50s-I 5Hz <-s < 50Hz (6.23)
1 50Hz < s
At low frequenciesthe ISR transfer function is dominated by
the clamp, and the shaping in the post amplifier is ne]ligible. At high
frequenciesthe converse.istrue. The crossoverpoint occurs at 18 Hz,
where each circuit modifies the transferfunction by approximatelyI%.
-I
We shall choose the boundaryat 26 PI = 18.1 Hz in order to integrate
over an integralnumber of cycles of (6.18). Below 5 Hz the treble boost
in (6.20)can also be neglected. With these approximations,the total
noise transferfunction is
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sin_PIS 2
250s_211-
,_pis exp('i_Pis)I OHz<S<5Hz
sin_Pis 2 -I
50 s'l{l + 4_2S2Td2)ll _PIS exp(-i_PIS)l5Hz<S<26PI
IG{s)N(s)l2 =
s2 -2
50 s-l(l + 4_2S2Td2)(l+--_) 26PI-l<s<50Hz (6.24)
Sc
(I + 4_2s2Td2)(l+ s2_)-2 50Hz<-S
Sc
The integral (6.22) is evaluatedin Appendix B using Td = 3.5 msec and
s = (I05) (I.554)Hz. The result is
C
2
VN
VJ2 2313 + 69 + 71 + 1125 = 3578 (6.25)
The major noise contributionscome from current noise at low frequencies
and the effects of the t_'ebleboost at high frequencies.
E. PredictedISR Signal to Noise Ratio
The Johnson noise Vj in the detector is readilycalculable from
the effective resistanceof the bridge _'e (125 k_), and the detector
: ambient temperature T (311K).
a
Vj = v_kT-_e--=46.3 RV Hz-] (6.26)
where k is Boltzmann'sconstant. The total noise figure for the detec-
tor is then
VN= 37_Vj = 2.83pV (6.27)
The specificationfor the ISR requiredan NEAT of 2K at a back-
ground temperatureof 9OK. The power incidenton the detector for those
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conditionsis given b3'the integrationof 46.1). The function T(_) _(_,)
can be obtained from Figure 6-4.
NEAP = K^A_p3 J_(_)_{_,)[N(_, 92K) - N(_, 90K)]d_,
o (6.28)
= _(.0217)(3.14x I0-4)(.96)3(.024)= .If4 l_watts
The calculatedpower translatesinto a detector voltage
Vs = (AP)(R)= 12.4 IJV, (6.29)
which is a signal to noise ratio of
12.4 _ 4.4, 46.30)S/N = 2.83
satisfyingthe specification. The uncert inty in (6.30)could be as large
as 40%.
A
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VII, AcceptanceTesting
NASA requiredthat each ISR unit satisfya program of testing as a
preconditionto acceptanceof delivery. The programwas designed by the
hardwarecontractor'squality control organization,subject to the review
and approvalof NASA and the PrincipalInvestigator. Two general abjec-
tives of the test programwere (1) verificationthat the ISR satisfied
scientificrequirementsas _tated in the co.,tractand (2) qualification
of the unit for the rigors of space flight. Only those tests supporting
the scientificobjectivesof the experimentwill be discussed in this
paper.
Four ISR units, identicalin design, were constructed. Expensive,
high reliabilityparts were not used in the Prototype(Ser. No. lOl).
Calibrationtest experiencewith the Prototypeled tc significantup-
grading of test proceduresand facilities. The QualificationUnit was
subjectedto special space qualificationtests includingsevere shock,
vibration,and thermal cycling. Other units were space qualified by
similarityto the QualificationUnit. A Fligh_ Unit and a Flight Spare
were also built. AltiloughSer. No. I03 was originally installedin the
spacecraft,it was switchedout with Ser. No. I04 after the latter proved
to nave a better calibrationand better performance. In this paper, the
term "FlightUnit" will refer to Ser. No. I04.
ISR testing which was performed in supportof scientificobjectives
can be broken down into three categories. Optical tests includedmeas-
urement of the instantaneousfield of view, the external field of view,
the alignmentof the optical axis, and the positionof the space clamp
f
p
, within the scan sequence. Frequency response measuremer,t_ on t,_. two
early units consisted only of the magnitude of signal droop and the
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locationof the high frequencycorner. For the two flight units the
amplitudeand phase of the frequencyresponsewas measured between 20 Hz
= and 400 Hz. In calibrationtests each ISR unit scanned black bodies oF
known temperature. The magnitude of the signal as a functionof source
temperaturewas plotted to produce a calibrationcurve. The celibration
sequenceevolved from unit to unit and will b_ treated separatelyin the
next chapter.
In the ISR design the Cassegrainoptical axis lies parallel to the
mounting plane. The 45° scan mirror folds the axis of the instantaneous
field into the scan plane, which is perpendicularto the optical axis.
The optical tests determinedthe alignmentof the optics in a , rdinate
system defined by the mouhting plane and its perpendicularthrough the
center of the scan mirror.
In Figure 4-2 two mounting holes can be seen on the upper face of
the ISR, just to the right of the aperture. An alignmentcheck tool can
be mounted there for the purposeof field checking the ISR alignment.
During acceptancetesting the mirror on the chec, tool was aligned par-
allel to the mounting plane (the opposite face) to within 5 arc seconds.
For optical testinga pair of rotary turntableswere configured to
provide two axes of rotationfor ar ISR unit. These turntableaxes coin-
cided with the ISR "y" and "z" axes (cf. Chapter IV and Figure 7-I). The
line of sight from a collimated infraredsource was establishedthrough
the center of a mounting fixutre o, the turntables. The ISR was mounted
in the fixture and rotated until the _,uunting plane was perpendicular to
the axis of irradiation. The geometry was determined by an auto collima-
tor and an alignment mirror shown in Figure T-;, This cnnfiguration
determined the zero position for both turntable axes.
, I
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The unit was rotated 180° about the y-axis and 45° about the z-axis
to align the scan mirror for the instantaneousfield of view tests. The
scan mirror was rotated by hand and clamped into place when it was aligned
with the autocollimator. The turntableswere returnedto the zero posi-
tion, and the repeatabilityoF the zero _._sfound to be less than 15 arc
seconds.
During the measurementsthe infraredradiationsource was chopped at
I00 Hz. The ISR was rotated about the y-axis until the approximatecenter
of the field of view was found from the signal output. The "y" turntable
was locked,and the ISR responsewas mapped about the z-axis. The "z"
turntablewas then locked at thc center of field, and le resolution
ele,.,entwas mapped about the y-axis. Field of vlew measurementswere done
both before and after a random vibrationtest sequenceon all uqits. Both
sets of data are plotted in Figure 7-2 for Lne Flight Unit.
The enhancedresponseat the edge of the field of view is common to
all units and is attributableto sphericalaberration, The asymmetryof
responseabout the center of field is also seen ,n the other units. No
responsewas detected,at the signal levels shown, for angles greater
than approximately40 arc minutes from the a':is.
The positionof the space clamp in the scan sequencewas measured
with the op_,i_alsetup describedabove. TI,_ scan mirror was unclamped,
and power was applied to the motur. The gate waveform which activates
the clamp circuit was monitoredon a dual channel oscilloscope. The ISR
output was monitoredon the same oscilloscope. The "y" turntablewas
rotateduntil the signal pulse due to the collimatorwas superimposedon
the leadingor trailingedge of the clamp gate. The angle was read from I
• the turntable.
i ,
I
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f Figure 7-2 ISR INSTANTANEOUSFIELD OF VIEW. The optical test setup in
', Fig. 7-I was used to map the ISR response as a function of
angular distance from the optical axis. Measurements were
made in the scan plane and perpendicular to it, both before
and after vibration testing.
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The extent of the externalfield of view as defined by the aperture
in the housingwas similarlymeasured. The turntablewas rotated until
vignettingby the edge of the aperture caused the collimatorsignal to
fall to 90% of its clear field value.
The optical parameterslisted in Table II are post-vibrationvalues.
The uncertainty in the optical alignment is approximately0.7 milli-
radians. Shifts in the alignmentbetween measurementsare no greater
than the uncertainty.
For frequencyresponsemeasurementsthe exit apertureof the colli-
mator was steppeddown and a variable speed chopper was placed in front
of the radiation source (Figure7-I). The chopped radiationwas sensed
at the entranceaperture of the collimator,and the signalwas input to
a Beckman Eput meter for monitoring the chopping frequency. The peak to
peak amplitude of the ISR signal was read from an oscilloscopeover the
range 20 Hz to 400 Hz. The results for the Flight Unit are plotted in
Figure 7-3. The high frequencycorner was measured to be 142 Hz. At
the spacecraftsampling frequency,400 Hz., the response is less than
-27 db.
A phase angle voltmeterwas used to determinethe phase of the fre-
quency response. The results are also plotted on Figure 7-3.
Signal droop was measured using an irradiationinput chopped at 0.5
Hz. The ISR output was _ square wave of amplitude 2 volts. The "sag"
on both the top and the bottom of the waveformwas 8 millivoltsover a
period of 0.56 seconds. The droop is calculatedto be 0.4%, implyinga
time constantof 140 seconds.
It should be noted that the measurementsdescribed in this chapter ii
were made while monitoringthe ISR output from the post amplifier. The
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TABLE I I
OPTICALPARAMETERSOF ISR FLIGHT UNIT
(Ser. No. 104)
Optical alignment +0.470 mrad. -0.931mrad.
Field of View 19.85 mrad. 20.00 mrad.
(50% points)
Edge Sharpness 0.82 mrad. 0.82 mrad.
(90% - 10%)
External Field of View* 189° 15'
(90% points)
Leading edge +95° 05a
Trailing edge -94° I0'
Space Clamp Position 6° 04'
Leading edge +80° 45'
Trailing edge +74° 41'
*Measuredprior to vibrationtesting only
I
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clamp circuit cannot operate while the scan mirror is stationary,as was
required by many of the measurements. Therefore the frequepcy response
and the droop measurementsexclude any shapingfrom the clamp circuit or
the buffer amplifiers. The latter are designed to be broad band and
should not affect signal properties. However,as has been shown in
Chapter VI, the frequencyresoonse of the clamp circuit'canbe signifi-
" cant at low frequencies.
,,)
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YlIl, Calibration
A. Introduction
The most complextestsequencein the ISRprogramwas the cali-
bratlonof She instrument.Experiencegainedwiththe Prototypeand
QualificationUnits ledto modificationof proceduresand equipment.
Malfunctionsin testequiment and unanticipatedinstrumentcharacteris-
ticsplayeda majorrolein the results;and,as we shallsee,postfacto
correctionsmust be applied.
B. CalibrationTest Fixture
A calibrationtestfixturewas constructedby BEC {Figure8-I).
Itwas a cylinder,approximately80 cm in diameterand approximately80
cm tall. The ISRwas mountedin the baseon a heaterplatewhichwas
capableof maintainingthe radiometerat temperaturescharacteristicof
the SIM Bay. The upperend and wallwerecooledby liquidnitrogen.The
interiorof the fixturewas paintedwithhighemissivityblackpaint•
Two blackbodysource_(BBIand BB2),approximately32.5cm x
21.6cm,weremountedat the upperend of the chamber. A thirdblack
body,the spacepatch,was mountedon the fixturewallat the positionof
the spaceclampin the scansequence.The two blackbodycalibration
sourceswerebuiltby EppleyAssociates.Theyweredesignedto be iden-
ticaland to operateovera temperaturerangefrom 77K to 40OK,withan
' intrinsicgradientlessthanO.IK. The bas_of eachsourceconsistedof
a 1.9 cm copperplate. A windingchannel,1.3 cm deep,was milledinto
one sideof the plate. Coppertubingwas solderedinthe channelto carry
!- cryogenicliquidsor gas, A heaterblanketcoveredwithconductingsill- I
conegreasewas sandwichedbetweenthe flat surfaceof the baseanda
,
,_,
i
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second copper plate, 0.6 cm thick. The two plates were mated with four
screws and conductingepoxy. A thin copper honeycomb,2.5 cm high, was
solderedto the face of the second plate. All radiatingsurfaceswere
painted with a 3M velvet Black paint. Four copper-constantanthermo-
couples were installedin the copper plate beneaththe honeycomb.
The test fixture and the ISR itself were also instrumentedwith
thermocouplesso that the thermal regime in the fixture could be moni-
tored. All thermocoupleswere operated _ith an ice point reference.
C, CalibrationTechnique
A variationof the near extended-sourcetechnique (Nicodemus
and Zissis, 1962) was chosen by BEC. The dimensionsof availablevacuum
chamber_dictated the choice of a near-field source. Since the Moon is
an extended source from lunar orbit, an extended calibrationtarget most
closely parallelsthe measurement.
Consider now the manner in which a test fixture such as the one
describedmight be utilized to calibratethe ISR. If the space patch
: were maintainedat a brightnesstemperaturebelow the noise equivalent
temperature (NET)of the ISR, the clamp circuit would sample a noise
signal on each scan. The operationof the instrumentin space would be
accuratelysimulated. The temperatureof a single blackbodycalibration
source could _e varied throughoutthe anticipatedrange of measurement,
and the respectiveISR output voltages would be those encounteredfor
similar irradiancelevels from the lunar surface. I refer to this con-
cept as a zero-pointcalibrationin the sense that all _SR signalsare
referencedto a true zero e_tabllshedby the clamp circuit
(
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BEC originally intendedto performa zero-pointcalibrationbut
ran into design problems with the fixture. The space patch was cooled by
conductionto the chamber wall and never became as cold as the calibra-
tion sources under liquid nitrogencooling. The lowest temperature
reached by the sources,82K, was well above the NET of the radiometer.
ConsequentlyBEC switchedto a relativecalibrationtechnique.
The two blackbody sources are maintainedat known temperatures,and the
significantquantity is the differencebetween the output signalsfrom
the two sources. The actual temperatureof the space patch is not very
critical so long as it is reasonablyconstantduring measurementsfrom
the two sources. In fact, it can actually be slightlywarmer than one
or both sources because the ISR can produce small negativevoltages
before saturatingat -0.6 volts.
Care must be exercised in planningtest proceduresfor a rela-
tive calibration. As an example _ _s assume that one source is main.j
: tained at a constant temperature_ _ liquid nitrogen);and the second
one is varied throughouta range of temperature. Unless the variable
source is cooled below the NET for the radiometer,the relative calibra-
Q
tion curve can never"be converted to the zero point curve except by
extrapolation. Since the curve is quite nonlinearat low temperatures,
extrapolationis highly uncertain.
Increasederror is the other drawback of the relative technique.
Since two signal measurementsmust be made for each calibrationpoint,
the total error is the rms sum of the individualerrors. If the refer-
ence source drifts in temperature,then all the points must be boot-
strappedto a con_lonreference,additionalerrors being accumulated in
the process.
L
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It was anticipatedthatthc calibrationof the ISRwouldbe
independentof the temperatureof the instrumentwithinthe rangeof ambi-
ent temperaturesexpectedin the SIM Bay. To verifythishypothesistwo
completecalibrationrunswereplannedfor eachunit. The ISRtempera-
turewas maintainedat 272K(30°F)for the firstrun and 300K (80°F)for
the second. The two runsalsoservedas a checkon the repeatabilityof
the calibration.
D. PrototypeCalibration
Afterreviewof AcceptanceTe_*data,the PI teamjudgedthe
calibrationof the PrototypeUnitto be unacceptable.The two calibra-
tiQncurvesdisagreedsignificantly.Neithercurve'approacheda zero
slopeat the lowtemperaturend,indicatingthattheNcl had not been
reached. BlackBodySourceNo. l (BBI)reacheda minimumtemperatureof
8NK in the firstrun butcouldnot be cooledbelow87K inthe secondrun.
BlackBodySourceNo. 2 (BB2)had a minimumtemperatureof 82K. The in-
abilityof the sourcesto attainliquidnitrogentemperature(77K)and
the inconsistenciesbetweenthe two runsindicatedpossibleproblems
withthe fixtureand/orthe temperaturemeasurements.
A siliconeoil spillhad occurredin the chamberduringtesting,
and the radiatingsurfacesof the sourceshad beencleaned. No effortto
determinethe radiometricequivalencyof the two sourceshad beenmade
befcreor afterthe spill. Inaddition,voltmetersusedto reado,'t._
thermocoupleswerefJundout of calibrationsubsequento the _c.
The PI teamproposedseveralsubstantivechange_Coth- t_
fixtureand thetestprocedures.ImplementedmodificationsItch,d,..th?
following: I
J
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a, The blackbodysourceswerereturfledto the1,anufacturer
for refurbishment,includingrepainting.Upontheirreturn,a simple
radlometricequivalencytestwas performed.The two sourceswerere-
placedinthe testfixtureand stabilizedto the sametempeature,within
. O.5K. The Prototypeoutputsignalfor the two sourceswa_ compared.The
testwas repeatedfor temperaturesrangingfrom82K to 398K. The results
are presentedin Figure8-2, Correctionsfor th residualtemperature
differentialsplacethe sourceswithin20 millivolts(ltelemetrybit)of
eachother. Althoughunce,taintieswerelarge,the sourcesseemedequiv-
alent, Subsequently,a sourceequivalencycheckat one temperature(82K)
was performedpriorto eachcalibrationrun.
b. A platinumresistancethermometer(PRT)Was installedin
eachsourceto providethe primarytemperaturemeasurement.The thermo-
: coupleswereretainedand readout as supplementarydata.
c. The testfixturewasmodifiedto permitliquidhelium
coolingfor BB2. The spacepatchwas redesignedfor heliumcoolingto
avoidnegativevoltagesaturationin the ISRoutput. The spacepatchwas
plumbedin serieswithBB2,therebyforcingthatsourceto be the colder
of the two sourcesat any pointin the testsequence.
Inthe modifiedprocedure,eachcalibrationrun consistsof two
portions.At first,BB2and the spacepatchare cooledwithheliumto
approximately4OK. BB2 is subsequentlywarmedstepwi.;eto 90K WhileBBI
Ismaintainedat 82K as a reference.
Inthe secondpartof thecalibrationrun,BB2 ismaintainedat
82K as a referencewhileBBI is heatedstepwisefrom90K to 40OK, Fhe
_QKand IOOKcalibrationpointsare takeninbothportionsof the run in
; _ orderto tie the two curvestogether.
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At each calibration point the _ sources ',ere allowe_ to stabi-
lize. The ISR output waveform was monitored on an oscilloscope until the
traces from the sources showed no slope due to thermal gradiFats across
their radiating surfaces. The PRT's were moniLored until th _ thermal
drlft w,_', less than O.IK per minute. When these two stabilization criteria
had been met, the ISR output was sampled with a digital'vol_meter at the
position of each of the black bodies. Readings from t_Je PRT's and tile
thermocouples were recorded both before and after the sampling of the ISR
output signal. A polaroid photo was taken of the wa_eform on the cscil-
: loscope. Thus the state of the test fixture and the ISR could be recon-
structed in subsequentanalysisof t._.edata.
E. QualificationUnit Calibration
; The two calibratinncurves for Ser. No. 102 agreed well. The
agreementw_s taken as evidencethat the calibrationtesting had been
"fixed".
The PRT in BBI failed between the two calibratiurruns. T_.=
second run was made using correctedthermocouplereadoutsfor DBI. The
correctionswere derived from data taken In the previousrun. Once again,
the agreementbetween the ,'urves eemed to validate the p,,cedk,re.
The source eq_,ivalencychecks prior to t_lec_librationruns gave
a radiometricoffset of 40 mil!ivolts betwe:.nt_.= two sources. This value
was muc,_larger than a'y offset indicatedin the original equivaler,cyt_st.
On the other hand, it did not exc'.:edthe official tolerance (50 my); ,_nd
it was on the order of the pe_k to peak noise (35-50m',,)in _he Qualifica-
tion Unit.
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BEt commentedon the offset as part of an analysis of the PRT
failure {Bartlett,unpubl,memo.). Thermocouplereadouts from the source
equivalencychecks for the Prototypeand the QualificationUnits were
compared. It was concludedthat the PRT in BBI had shifted its calibra-
tion relativeto t'.,the!-_ncouplesbetweentest sequencesfor the two
units. If correctlonswere applied to the thermocouplereadings,the
sourcesco_,i be shown radiometricallyequivalent. Reexaminationof the
problem shows that the data does not unambiguouslysupportthis con-
clusion,but all parties accepted the analysi_at the time.
F. Calibrationard Recalibrationof the Flight Spar6
The calibrationof SerP Nn. i03 was relativelytrouble free.
Tn the second pa)t of the low temperaturerun, the ISR temperaturecon-
trollermalfunctioned,ailz::ingthe unic to go from 30°F to 49°F. A
secondset of points from gOK to 400K were generatedat an !SR tempera-
ture of 30°F.
The source equivalencychecks confirmed the radiometricoffset
betweenthe calibrationsources. "he accepted explanationattributedthe
differenceto a reflectionfrom BB2 It was.unknown whether the surface
of BB2 was faulty or whether some specialgeometry favored reflectionfrom
that sourceal)ne. The ISR was the warmest object in _he fixtureand was
theughtto he the source for the reflectedradiation. No one could ex-
plain the disagreementbetweenthe originalequivalencytest and the sub-
sequentchecks.
Th_ two calibretioncurves for Ser. No. iN3 did not agree. The
phenomcnonwas particularlydisconcertingbecause this unit was intended
for the lunarmissions. Seerct ng for an explanation,BEC evaluatedall
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temperaturereadouts,tested the criteriafor thermal stabilityof the
sourcesat each calibrationpoint, checked the stabilityof the detect_r
temperature,and calculatedworst case temperatureshifts in electronic
gain. None of the effectscould explain the displacementof the curves.
My original analysisof temperaturereadoutsand oscilloscope
photos of ISR signal traces indicateda small shift in the calibration
of the PRT in BB2. A recent re-evaluationof the data leads to a dif-
ferent conclusion. Apparentlythe thermocoupieprintoutsare mislabeled,
and one of them was never suppliedto me. The recordedtemperaturesfor
points below 60K may be in error for the 30°F run, but all other points
seem to be in order. The erroneouspoints could be due to instrument
malfunctionor operatorerror.
Approximatelyfour months later, after Set. No. I03 was removed
from the spacecraft,it was recalibrated. In the interveningperiod both
platinumresistancethermometershad been replaced in the blackbody sources.
I have used all the calibrationdata for Ser. No. I03 in a study of the
large discrepanciesencounteredin the curves for that unit. The study
bears directly on the final error analysis for the calibrationof the
Flight Unit.
All tiled_ta for channel l on Ser. No. I03 is plotted in Figure
8-3. No correctionshave been applied to _ne very low temperaturepoints
for the 30°F run.
/
The data points from the recalibrationfall between the two
curves from the primary calibration. The spread in thu data is difficuIL
to reconcile in terms of the known experimentalerrors. If a temperature
dependence exist_ in the radiometer,then the magnitudeof the effect
ORtenC,4L,PAe,
I
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needs to be estimated. However,.here I wish to present evidence fDr
sloppy proceduresin the originalcalibrationof Ser. No. I03.
G. Analysis of Overlap Points
As has been described previously,each calibrationrun consists
of two parts, in which the reference source is changed. Certain points
at the transitiontemperaturewere measured in both parts of a run. The
overlappingdata can be used to estimate the radiometricoffset of the
sources,but here the data will be examined for self-consistency.
Figure 8-4 shows all the measurementsof the 90K poin_ and the
IOOK point for Ser. No. I03. The raw calibrationpoint is plotted as a
function of reference source temperature. The arrow with each point gives
the correctionto a constant 82K referencetemperature. A small correc-
tion to the exact calibrationtemperatureis also included. The small
t,._filure representsa measurementof the signal tracessyT,Ibol "p" in '_
from oscilloscopep (_os. The photo points are plotted at the same
reference temperatureas the correspondingpoint from the test data sheets.
Where the photo point would fall directl_on the official value, the former
is plotted slightlytu one side. The error bars signify the peak to peak
noise in the signal.
For each calibrationte:iperaturethe points fall into two
clusters,correspondingto values from the two pa,'tsof a run. The dis-
placementof the clusters should be twice the radiometricoffset between
the soL'rces.For each temperatur_Lhe scatter in the first part of a rur,
(uppercluster) is greater than that for the second part (IGwercluster).
In approximatelyhalf the measurementsthe disparity between
i
!
the photo and the data sheet is somewhat larger than one might expect
l
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Figure _-4 REPEATABILITYOF SN 103 CALIB_TION. The s_bols represent
calibration points f,'om data sheets for the various tests of 1
SN 103. Each "P" is a reading from polaroid photos of the
ISR waveform on an oscilloscope at the time ef the calibra-
tion tests. Arrows indicate the correcttoa to a constant
reference black body temperature.
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from instrumentnoise alone. The photo values are systematicallylow,
Fossibly indicatinga difference in the gain calibrationof the two meas-
u_Ing instruments. In two instancesthe disagreementis so large that
one measurementmust simply be incorrect. Both cases occur in the 30°F
primarycalibration,and the photo point appears to be better each time,
This photo data, in conjunctionwith the thermocouplehistories,
supportsthe hypothesisthat much of the disagreementin the primary
calibrationof Ser. No. 103 can be attributedto sloppy technique. The
self-consistencyof the recalibrationis indicativeof more careful work.
H. TemperatureTransitionTest
After the original calibrationof Ser. No. I03, the possibility
of a large temperatureeffect in the ISR was leaf. An additional test
was inserted into the AcceptanceTest Procedurefor Ser. No. I04 at the
suggestionof Dr. Low. In the standardprocedurethe ISR is cooled from
ambient to 30°F prior to the low temperaturecalibrationrun. For Ser.
No. I04, the two sourceswere temperaturestabilizedat 151K and 82K,
respectively,during the ISR cooling. The ISR output was measured and
temperaturereadouts were made periodicallyduring the operation.
My originalanalysis of the TemperatureTransitionYest is pre-
sented as Appendix C. It was concludedthat the ISR exhibitsan increase
in gain of approximately2% with temperaturein the range 30°F to 80°F.
For test purposes the temperatureof the ISR was defined by
ThermocoupleNo. 2, located on the casting near the detector. In the
spacecrafttelemetry stream the only instrumenttemperaturecoxes from a
thermistorin the primarymirror. In Figure 8-5 data from the Tempera-
ture TransitionTest is plotted. The temperaturefrom ThermocoupleNo. 2
I
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and temperaturesfrom two thermocouplesinstalledon the primarymirror
are plotted as deviationsfrom the simultaneousreadingof the Primary
Mirror TemperatureMonitor.
Clearly the ISR was not well equilibratedthermallyduring the
tests. The two distinct temperaturepatterns imply that the thermal
gradientsare real and not simply artifactsof the sensor calibrationor
sensor installation. When the ISR temperaturedependenceis referenced
to the Primary TemperatureMonitor, the gain increase is 2.5% to 3%,
dependingon what points are considered bad data. The calibrationdata
for Ser. No. I04 is consistentwith a gain factor of 3% or more. A value
of 3(+I)% has been chosen for calibrationcorrection.
The TemperatureTransitionTest is not consistentwith the
_ hypothesisattributingthe radiometricoffset to thermalemission from the
ISR. Such a reflectionshould vary with the temperatureof the unit. If
the emissivityof the ISR radiatingsurface is 0.03%, then the reflectivity
of BB2 must be enhanced by at least 4%. That value is unlikely but not
impossible. As the temperatureof the unit falls from 300K to 272K, the
enhancementof BB2 should drop at least lO millivolts The signal from
BB2 in Figure 2 of Appendix C shows no such variation.
I, Detemlinationof the RadiometricOffset
Sometimeafter completionof the ISR test pregram, I learnedof
an accident in the test fixture,which had occurred after ProtoCypctest-
ing but before acceptancetesting of the QualificationUnit. ",heheater
in BB2 had been left on overnightand had melted the solder in the source.
f Although the source had been repaired, the famous offset was noted in thet
next equivalencycheck.
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This new informationraised the possibilit_that BB2 had ac-
quired a thermal resistancebetweenthe co_per base and the radiating
surface. At low source temperaturesthermal "IJadingby the relatively
high temperatureratiometercould cause a temperaturedependent enhance-
ment. BEC was contractedby Rice Universityto perform a full _urce
EquivalencyTest. The QualificationUnit was the only one availab',efor
testing at the time.
The resultsof the test were transmittedin the form of Polar-
oid oscilloscopephotos. The measured radiometricuffset in Channel 1
as a functiunof blackbodytemperatureis presentedin Figure 8-6. The
error bars indicatethe effe";(,fpeak to peak noise and therefore
representa ratherconservativeerror estimate. Correctionshave been
applied to the raw data to compensatefor small residualtemperature
differencesbetweenthe sources. At the high temperaturepoints the
correctionscan be large, amountingto 18 millivoltsfor a temperature
residualof O.2K. The data in the figure is bert interpretedas a tem-
perature independentoffset of 55 millivolts.
That value is somewhat higher than the one derived from all of
the Source EquivalencyChecks. Most of the latter fall at 40 millivolts
although values as high as 50millivolts have been recorded. A close
look at the AcceptanceTest Data shows that a residualtemperaturedif-
ference of O.2K almost always exists between the two sources du,ing the
checks. That residual is the maximum permitted by the test procedure.
The directionof the residualalways lowers the offset. Thus the data
from the Source EquivalencyChecks appears to be systematicallybiased
downward by at least 4, and perhapsas much as lO, millivolts.
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Flgbre 8-6 RADIOMETRIC OFFSET OF THE CALIBRATION SOURCES. The circles
represent data from the post-calibration source equivalency
test. The squares are values for the offset at the routine
Source Equivalency Checks during the calibration of SN I04.
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The magnitudeof the radiometricoffset can be eval'_ted in other
ways. The correctedcalibrationcurves are referencedto _LK and thus
sboud be zero at that temperature. For the Flight Unit residualsof 68
and 54 millivoltsoccur for th_ 30°F and the 80°F calibrationruns, respec-
tively. In the recalibrationof Ser, No. I03 the residualsare 73 and 81
millivolts, respectively.
As part of both calibrationsjust mentioned overlap points were
taken at 9OK, lOOK, and llIK. These twelve measuresof the offset give 72
(_I0)millivolts. If the two worst points are removed,the offset is 72
(_6) millivolts. The valu_ from _he calibrationdata is distinctively
higher than that from the final Source EquivalencyTest.
It is possible that the discrepancyarises from comparingoscil-
loscope photos with digital voltmeter readings. It has been pointedout
in the discussionof Figure 8-4 that the photo measurementsare system-
atically lower than the digital readouts. However a check of photos for
the calibrationof the Flight Unit gives very good agreement between the
oscilloscopetrace and the voltmeterreadings. The results of the Equiv-
alency Test establishtilatthe offset is independentof source tempera-
ture, but I prefer to adopt a value of 70 millivolts in accord with the
calibrationdata for the Flight Unit.
The constancyof the enhancementin BB2 suggeststhat the anom-
aly is indeed a reflection. The black body could have been installed in
such a manner that the detector "sees" itself in the bottom of the honey-
comb. This phenomenonoccurs much more dramaticallyin ISR output from
the spacecraftwhen its contaminationcover is closed. The detector radi-
: ates at 311K, independentof the temperatureof the ISR itself. A simple i
calculationfrom the calibrationdata shows that the required reflectivity
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is approximately0.1%. A reflectlvltyof thismagnitudeis not only
possible but probable.
J. Fltght Unit Calibration
The calibration of the Flight Unit proceededwithout significant
" problems.The voltmeter eadingsfromthedatasheetsagreewellwiththe
oscilloscopephotos. PRT readingsand thermocoupleprintoutsare mutually
consistent.Duringthe firstportionof the 30°Frunthe testfixturewas
exceptionallystable. The slopeof the correctedcalibrationcurveat 82K
agreeswellwithotherunits. The offsetat 82K agreeswith the adopted
value.
Duringthe firstportionof the80°Frun the spacepatchwaned
fromheliumtemperatures(45K)to nitrogentemperatures(85K)betwcenthe
65K and the 90Kcalibrationpoints. Theoreticallythe temperatureof the
sK_cepatchis notcriticalinthe relativesourcecalibrationmethod.
However,a warmingrateof 4!K per hourcan havea significanteffectif
the readingsfromth_ two sourcesare separatedintimeby as muchas a(
minuteor two. It shorldbe notedthatthe slopeand offsetat 82K for the
80°Frunare lowerthantnosefor the 30°Frun by approximatelyone stand-
ard deviation.
The constructionof the finalralib_ationcurveconsistsof the
following steps:
a. A raw calibrationis est_bl,shedfor the 75K,90K,and IOOK
pointsfor eachrun. Thatis,the signalfromBBI is _ubtractedfromth
signalfromBB2 as givenon theAcceptanceTestdata sheets.
b. A polynomialfit to thesepointsestablishesthe correct,or,
I
_ factorto 82K for eachBBI ,'eading.#
I
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c. The correctedcalibrationvalues for the referencepoints
are fit with another polynomial,and the correctionfactors are checked.
When a final fit is confirmed_al! referencesobrce temperaturesare cor-
rected to 82K. A correctedcalibrationcurve is generatedby the appr_-
prlate subtractions.
d. The curve from c. is correctedfurther for gain varl_-
tlons with te.:,pe_atureof the ISR as derived from The_'mocoupleNo. 3.
The referenceISR temperatureis taken to be 298K (77°F). The correction
factor is 0.03 per 50°F, relativeto the referencetemperature.
e. The radiometricoffset of 70 millivolts is subtractedfrom
the first part of eacllrun and added to the second part. The values for
the'offset in Channels 2 and 3 are 18 and 4 millivolts respectively.
f. The entire curve is _hlfted so that the lowestvalues be-
come zero voltage. The shifts are +345, +80, and +60 millivolts,respec-
tively, for the three channels.
A c(,,noletecalibrationcurve is given in Figure 8-7.
K. Error Analysis
The knowledgeof the temperatureof a _iven calibrationpoint is
directlyrelated co the accuracyof the piutinum resistancethermometerin
the black body target. The PRT readoutswere recordedto the nearest O.IK
The manufacturer'sclaimedaccuracy is a factor of two or three times
better than the readout increme,}t.Other factors such as thermal resist-
ar_cebetween the PRT and the radiatingsurfaceor calibration...._,,iftsdue
to thermal cyclingcan degrade the accuracy, but I shall adapt _O.IK as
the error value.
]
I
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Figure 8-7 ISR CALIBRATION CURVES. Calibration data for SK |04 can be
represented to within the accuracy of the measurement by a
least squares cubic po_nom'lal. Coeffic'Ientsfor the fits
to the three chennels are given.
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Asstgment of errors to the radt_etric values is mre c_plt- -._
i caredand can va_ frompointto point, Estimatedcontrl_tionsfrom
wrtous error sources are present_ in Table III. Most of the ttms re-
) late directly to the construction of the calibration curve. T_ra_
l instabilities in the test fixture refers to such things as the transient
wamlng of t_ space patch during the 80°F run.
The calibratlontargetsverylikelyhavean _Isslvitylessthan
unity,but t;,;sisnot listedin the table. The effecton thecalibration
curveis a small,negative,systematicbias. In other_rds, the tempera-
tureof a trueblack_dy _uld be overesti_tedusingthe curve. Since
the _Issivltyof the lunarsurfaceis notwell kno_, Interpretationof
_ ISRdatawillnot be significantlyaffected_ thiser_r source.
Reflectionfr_ the sourcesisa _re seriousprobl_. However,
c thlserroriscanceledinthe subtractionprocessand inthe sourceequiv-
alencecorrections.
TableIV givessometypicalestimatederrorsin radiometrlc
responseinmlllivoltsand theirt_peratureequivalent.At lowtempera-
turesthe erroris lessthanone telemetrybit (20my). In practice,the
ISRnoisecausesa l bitjitterinthe tel_et_, there_ effectively
doubling the instrumentnoise contribution.Thus the actualerrorsare
somewhatlargerthanthoseshownin thetable. InChannels2 and 3 the
tel_et_ quantizationerror(lOmy) dominatesnoise. For all channels,
the uncertaintyin tmperatureeffectson gain isthe majorerrorsource
at highsignallevels.
O
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TABLEIlI
t
RADIOHETRICERRORSOURCES
(CHANNEL1) i
%urce Error Val ue Comment ]
I._Rnotse 6 mv " !
Vol.tmetereadoutaccuracy 5 mv abovelOOKonly
!
J
Reference source correction to 82K 0-5 mv __
Temperature dependent gatn correction 0.5 %
Radtometrtc offset correction 10 mv _
lCurve adjustment to true zero voltage 10 my
Temporary instabilities tn the test fixture 0-5 mv ]
1 '
t
_- TABLE IV
TYPICALERRORVALUES
Calibration Potnt Calibration Value Error
(K) (mv) (mv) (K)
80 304 15 O.9
111 1178 16 0.4
151.3 3524 27 0.4
i
0
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IX. ISRFlightPerformance _)
As theApollo17 spacecraftapproachedthe Moon,the ISRwas actl-
?.
yatedInsldethe SIH Bay, Thlsprecautlonguardedagainstdamageto bear-
: Ingsby theshockfrompyrotechnicboltsas the SlH Baydoorwas jettl-
L.
soned. Thefirst telemetryfromthisoperationwas receivedat theMls-
ston Control Center at 0855 GMT,DecemberlO, 1972. All engineering
parameters were nominal, and they remained so throughout the 6 day mis-
ston. The signal showeda series of peaks as the hot detector viewed
itself in successive facets of the closed contamination cover.
The first lunar scansat 2130 GMTlooked good. The predawnltmb
deflection showeda signal to noise ratio of approximately lO to 1. In- •
strumentnoisemanifesteditselfinthe telemetryas a tendencyfor the
signalto shiftbackand forthbetweentwoadjacentlevels. Signalqual-
Ity remainedgoodthroughthe lastlunarscanstakenas the spacecraft _
spedawayfromthe Moonon December17, shortlyaftermidnightGHT. Our-
_: IngTrans-EarthCoast (TEC)operationremainednominaluntilthe ISRwas '
finallyshutdownat 1701GMT, DecemberIg,priorto re-entryintothe
Earth'satmosphere.
In lunarorbitthe ISRo_rated accordihgto a complextlmeline
° dictated.bythe requirementsof spacecraftoperationsand otherInstru-
ments. Sinceno astronautparticipationwas requiredin the experiment,
the longestcontinuousoperationalsegmentscameduringthe 8-hourcrew
sleepperiods. Overall,approximately97 hoursof lunardata (108data
points) werereturneduringthemission.
Two unanticipatedsignalcharacteristicswill be analyzedin this
chapter. First,the lunarradiancein the vicinityof the subsolarpoint
saturatedthe ISRlow gainchannel,implyingthatthe surfacetemperature 0
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< was higherthanthatreachedby a blackbodyin equilibriumwiththe solar !
constant,The secondanomaloussignalcharacteristicwas excessivedrift
. tn the scan baseline during a sweepacross the lunar surface, i
A. SubsolarPointSaturation )
On each orbital pass, as the spacecraft approachedthe subsolar i
meridian,the signalinchannel3 beganto saturate.In the vicinityof i
the subsolar point, most of each scan was tn saturation. It follows from
; the calibration curve that the subsolar point temperature exceeds401K. 1
Since this value exceedsa reasonable estimate of the temperature of a
black body in radiative equilibrium with the solar constant, the possi-
bility of somekindof systematicalibrationerrormustbe explored.
,
A Wang720CProgrammableCalculatorwas programmedto compute ! _
I •
totalradianceas a functionof blackbodytemperaturefor a givenspectral
transmissionfunctionexpresseda piecewlsecontinuouspolynomial.Several ( o
calibrationPointswereselectedfor eachISRchannel,and the computer _
radiancefor the respectivetemperatureswas fit in a linearleastsquares
sense to the ISR calibration values. The spectral modelwas adjusted (
1!
untilthe residualswereminimizedand the zeroradiancevaluefor the fit 1 _,
was reasonable.Fromthe finalspectralmodelthe ISR saturationtempera- 1
turewas calculatedto be 401.5K_ 0.5K. A leastsquarescubicfit to the ) .
, entlresetof calibrationcurvesgivesa saturationtemperatureof 401.1K. i
The samespectralmodelwas usedto calculatethe contribution i
of reflectedsolarradiationto the subsolarpointsignal. The Sunwas !
_: assumedto havethe spectraldistributionof a 6000Kblackbody (Johnson, _ :
,) 1965). The energycontentwas correctedto the solarconstant(Laueand _
("i Drummond,1968). If 10% of the solarradiationwerereflectedto the ISR I i)
by theMoon,theadditionalsignalwould givea 400Kblackbodyan (
)
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apparenttemperatureof 401.7K. The enhancementisapproximatelylinear
wlththe percentageof reflectedradiation.
Measurementsof the totalreflectanceof an Apollo11 soilin !
whitelight(Birkebaket al.,Ig70)givea valueof I0%. The actual
: integratedsolarreflectancewouldbe somewhatgreaterafterthe near I
infraredcomponentwas included."_addition,highland'materialwouldbe !
brighterthana mare soil On the otherhand,the reflectedradiationIs _
distributedovera hemisphereand not concentratedin thedirectionof the !
radiometer.ConsideringtEeseargumentsplusthe retroreflectivecharac- !
t
terat the lunarsurface,I estimatethatthe ISR saturatedwhenthe !
lunar surface temperature was approximately 40OK. ! '
i "
• The saturationIn the scansbeginsapproximately20= in longl- !
tudefrJmthe subsolarmeridian,A subsolarpointtemperatureof approxl- !
mately406Kcan be inferredfromthisobservationand simplegeometric I
arguments.
The anticipatedsubsolarpointtemperaturecan be estimatedfrom
equation(2.12).The solarconstantat 0.984AstronomicalUnitsIs 0.1383 }
wattscm"2, and thecorrespondingblackbodyequilibriumtemperatureis !
395K. A solarabsorbanceon the orderof 0.85for the lunarsurfacelowers
thecalculatedsubsolarpointtemperatureto 379K. A surfaceemissivityof
approximately0.9 tendsto restorethe temperaturethermometricallybut has
littleeffecton a radlometrlcmeasurement.The finaltemperaturediscrep-
ancy ts approximately25K to 3OK.
One possibleexplanationof thediscrepancylieswitha mislead-
Ingcharacterizationf the ISR fieldof viewduringacceptancetesting.
As detailedIn ChapterVll,the fieldof viewwas mappedwitha collimated
_ source, The resultsof the mappingwereshownin Figure7-2. 'I _ ;
4
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If the figure were a true representation of the field of view,
t_n a mappingby an extended source (.e.g., the Moon)_uld look some-
thing like the solid cu_e in Figure 9-I. If the nomallzed maximum )
correspondsto a full scale slgn_l tn a given channel, the level corre-
sponding to I/2 of a tel_etry bit {I0my) Isapproximately0.002. It l
follows fr_ t_ curvethatthe lunarlimb should be undetectableI0 mrad
fr_ the opticalaxis.
[ An actualhot limbdeflectlonis plottedas theopenclrclesIn
[
i Figureg-l. The actuallimbprofileis lesssharpthanthe calculated
one,and the limb isdetectableat a separationof 25 mrad. An estimate
: of the actualISRfieldof viewfromthe llmbprofileshowsthatthe half
_wer pointisapproximatelylO mradfromtheopticalaxis,in agre_ent
withthe testresults. However,the I0% powerpointIs locatedat 15
mrad ratherthanII mrad,indicatingthe presenceof weakwingsin the
fieldof viewwhich_uld be undetectablewiththe testproceduresused.
: Thispropertyof the opticalresponsehas significancefor the
calibrationcurve,whichwasmeasuredwithextendedsources.The design
of the CalibrationTestFacilityassumedthe maximumbeamdivergenceto
be ll mrad,whereasthe propernumberisseen to be 25mrad. Ifthe
q
callbrationsourcesare too smallto intercept he entirebeam,thecall-
. bratloncurvewill be systmatlcallydepressedat hightmperatures.
Engineeringdrawingsof the CalibrationTestFacilityplacethe
ISRrotationaxls480 _ fromthe surfaceof eachcalibrationsource.
The distanceoverwhichthe beamdiverges,measuredfromthe aperturestop
_he secondarymirror),is 860_. The widthof the source,perpendicular
\
( ) to the scan plane, is 216 mm;and the beamitself is 178 mmacross. Thus t
the sourceiswideenoughto pemlt a divergenceof 22mrad for a perfectly
!,
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_ Comparisonbetweencalculated
andactuallira_ deflections :_
o--o Calculated
0 0 Actual .'
!
2
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,001 I , 1 I I , .
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•I DIs_ncQfromlimb(mrad) _
!
Ftgure 9-1 CALCULATEDANDHEASUREDLUNARLIMB DEFLECTIONS, The dots
connected by ltne segments represent the calculated ISR _1 )
stgnal for a scan across the lunar 11mb, The calculation
assumesthe oT_-axtsrespons__howntn Ftg. 7-2. Open
i ctrcles apedata froman a_tua_brtght 11mbcrossing.
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centeredbeam. Referringto Figure9.1,I Inferan errorof approxi-
/
matelyI% Inthe hightemperaturecalibration.At fullscalethisamounts
to SO mv or approximatelyIK in temperature. _
t'
The widthof the sourcein the scanplanewas scaledto permit
7,5 deg of scanwltha 22 mrad beamwidth.Fora 50mradbeamwidththe scan 1
angle is reduced to 6 deg or 5 resolution elements. Thus the residence
? _i " ttme of the beamon the source is adequate in terms of the system time
constants.
It is clearthatexcessenergyreceivedin thewingsof ISRfleld i
of viewis insufficiento explainthe temperaturenhancementseenat the
subsolar point.
The problemof enhancedsubsolaremissionnormalto the surface
Is notnew. Pettitand Nicholson(1930)measureda subsolarpointtempera-
tureof 407Kat fullMoon. $inton(Ig61)obtaineda valueof approximately
402K. The formervalueisprobablytoo highbecausethe observerswere
unawareof atmospherictransmissionbeyond16 _m (Saari,1964). The enhance-
menthas beenattributedto non-Lambertiansurfaceemission.
The apparentdirectionalemissivityof the lunarsurfacehas been i
explainedby severalworkersin termsof lunarsurfaceroughness.Buhlet iY
.
al. (Ig68)haveshownthatthe bottomsof hemisphericalcraters(diameterto
depthratioof 2) reachtemperaturesof 420K. Shallowercratersshowless !
enhancement.Althoughhemispheresare not realisticmodelsof largescale i
lunarfeatures,theirgeometricalviewfactorsmay be representativeof i
surfaceroughnesson thecentimeterscale. Bastlnand Gough(1969)calcu_ (
fatedsubsolarpointtemperaturesof 420K in the bottomsof troughsIn a
C_ corrugatedsurfacemodel. Bothmodelsare capableof predictingthe typeof I
directional i y sentedbym six (1968)fomE rth-b.e,th ist )_aps. OF POOR QUAL1T_,
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The enhancementobserved by the ISR requires that the deep_
small scale depressions must cover approximately 50%of the surface. The
samepercentage is estimated by Buhl et al, (1968a) from the lunar emis-
sivity dependence on vtew angle. The model would predict limb darkening
of ISR scans as the view angle causes the cool rims of the depressions to
occult the hot Interiors. Such l_mb darkening ts observed on day side
scansand, to a lesser extent, on nighttime scans.
e
The ISR data establishes the existence of ubiquitous small scale
. roughness where the distance between highs and lows ls of the same order
as the relief. This observation is important for modelsof surface corre-
lated processes suchparticle track exposureand gas adsorption. Models
which assumea plane surface geometry will se:tously underestimate the
probability of surface exposureof a soil grain.
B. Zero Point Drift
Soonafter real ttme data beganarriving in the Mission Control
!Center, we noted that the ISR signal consistently failed to return to zero
as the field of view scanned across the Moon and looked at space. The .i
3
effect of droop in the frequency responseof the ISR would be expected to
causea gradualrisein the scanamountingto approximately60mllllvolts
by the time the field of view begins to re-enter the housing. However, I
• the observed effect was on the order of 200 to 400 mtlltvolts.
t
The natureof the effectbecamesomewhatmoreclearon REV 37
when the spacecraft performed a "pitch up" maneuver as part of the Ultra-
vloletSpectrometerExperiment.Figure9-2 reproduceseveryscanduring
•I
thefinalportionof thatmaneuver.The finalscaniscompletelyoff of
theMoonpyet a quasi-linearfeatureremains. Althoughthe telemetryout- :
3 "! tput is zero until the mtddle of the scan, the actual output voltage could { _ ;
_ be negative during that time. Nevertheless, the scan sequenclgives the
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; impression that the rampfeature is always present and is supertmpose.t _
: upon the lunar stgnal whenthe Moonts in the fteld of view of the radl-
.... o_ter.
: During the mission we _pothestzed that the ramp stgnal either
, was someform of low frequency drift t, the signal processing or wasan .
object tn the wings of'the ISR field of view. The fltght plan was altered
?
• to'keepthe ISRoperatingduringTrans-EarthCoast (TEC),takingsky scans• "
We hopedthatthe sky scanswouldforma suitabledatabasefor studyof+ l
the drift. (
In the post-mission data reduction, Individual nighttime scans
showed-_distinct tilt throughout the entire scan. The stmplest correc-
tion algorithmwas triedfirst. A straightllnedefinedby the clamp
+ pointand the observableoffsetinthe trailingspacelook was subtracted
? from each scan. Contourmapsof lunar data showedthat the drift was in-
sufficiently compensated.
• Linearregressionanalyseswereperformedon severalthousand
sky scans. Ingeneralthe correlationcoefficientof the flt rangedfrom
0.94to 0.98,the standar(ldeviationtypicallyrangedfrom6 to 8 ml111-
volts, and the residuals showno lack of ftt. In most cases the Inclusion
of a secondorder Chebyshevpolynomial improvedthe fit only marginally.
Suchstatistics strongly suggest a l tnear.waveform, but quantt-
;
zatlonof the slgnalin the spacecraftcan distortthe realnatureof the
signal. Computersimulations of the digitization process showthat expo-
nentials of the form
V " K + A (ex;.(t/z)-I),
whereK,A, • areconstants,can reproducethe regressionstatistics.The (
curvature from the exponential is almost undetectable tn the l imtted portion
of the feature available in the sky scans.
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Digitizationaltersa purelylinearinputalso, A regression i
analysisnf thedigitizedsignalreproducestheorlglnalsloperatherwell,
butthe y-lnterceptis systematicallyloweredbyan am_:ntrangingfrom5
to 15 my. Any correlationsinvolvingthe y-lnterceptautomaticallyacquire
a lO mv peak-to-peakuncertaintydue to the digitizingprocess.
Scan-to-scanoiseintroducedby the telmetr)or the clampcan
be reducedby coherentlyaddingskyscansand taklrJgtheaverage. One
suchscanconstructedfromlO0 scans(2.4minutesof data)is shownin
Figure9-3. A llnearregressionfitoverthe intervalfromdata point400
throughdatapoint515"givesthe regressionline
V = -262.9(.+1.4)+ 0.7585(+..0030)P, 400 <.P <.515 (Ig.l)
p = o.gggl, a = 1.088mv,
when Y Is the signalamplitudeinmllllvolts,P is the datapoint
r_: number, p is the correlationcoefficientand o Isthe st&ndarddevia-
tionof the fit. The bendingof the curvebelow29 mv (ltelemetryblt)
Is an artifactcausedby the lackof negativevoltagevaluesIn the telem-
etry. Forc_nparlson,the anticipatedroopcharacteristicis includedin
the figure.
Sky scans were analyzed for a correlation betxee-, the slope of
the scanand the scan value at data point 53U in order to develop a cor-
rection for drift. At sample#530 the ISR housingcontributes approximately
20 mtlltvolts of signal, but the contribution ;s relatively constant. The
choice of a d_ta point at the far end of the scan maximizes the roll angle
rill
i
at whtchthe offset cannot be calculated.
*The numbering"systemfor scan points begins wtth the first point following
the thtrd caltoration pulse. This point ts easily found with a programmed
_) search routine. The first point following the clampIs number28. A scan
+ ts sampleduntil point 540 where vtgnetttng by the ISR housing becomessevere. I
|
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• A_co_elation analysisinvolvingthevalueof a particular
data point ts degraded _ noise contributions to the signal. The major
noisesourcesare intrinsicInst_mentnoise,-scan-to-scanoffsetsdue to
variationin the cl_mplevel_and telometryquantization.At certain _
_ timesin themissionthetelomet_ streamitselfb_omes noisy,and binary !
zeros rand_ly becomebinaw onescausingspikesin the scans.
i Variousn_erlcal filtersand algorit_shavebeendevelopedto
r_uce the noisecontributionfromall thesesources. In particular,the
_ r_p amplitudeat sample#530isderived_ firstcheckingfor anomlous
bit patternscausedW telmetw noiseand thenaveragingthe valuesfrom
! samples528through532to reduceinstrumentand quantizationoise.
Finally,the resultantvalueis averagedwithsimilarvaluesfromthe 4
• previousscansto reducescan-to-scanoisefromtheclamp.
The slope of an averaged _,an such as the one in Figure 9-3 is
_ _ equalto themeanof the regressionslopesof the individualcomponent
: scans. Figure9-4 isa plotof mean slopeversusrampamplltudefor three •
missionperiodswhenthe correlationcoefficientsfor the sky scanswere _
.
consistently greater than 0.94. Each point on the plot represents the
• _
tlmeaverageover2.4minutesof data. !
Data setA (Figureg-4a)occursduringthe pitchmaneuverfor ;!
• theUV SpectrometerExperimenton REV 37. The datain Figureg-4bwere _
takenafterTrans-EarthInjectionas the spacecraftleftthe Moon. AI- 4
- thoughgoodregressionlineswereobtainedfor dataset B, the fieldof 4
vlewcaughtJustenoughof th_recedingMoonto depressthe slopeof the
ramp. Aftera datagap,the effectcontinuesat the beginningof data i
o iset C. The discontinuitybetweenC and D can be tracedto noisein the
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1.2 -- Skyscanregressionamdysis
RateofdriftvsfinalImplitude
': l.l
-. Apolloelapsedtime
!.0 Duringlunarorbit jd_ A 15&14:3)- 1_4_50: A
/ .9
.8
1.2
I.I F
: Followin9trans-earth 8 2)_4)_27- 2)kS):Ot
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; Duringtrans-earthcoast
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Ftgure 9-4 ZEROPOINT DRIFT: REGRESSIONSLOPEVS. AHPLTTUDE. Ltnear
, regression analyses ,ere performed on the zero potnt drtft (])
, durtng 8 dtsttnct sets of sky scans from the mtsston. Each
data potnt represents the average value from approximately
144 seconds of data.
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latterset,possiblyassociatedwltha changeoverIn the rangestation _ "
r_etytng theA_llotel_et_. T_ erratic _vlorexhtbtt_ fr_ the l
i endof D through the beginning of F occurred whtle the UV S_ct_meter
was dtrected _wa_ the Earth. Figure g-4c includes scans taken later tn
_ the Trans.Earth Coast p_se, Data set G is associated with a transient
t
_ res_nse occurring after the ISR _s switched on. i
i " Regression analyses _re perfomed on data sets A and G and t_se_rttons of C, F, and H which represent steady state _havlor. The results
_ are present_ in Table V. Clearly the samedependenceof the ramp slope on
i the rampa,nplitude is exhibited in A, C, and H. T_ correlation coefficient ]
In all three regressions is low, probably due to considerable noise in the !
i represent quite operational _
dependentvariable. The agreoment is significant nevertheless because the
three data sets different histories. Note that
whenthe three analyses are c_bined, the correlation is greatly imp_ved.
Data set F _s take ",htle the UVSp_tr_eter _s pointed at
the Moono At that time, only a few hours after Trans-_rth Injection, the
_on _s still a large object in the s_ and could well have biased the ISR
res_nse. I wtll assumethat F is a contaminateddata set.
A regression analysis relating y-intercept to _mp _plftude is _
presen¢ed in Table VI. The t_ regressions pe_tt a linear correction to
be derivedoncethe rampamplitudehas beencomputed.
Whenthe liner correctionderivedfr_ the regressionanalyses
. Isapplied,It Is foundthatthe scansare overc_pensated,The necessi_
of a secondordercorrectionte_ is indicated_ theregressionanalyses
as _ll as observablecurvatureIn hlghamplitudedriftssuchas occur
_ duringswitchingtransients(e.g.,dataset G).
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-200 - Skyscanregression analysis
Regression intercept vs drift amplitude
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,; () Ftgure 9-5 ZEROPOINTDRIFT: REGRESSIONI TERCEPTVS. AMPLITUDE.See i• caption fop Ftg. 9-4. Potnts are shownhere only fop those ,data sets considered free of off-axts energy from the brtght
lunar limb. 1
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The scan correction polynomial is assumedto have the form
AV= c(P-Po)2 + bP + a, 09.2)
where b and a are the slope and intercept computedfrom tl_e ramp !
amplitude, Po is the abscissa of a standard point assumedto lie on the i
- !
regression ltne, and c is given by
- b-s
c - • (19.3)
2(Po"p' ) !
where s ts an assumedconstant slope at point P'. The value for s I
f
was taken to be zero at P' = 28, the first data point after the clamp is
set. The point Po was taken equal to 457.5, the midpoint of the regression
analysis, The final correction algorithm appears quite successful in
removingthe instrument bias from contour maps.
The cause of the baseline drift remains unclear. No line of
evidence presently available points unambiguouslyto an electronic cause
oP an object (e.g. the contamination cover) tn the wingsof the ISR field
of view.
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X. Preliminary Results
A. Lunar Surface Coverage
Table VII ltsts the operating periods during which the ISR took
lunar data. The beginning and the end of each data period are given In
terms of GreenwichMeanTtme (GMT)and Apollo ElapsedTime (AET). The
latter ttme frame is referenced to the Apollo 17 launch at 17:33:00
on December6, 1972. The table al_o !ncludes information on the space-
craftorbitand the locationof the sunriseterminatoro_ the lunar
surface.
Datagapsdo existwithinmostof the operatingperiods. Gaps
of severalminutesoftenare associatedwiththe transitionfromonboard
recordingof farsidedatato realtimedataacquisitionbygroundstations.
Degradedand missing signals also occur during roll maneuversfor oblique
photographyand duringoff-nomlnalattitudesfor the UV Spectrometer
Experiment.
Duringthe seconddata setlistedIn the table,the spacecraft
was in a LunarModuledescentorbithavinga periluneof approximately
Ig km. Whenthe spacecraftaltitudefallsbelow95 km, theanglesub-
tendedby theMoon becomesso largethatthe lunarllmbencroachesInto
the spacelookrequiredby the ISR spaceclampcircuit. In thatcase,
the scanbaselineisoffsetto negativevoltagesby the clamp. Ifthe
o
llmbencroachmentis toogreat(e.g.,at low altitudes),theentirescan
Isoffsetbelowthe zerolevelof the telemetry.Whenthe offsetIs not
too severe,the scancan be correctedin principle.Sinceperilune
occurredoverthe landlngsitein the descentorbit,themostdegraded
datallesIn the vicinityof the sunriseterminator.
(I)
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_ TABLEVII: ISRLUNARSURFACECOVERAGE
t Data Transition TransitionTimes LunarCoord.
Set Operation* GMT AET Long. Lat. j
. 1 co 12/10 21:30:06 87:57:06 250 18S !cc 22:09:49 88:36:49 127 2N i
2 co 12/11 Ol:53:16 92:20:16 180 165 !. c 03 42 01 104 0g Ol lOg 5N ;
i on 20:31:00 110:58:00 268 11S _,
I 3 off 21:59:30 112:26:30 357 17N ..
i on 22:57:36 113:24:36 180 175 ;4 ff 12/12 00 18:59 4 5:59 295 IS
'• on 06:02:29 120:29:29 331 12N _
5 off 17:45:06 132:12:06 358 19N i
i 6 on 22:16:25 136:43:25 255 llScc 12/13 15:32:18 53:59:18 348 19N !o
on 15:57:49 154:24:49 271 3S
7 off 17:36:57 156:03:57 328 16N !
8 on 17:56:31 156:23:31 270 35cc 18:03:20 156:30:20 250 10S i
co 19:35:15 158:02:15 329 16N
9 off 22:00:19 160:27:19 250 95 :
10 on 12)14 02:45:05 165:12:05 104 45 icc 15:39:51 '178:06:51 269 IN
on 12:15 08:45:05 195:12:05 44 16N
• 11 off 21:55:26 208:22:26 169 23S .!
on 12/16 02:24:05 212:51:05 76 0 !
- 12 off 17:14:45 227:41:45 264 4N !
on 18:51:22 229:18:22 326 23N ,
13 off 22:50:58 233:17:58 320 23N :
\
*CO = cover open, cc - cover closed
C, i
i
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TABLEV]][ (.Continued)
Data Operating. Tot_l Perilune, Sunrtse
Set Ttme Chrs) Orbtts Apolune Term. Long.
27.6
1 0.66 0.3 95 x 309 Im 27.3
25.4
2 11.80 6.2 19 x 111 Ion 19.4
16.0
3 1.46 0.7 97 x 127 km 15.2
14.7
4 1.36 0.7 97 x 127 _ 14.0
11.1
5 11.71 5.9 96 x 128 Ion 5.2
2.9
6 17.26 8.7 95 x 127 I_ 354.1
353.9
7 1.65 0.9 96 x 126 Ion 353.1 i
352.9
8 0.11 0.1 96 x 126 Im 352,9
352.1
9 2.42 1.2 96 x 126 _ 350.9
348.5
10 12.91 6.6 97 x 125 km 341.9
333.3
11 13.17 6.6 112 x 118 km 326.6
i m
i 324.3
12 14.84 7.5 111 x 119 Ion 316.8
a
316.0
13 3.99 2.0 109 x 121 km 314.0
J
93.34
!
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Another type of deg_'adattonoccurs at the beginning of each i
dataset. Whenthe ISR Is swltcheocn, the detectorrequlres15 to 30
I minutes to stabilize. The starting times labele_ "ON" tn column2 of
TableVII werechosentocoincidewiththe firstscanof the set in which
the radlometrlcsignalfromthe internalcalibrationpatchreachedits
I steadystatevalue. However,at thattimebaselinedrl)t(cf.Chapter 1IX) Is In a transientphase,as exempllfiedby dataset "G" in Figure
! !+9-4candTableV. A similartransientin the baselinedriftoccurswhen
the contaminationcoveris opened. In the secondcasethe transientis i
i inducedby the clampcircuitadjustingitsreferencevoltagelevelfrom
) the interiorcoversignalto the emptyspacesignal. Consequently,at
_ the beginningof any dataset the baselinecorrectionalgorithmderived) +
Inthe previouschaptermay not be strictlyvalid.
) EachISR scanextendedfromhorizonto horizonas seenfromthe
i spacecraft.At _Itltudesof 95 km and 125 km, the lunarhorizonlies '
! _ 560 km _nd 640 km, respectivelyfromtheorbitgroundtrack. The spa-!
! clalresolutlonof themeasurementis so poorat the horizonthatISR
t
) mappingis describedmore realistlcallyas being11mltedto approximately
t
300 kmto eitherside of the groundtrack.P
_J
} Sincethemappingof nighttimethermalpatternswas a major i
t • objective,the positionof the sunriseterminatorisa parameterof in-
+ +
+ l terest tn the description of surface coverage. The first usable predawn i(
data was taken in data set #3 (Table VII). The terminator crossing(
i occurred at 112:21AET (selenographtc longitude 15 deg), Just west of the1 +
t crater Bessel E in western Mare Serenttatts. A goodmapwas obtained of +
: the Sulptctus Gallus formation and the dark mantltng matertal inside the t
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southwestern rim of Mare Serenttatis. The last ISR predawnmap tncludes
Artstarchus and tts environs.
Nighttime coverage during the mission followed the Apollo 17
groundtrack ft_m the HaemusMountains across southern Mare Imbrtum
throughcentralOceanusProcellarumpastthe northeastcornerof the
OrlentaleBasin. Majorcratersincludedin themapp';ng,are Cope_'nlcus,
Kepler, Marius, Olbers A, and Attken.
i:
' B. Data Reduction
If the spacecraft orbit and attitude are knownas a function
: of time, the se_enographlc coordinates of any data point can be computed.
The JohnsonSpaceCenter(JSC)has providedtrajectoryand attitude
c
: histories for most of the ISR data set, but this supporting information _ !
has not been fully integrated into the data tapes. Data presentations
In thlsworkuse approximateorbitsgeneratedfromKeplerlanstate
L
: vectors supplied by JSC. The only correction for spacecraft attitude ts ,
a simple search routine which locates the limbs on each scan, thereby
compensatingfor the rollangle. Neglectlngpitchand yaw corrections
!
can cause a selenographtc positional error as great as g km at distances
300 km fromthe groundtrack. Notethattopographicrelief,which !
)
determines the real altitude, can induce positional errors of the same .
magnitude. ..
Corrections for noise and instrument effects are madeon an • t :l
Indlvldualscanbasls. Aftercorrectionfor baselinedrift,a 9-polnt (
)
numerical filter suppresseshigh frequency noise. Temperatures are !
derived from the telemetry voltage by solution of a cubic polynomial i
ustng a Newton-Raphsonscheme, i
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C, SurfaceTemperatureHistory 4 :
'thegeneralgoalfor all lunar infraredmeasurementsis the
constructionof the te_.peraturehistoryforone surfaceelementthrough- _
out a lunatlon.Thlsobjectivehas not beenattainedin Earth-based _
I- efforts,and It was not accomplishedin thisworkbecausethe mission :
was too short. A ratherunsatisfactorycompromiseis t6 plottempera-
ture versus selenographtc longitude from points lying along somelatitude i
ctrcle, usually the equator. Suchdata contains measurementsfrom a i
variety of lunar terrain types and is useful only for qualitative analysts.
Ftgure lO-] showstemperature plotted against brightness longt- i.
rude (phase angle) at a selenographtc latitude of 10 deg. The points .:
from approximately 0 deg phase (noon) to 180 deg (midnight) comesfrom !
regtons south of the equator. In terms of selenographtc 1,ngltude, that
set uf data _ns from 278 deg westwardto 73 deg. The complementaryset l '
I
of potnts lies along latitude +10 deg, running from 107 deg westward to i
265 deg of selenographtc longitude.
The lunar afternoon cooling data showsignificant scatter. The
potnts comefrom the farstde highlands, which exhibit a great deal of
topographic relief. The scatter can be traced to slope variations, which
are equivalent to changestn local sunangle. The lunar morning potnts
fall across the smoother surfaces of Mare Tranqutllttatts, Mare Vaporum,
and Sinus Aestuum;and the curve appearswell behavedas a consequence.
: The scatter prior to noonoccurs tn a rough highland region outside the
: southern rtm of Mare Crtsium. _
Temperaturesnear the subsolar mertdtan south of the equator
R appear to be significantly cooler then those north of the equator. Most '.).
of the difference seemsto be real, equivalent to the surface in the north
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Figure I0-I LUNARSURFACET RPERATUREVS. PHASEANGLE.Thelunar sur- I
,+ face. tomperature at l:he 10° latitude ctrcle was ptcked from _il )
every fortteth scan on REV 42. The particular c._btt was
chosen because data coverage was complete over the enttre
i revolution.
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,- having an albedo 8% lower than the material in the south. These subsolar
F
regionslie approximatelybetween80 deg and I05 deg longitude.
_ The predawntemperatureof gOK was recordedinsidetheghost
_" craterStadius.The apparentdiscontinuityat phaseangle265deg isthe
_ thermalanomalyfromCopernicus•Anotherprominentanomalyat 118 degof
phaseisassociatedwiththecraterCrookes.The slighthumpin the post-
;- midnightpointsbetweenphases215deg and 235deg resultsfroma dense
populationof smallscalethermalanomalies.
>
The nighttimedatapriorto midnightare difficult o interpret.
?
/ _ The regionsmeasureddo not havegoodphotographicoverage,and the
various dl_s and rises are not readily correlated with terrain types.
It is clear,however,thatthe farsidehighlands(premidnightpoints)
: generallyexhibithighernighttimetemperaturesthanthe frontsidewest- :
ernmaria (postmidnight points). Approximately extrapolating the two
; halvesof the curve,I getmidnighttemperaturesof I02Kand 97K for the
i
two types of material. With an allowance for the higher albedo of high-
land material,relation(3.1)suggestsan effectivey of 800 for the
farstde highlands and 1040 for the western maria.
A value of y = 1040 is typical for lunar soils returned to
Earth(Cremers,1974). However,the lowervaluefor the highlandsimplies
• thatthe soildensityis on the orderof 2 g cm"3, quitehighby lunar
standards.The datamay implythatthe farsidehighlandsoilsare highly
consolidated. Alternatively, the highland soils may physically differ
: fromthoseat theApollolandingsites.
D. RegionalTerrainTypes
. i ;
_ 'x Figurei0-2showstwocollectionsof nighttimescansfroma
; ! singleorbit. Eachdataset is2 minuteslong,representingapproximately
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Figure 10-2 CONTRASTI_!_THERMAL STRUCTUREIN MARE AND HIGHLANDS.
Sequencesof ISR scans show (a) the wealth of thermal j
structurein a mare region having a shallow basalt fill and
(b) the featurelesssignalsover part of the Orlentale
Basin ejecta blanket.
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_ 180 Ionof travelalongtheorbitalgroundtrack. Eachindividualtrace
containsthe voltageoutputfrowntho ISRduringa lunarscanaftercor-
rectlonfor baselinedriftand low passfiltering.
_ The scans in Figure lO-2a were taken in northeastern Oceanus
Procellarmnear the craters BessartonA and Bessarion B. Figure lO-2b
showsdata from the farside highlands, northwest of Mare Orientale. The _ .
densepopulation of anomalies on the mareconsists of craters with diam-
_T eters on the order of O.1 to 1 Ion,surroundedby blocky ejecta. The
striking contrast in the thermal structure over the two types of terrain
can be understnod in terms of a simple model of lunar surface processes.
The underlying principle behind the model is simply that older
surfaces on the Moonhave beenbombardedby moremeteorites. In fact,
photogeologtsts obtain relative ages amonglunar regions by comparing
surface crater density. Therefore older surfaces have been more heavily
¢
reworked, have experienced more large scale impacts, and have a deeper
regoltth. In this simple picture, the crater with blocky ejecta (the
thermal anomaly) has penetrated the regolith and has excavated pieces of
the relatively competentunderlying rocks. The smallest blocky crater
establishes the approximate depth of the regoltth, which in turn helps
to datethe surface.Thermalmapsfromthe ISR showthatthe smallest
anomaliesin the farsidehighlandshavea sizeon theorderof I0 km, ,:
•
implyingthatthe regoliththerehas a depthapproaching1 km.
I The useof anomalypopulationsin _hemareto indicateregolith
i_ thicknessis not so straightforward.Themariaare composedof basaltic
• ' lavaflowso_erlyingpresumablyanorthositfcbasementrccks. Photo-
i ( , geologicargumentsand radioactivedatingof lunarsamplesassociatethe
i variousmariawithagesin the generalrangeof 3.0 to 3.8 billionyears. 1
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It is unknownwhether any given mare filled quickly or slowly, continu-
ously or episodically, The lavas erupted durtn9 a time whenthe flux of
meteoritesimpactingthe lunarsurfacewas rapidlydeclining.Any partic-
ularflowunitin the sequencecouldbe relativelypristineor heavily
reworked, dependingon its age and the time of surface exposure before
it was covered.
Younget al. (1974) have comparedcraters 0.5 to 2.0 Ionin
diameter in Mare Imbriumwith craters of similar size and "freshness" in
Hare Serenitatis. The Serenitatis craters are blocky whereasthe Imbrium
cratersare not,eventhoughthe Serenitatisurfaceis olderand should
havethe deeperregolith.Younget al. try to associatethe observations
withthe existenceof competent,unreworked,subsurfaceflowunitsin
southern Serenitatls.
The observationscanalso be explainedby a relativelyshallow
basaltfillin southernSerenitatis.The blockswouldbe piecesof more
competentbasementrocks. Younget al. rejectthisexplanationbecause
Imbriumcratersnearsinuousrillesor collapsedlavatubes,"wherelava
flowscan be reasonablyinferredto be closeto the surface",showno
blocks. However,lavatubesare simplysurfacemanifestationsand do not
directlyrelateto depthof fill.
Green(I96g)contouredthe spatialdistributionof thermal
anomaliesacrossthe lunardiskas determinedfromEarth-basedeclipse
observations•The regionsof highestnumberdensitywerenorthwestern
MareTranq_illitatis,centralOceanusProcellarum,the Fra MauroForma-
tlon,and centralImbrium,indecreasingorderof importance.An exam-
inationof the eclipsethermalmap (Saariet al.,1966)showsthatthe )
most intenseanomaliesinTranqulllltatisliealongthewesternedgeand
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_ the boundarywithMareSerenitatisto the north. The placementof anoma-
) llesmirrorsthe shallowestp_rtsof the TranqulllltatisBasinas deter-
)
I/ mined by De Hon 0974, 1975). The blocky craters studied by Younget al.,
also fall in a region of shallow basalts. Similarly, the denseanomaly
: ! . population in OceanusProcellarum, as seen in Figure lO-2a and Green's
)_ map,correlateswitha veryshallowfillas estimatedby Eggletonet al. i :
(19741. i
The populationof intenseeclipseanomaliesextendsfromnorth- i Y
z
! ) easternProcellarumintoMareImbrium. However,a regionwestof _
Dlophantusto Aristarchusis notablyfreefromthermalstructure.It is _
! thlsregionwhichcontainsthe freshcraterswithoutblockymaterial
) describedearlier. No estimatesfor the depthof basaltshavebeen
i published,but theAristarchusPlateauis thoughtto representflooding
i distinctfromthemariato the southand east (Head,1974). }
In summary,I proposethatthe sizeof minimumthermalanomaly i
! ts a reliableindicatorof regoliththicknessonly inthe highlandsand
) the deepermaria. Mostmareanomaliesapparentlyreflectthe depthof
basaltfill.
i FigureI0-3is a thermalcontourmap of datafromREV 57, con-
_ touredat a temperatureintervalof 3K. Themap projectionis oblique i,
Mercator,centeredon the orbitalgroundtrack. Inotherwords,themap
( "equator"(abscissa)is the intersectionof the orbitplanewiththe lunar
I_ surface.The ordinateis "latitude"relativeto theorbitplane. A grid
) of selenographiclongitudeand latitudeis drawnon the map with2 deg.
• I increments.
I
: ) ,) At the timeof thisorbitthe sunriseterminatorwas locatedat
i
selenographiclongitude330deg. The locallunartimeat the rightend
r
I
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of themap Is predawn,at the leftend it isjustaftermidnight. The
coverage included on the maprepresents approximately 20%of the data
_: from one orbit.
+
)_ The nighttimecoolingbehaviormanifestsitselfas a fallin :
" temperaturefromapproximatelylOOKat the leftsideof themap to
approximately941at the rightend of themap. Sincethe Sun'spath
t
duringa lunarday liesapproximatelyin the planeof the lunarequator,
the contour lines associated with the nighttime gradient should lie more
or lessparallelto the linesof selenographiclongitude.Instead,the
contours havea "V" shape,the pointof the "V" lyingin the centerof
the map. Ifa lineweredrawnverticallyacrossthemap, the temperature
at eitherend wouldbe somewhatlowerthanthe temperatureat themiddle.
Inotherwords,the thermalmap showsthe limbdarkeningdiscussedin
g
the rreviousci_pter, lhe effectsupportsthe hypothesisof ubiquityof
¢
i- small scale roughness.
_' The jumbleof contourson the righthandsectionof themap
resultsfromthemyriadof smallscaleanomaliesinOceanusProcellarum.
The comparativepaucityand largescaleof anomaliesinthe farsidehigh-
i. landsis readilyseenon the left-handsection.
E. CraterDegradationModel
i • Pohnand Offield(1970)proposeda morphologicalclassification
_ schemewherebylunarcraterscan be placedintoone of sevenclasses. _:
! The principalcriterionis rimcrestsharpness;but the texturaldetail
) of ejectedmaterialsthemorphologyof wallterraces,and the numberof
l superposedcratersare alsoconsidered. Bymeansof thisscheme,any
_. lunarcraterlargerthana few kilometerscan be assigneda numberrang-
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is equivalent to a relative age sequenceunder the assumptions that crater
morphology is crisp and sharp immediately after formation, that the initial
morphologiesof most lunar craters are similar, and that continuousdegra-
dation processesact on all lunar features (Head, 1975).
Head (1975) has attempted to assign absolute ages to some
morphologic classes basedon lunar sampledating. A grade of 4.8 implies
that the crater is contemporaneouswith the formation of the last major
lunar basin, Mare Orientale, roughly 3.9 billion years ago. Thus the
bulk of lunar history is spannedby 2 of the 7 classes. The heavy erosion
tn the first 15%of the Moon's lifetime was causedby the massive bombard-
ment occurring during that time. In particular, the projectiles in the
lai'ge size range added proximity weathering and seismically induced land-
slides to the direct mechanismof surface reworking from primary and
secondaryimpacts.
Headalsohas re-examinedthe processof cratererosion. He
observesthatrelativelysmallvolumesof fillmaterialcan blanketfloor
_ughness and can havea significanteffecton parameterswhichmeasure
the shallownessof a crater. Sourcesof Infillincludeerosionof the
craterwallby landslidesand ejectafrom impactsjustoutsidethe crater
rim. The lattersourceisprobablylessimportantduring"PeriodII",
the timespanfromthe end of Oaslnforn,ationto the present.
As discussedin ChapterIII,Fudall(1966)proposeda crater
degradationsequenceinwhichthe thermalSignaturewouldevolvewith i
timeas doesthe visualappearance.Inorderof disappearance,Fudali
listedthermalenhancementof theouterrim,floor,and innerrim. The ,;
: followingISRmapswillillustrateJustsucha sequence.Theywillalso _lj i
6
demonstratethata craterdisappearsthermallyat morphologlclass5.5,
l
)) i.e.,longbeforeit disappearsvisually. ))i
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_;_; In FlgurelO-4, Olbers.A is the prominentthermal anomaly near _'_
_ _ the centerof themap {longitude282,latitude+8). A bright,fresh, "
:_:- rayed crater, it Is not well known because it lles at the West limb and ;;
,:.
_ Isnot readilyvisiblefromEarth. FigurelO-4ashowsthe anomalyas it :_
'_,_ appearedon REV 57,contouredat a temperatureintervalof 5K. The solar
_'_ phaseangleat thecraterwas approximately220 deg. FigurelO-4bcomes _
fromREV 71, 28 hourslater. The orbitgroundtrackhasmoved somewhat
_:/j northof the crater;and the effectsof foreshorteningcan be seen,
:_: particularlyin the case of the small satellitecrater to the south.
The temperatureon the crater floor appears to have fallen 5K, although
j.. part of the decreasemight arise from lower spatial.resolutionwhich J
:_, tendsto averageout temperaturecontrast.FigurelO-cis a LunarOrbiter
_i_ photoof the samearea..
_, OlbeesA exemplifiesthe freshestcratertypeIn the thermal ;_
_ signaturedegradationsequence.The most intenseenhancementlieson the :,
_!i floorof the crater. The anomalyextendsto the ejectablanketbefore "-i
_ grading Into the soil _ackground. The eJecta enhancementpattern is _'_!
_i_ elongatedto the northwest,possiblyindicatingthatthe impactingpro-
Jectllecamefromthe southeast.
In FigurelO-4bthe g5K contourintervalextendssouthwardto
mergewiththe smalleranomaly. The 97.51contour(dottedline)In
FigurelO-4atracesout the samepattern.The strikingsimilarityin :!
coolingrate,and thereforephysicalproperties,of the eJectafromthe
largecraterand the smallcratersuggeststhatthe two are contempora-
neous. The photograph gives no hint of a relationship. In this example
thethermalmap containsgeologicalrelationshipswhichare absentin _
conventionalphotography. :_
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Figure10-5 isa thermalmap of the craterAristarchus(313,+
24) at a phaseangle of 263 deg. Artstarchus is another exampleof a
fresh ray crater and is one of the brightest features on the near side of
the Moon. Floor temperatures are the highest, as is the case with 01bars
A. The hottestpointsappearto be associatedwiththe centralpeakand
witha rocks11deinsidethe northrim.
01barsA and Aristarchusinvitecomparisonbecausetheyhave
the samediameter(40 Ion)and appearto beof similarage. Figures10-4b
and 10-5 bothcomefromREV 71 whenthe twocraterslay at comparable
distancesfromthegroundtracI:.The displacementof 31 deg.in seleno-
graphiclongitudeimpliesthatArlstarchusis61 hrs furtheralongthe
nlghttimecoolingcurve. The differencein latitude(8deg.vs. 24 deg.)
lowerstheeffectivethermalparametery at Aristarchusby approximately
3K coolerthanat OlbersA. EJectablanketoontoursbearthisout;but
floortemperature_in Aristarchusare IK to 2K hotter,indicatingmore
exposedrockthere. EitherAristarchushas lessfillmaterialon th_
: floor (l.e.,is younger),or the impactin themare had betteraccessto
competentrockat the basalt-basementinterface.
EJectablanketenhanceme,ts for the two cratersare similarin
spatialextent. The thermalpatternat Aristarchusismorenearly
symmetrical.It is circumscribedby a thermallyfeaturelessregionwhich
may be slightlycoolertilanOceanusProcellarumto the south. The feature-
lesshaloappearsto be a characteristicof the largemarecratersbut not
the anomaliesin the farsidehighlands.Green (1969)commentson the low
numberdensity of thermal anomaltes surrounding both Copernicus and Tycho.
Kepler (Fig. 10-6) is a ray crater rated at 6.5 on the morphologtc
scale (Pohnand Offteld, lg70). The diameter is 31 kin, and the phaseangle
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Fi_JreI0-5 THERMALMAP OF ARISTARCHU$.ThermalemissionfromAristar-
chus wasmapped7 hours before sunrise at the crater. The I
conto,m interval is 4 K. Themajor enhancementltes on the
floor of tnecrater.
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at the crater is 22Z deg. Olbers A in Fig. lO-4a can be directly compared
with Kepler because the phase angles and latitudesare similar. Kepler
has prominenthot spots on the north and south rims and on the central
peak. All parts of the floor are warmer than the ejecta pattern,which
is preferentiallydisplacedto the North and the West. However,floor
temperaturesare at least 5K cooler than those in OlberA A. Part of the
southwestrim has almost vanishedthermally.
The thermal patterns in Keplercan be understoodin terms of a
simplecrater degradationmodel. Erodedwall materialhas partly blan-
keted surface roughnesson the floor, exposing blockson the rim. The
Jneven patternson the rim itselfa,'eless well understoodalthough _ost
degradedcraters show nonuniformwall enhancement. Blockinesspossibly
indicatesparts of the wall where shock lithificationpreferentially
: occurreddue to directionalityof the impact. Conversely,the cooler
portionsof the rim may be placeswhere landslideshave not yet occurred.
Figure I0-7 is a thermalmap of the crater Copernicus (340, +
I0) at a phase angle of 240 deg. The 95 km crater was located approxi-
mately 5 deg. south of the ground track,and the map suffers somewhat
from foreshortening. Thermal enhancementis concentratedon the centra)
peaks and the rim. Large areas on the crater floor exhibit temperatures
in the range 95K to 98K, which are characteristicof the material in the
eJecta blanket beyond the rim. Rim enhancementis quite asymmetric,and
part of the eastern rim has disappearedthermally. The extent of the
ejecta blanketenhancementin units of crater radii is not significantly
differentfrom that of Aristarchusor Olbers A. A featureless,cool halo
circumscribesthe ejecta pattern. The morphologicclass for Copera)cus is
6.2 (Head,1975)
.... i |
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Figure10-6 THERMALMAP OF KEPLER.The craterKeplerwas mappedI03
c hourspriorto sunriseat thecrater. The contourinterval "T]
_ is4 K. The dashedcontouris an intermediatelevelof
I00 K showingasymmetricalenhancementof theouterrim
_ deposits.
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Figure 10-7 THERMALMAP OF COPERNICUS. This data was taken 59 hours
I prior to local sunrise. The contour intervalis S K. The
: floor of Copernicusexhibitslarge cool regions,and the
i east rim contour is broken.
i i
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Howard'sGeol09ic Mapof the Crater Copernicus (1975) provides
a reference point for analysisof the thermal map. The pair of intense
anomalies (120K - 125K) on the crater floor are both associatedwith the
northernmost of the two central uplifts. The southernmostpeaks are
much less enhanced (MO9K) although theirmorphology,altitude,and _:
extent are similar to the first set of peaks. A third major floor
anomaly to the northwestof the peaks correspondsto a pair of blocky
i.
craters, each having a diameterof a kilometeror less. "
Howard maps two major units over most of the crater floor. The
predominantunit is hummockyfloor material,which occ1_piesall of the
floor except for the northwestquadrant. Textured floor material, the
second unit, fills the remainingquadrant, hugs the base of the rim in
the northeast,and exists as small enclaves along the base of the southern
rim. The texturedfloor materialgives the appearanceof having been
molten and is interpretedby Howard as pooled impactmelt. A minor unit
called fill material is mapped on the northcentralfloor within the
textured floor material. The fill material is younger than the other
units and can be interpretedas mass-wasteddetritusor as volcanics.
Thermal contours on the floor of the crater correlatewell with
the geologicmap units. The hummockyfloor material exhibits temperatures
: in the range from lOOK to 106K; the textured floor material, from g6K to
lOOK; and the fill material, below 96K. If this thermal definitionis
adopted, the extent of the texturedfloor material is somewhatgreater
than mapped by Howard, If the thermal boundary is moved from lOOK to 99K,
the unit becomes less prominentthan on the geologicmap. The thermal
sensitivityof the boundary indicatesthe differencebetween the two units "_
is highly gradational. The correspondencebetween the two types of maps
b
i k
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ts remarkable despite the poor resolution (4 kin) and large slant angle
(_50 deg) of the infrared data.
On the east rim the temperature drops below 100K at one point.
Photometric data, attributed to Pohn and Wildey (1970) and displayed as
an inset on Howard's map, shows a tongue of low albedo material extending
from the crater floor up to the rim at the approximate location of the •
coo.] area, The combination of the thermal and photometric data strongly
suggest some sort of blanketing effect associated with the textured floor
%
material. The crater CopernicusA (3.5 km in diameter)lies on the east
rim at the location of the cool material. That crater and its environs
" represent the lowest point on Copernicus'innerwall, lower than most of
the texturedfloor material on the north-centralfloor of Copernicus.
On high resolutionorbital photographythe rim crater lies in shadow,
and the region is difficultto characterize.
In the simple degradationmodel for thermal signatures,Coperni-
cus representsan intermediatecase. Thermal enhancementhas disappeared
or been stronglydegradedon the floor. The rim has several strong
anomalies,yet one sectionappears to be highly degraded. Many smaller
craters in Oceanus Procellarumhave similarthermal patterns.
A final exampleof thermal signaturesis the crater Eratosthenes
(FigureI0-8), which has a diameter of 60 km and a morphologicgrade of
5.7 (Offieldand Pohm, 1970). The phase angle at the crat,_r(349, +
14.5) is 259 deg in the figure. In the nomenclatureused the U. S.
Geological Survey for lunar mapping, the term "Eratosthenian"refers to
materials postdatingthe basin fills but precedingthe young ray craters
designatedas "CopeF ican" (Shoemakerand Hackman, 1962). On the thermal
i
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Figure I0-8 THERMALMAP OF ERATOSTHENES. The thermal contour interval [ _
, is 4 K. Thermal enhancementis minimal at Eratosthenes50 "
:- ; hours prior to sunrise.
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mapa g4Kcontour traces out most of the outer rim of the crater. The
west wall and a large part of the north wall are cooler than g4Ko The
sma11, intense anomalyJust north of the crater correspondsto a promi-
L.
henceon the north rim. Themajor enhancementon the floor of the crater
: is associated with the complexof central peaks.
; The thermal maps in Figures I0-4 through 10-_ demonstratethat
_ the thermalsignatureof lunarcratersevolveas a functionof ageof the
crater. The freshestcratersexhibitthe highesttemperatureson their
floors. Temperaturesdecreasemonotonicallyfromthe floorradiallyout
acrossthewall,rim,and ejectablanket. In the nextstagehot spots
developon the walland rim. Althoughfloortemperaturesremainelevated
withrespectto the ejectablanket,theyare lessenhancedthanin the
freshestcraters. Ina thirdstepthefloortemperaturesbecomecomparable
to the ejectablanketenhancement.The principalhot spotsare on the
craterwalland thecentralpeaks. Subsequentlyejectablanketenhance-
mentdisappears,and floortemperaturesare similarto theenvirons.The
finalthermalsignatureis a low levelenhancementassociatedwiththe
rim and withthe centralpeaks,if theyexist. Cratersolderthan
! Eratosthenianappearto be toodegradedto be detectablethermally.
The generalevolutionof the thermalsignatureappearsto be
consistentwithHead's(1975)ideason the degradationof PeriodIIcraters.
The craterwallis the principalsourceof fillmaterialwhichgradually
coversthecraterfloor,therebyelimin_:i,_gthethermalenhancement.
The removalof finematerialfromthe w_llsexposesblocks,causinghot
i spotson the rim. Eventuallythe blockson the wallsare rupturedand
comminuted,and the craterdisappearsfromnighttimethermalmaps.
t
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The geologicmappingof Copernicusby Howard(1975)presents
certainproblemsto thissimplemodelof craterfilling. Howardinter-
pretsthe cooimaterialon thefloorof Copernicusas impactmelt. If
thatinterpretationistrue,thenthe amountof melt inany givencrater
couldslgnificantlyinfluencethe rateof changein the thermalsignature.
Any interpretationof thermalmapswouldhaveto consideran additional
parameter- the extentof meltingin the impact- andadjustthe "age"
of the thermalsignatureaccordingly.
SinceCopernicusfitsveryneatlyintoa craterdegradation
schemebasedon infillfromthewalls,the impactmelthypothesiswar-
rantsreexamination.In the firstplace,any flowingassociatedwith
moltenmaterialceasedverysoonafterthe formctionof the craters.
Simonds(1975)arguesthatthemelt is quenchedin secondsby the in-
clusionof relativelycoldmaterialat the timeof deposition.If a more
conventionalcoolinghistoryisassumed,themeltcrystallizesin times
rangingfroma few daysto a fewyears,dependingon thickness(Provost
and Bottinga,1972). In any case,the distributionof meltrepresents
an Initialconditioninthe billion-yearlifetime(Silver,1971)of the
crater.
Onceits initialconfigurationhad beenestablished,Copernicus
must haveexperiencederosionsimilarto thatseeninothercraters. In
I
thiscontext,themostreasonableinterpretationf flowfeatureson the
) wallsis the movementof soildownsloperatherthanthe drainageof impact
i melt, Thematerialon the flooris theninterpretedas craterfillrather
thanpooledmelt.
, The mechanismfor the fillis the avalanche.Lunaravalanches }
' I
can travelfor kilometers,blanketingthe preexistingreliefmoreor _ess
1
_L _ i, _
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: evenly and thereby preservingit to a surprisingextent {Howard,1973).
A seriesof such avalanchescould produce flow-likemorphology. Sim.ce
the fill material would have a finer grain size than the preexistingfloor
_ soil, it would be much more susceptibleto agglutinationand, therefore,
. darkening (Adamsand McCord, 1973). The cool appearanceon nighttime
thermalmaps would be the naturalconsequenceof the grain size distri-
bution. Supportingevidencefor this view can be found in the thermal
map of Copernicus (Fig. I0-7) where there exists a good azimuthal cor-
relation betweenhot spots on the rim and fill material in the lower
elevations.
F. Cool Halo Craters
As mentionedearlier, easternOceanus Procellarumand south-
western Imbriumpossess a superabundanceof blocky craters on the scale
of O.l to lO km. The thermalmap of that region (Fig. I0-3) presentsa
complex of interlacedcontours. Amidst the jumble of contours,two
relativelycool, relativelyfeaturelessregions stand out. One circum-
scribes the craters BessarionA (320, + 17) and BessarionB (322,+ 17);
the second is centeredon the crater Marius A (314, + 13). Other examples
exist but are less well defined (e.g.,HerodotusA (308,+ 21)). The
phenomenonis not universalas evidenced by Brayley, Brayley B, Brayley C,
and BessarionD, where no cool halos exist.
: The configurationappears to be an eJecta blanket associated
with the central crater. However, impact ejecta is known to contain
rubble and to have a significantlycoarser grain size distributionthan
_ lunar soil. Consequently,ejecta blankets should be thermallyenhanced
( rather than thermallydepressed.
I
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The cool halo phenomenonin Oceanus Procellarumcan be under-
stood in terms of the catastrophicrupturemodel for the erosion of lunar
rocks (Horz et al., 1975). The sandblastingeffect of prolongedmicro-
meteorite bombardmenterodes lunar rocks less efficientlythan fragmenta-
tion of the rock by the occasionalimpact having higher kineticenergy.
In a Monte Carlo simulationof rock erosion,meter-sizedrocks had a lunar
surfacelifetime lO0 times longer than centimeter-sizedrocks. The model
predictsthat a surfacewhich initiallyhas equal proportionsof large
and small rocks will evolve to a state in which a diminishedpopulation
of large rocks remains but where small rocks essentiallyhave disappeared.
This model suggests the followingscenariofor Oceanus Procel-
larum. In the late stages of the "Period I" bombardmentnumerous small
craters {_tJ.!kin)conta"ning blocky ejecta were formed in the relatively
thin basalt flows. Relativelyinfrequentlarge impacts (e.g.,Brayley -
15 kin)either covered or destroyedthe blocks with a rubble blanketof
centimeter-scalematerial. Subsequently,the smaller impactsreestablished
the populationof blocky craters in the rubble blanket. As the bombard-
ment rapidly subsided,the rubble blanketsof late stage large craters
Ce.g.,Marius A - 16 kin)remained relativelyundisturbed. In the rela-
i tively quiescent "Period If" environmentthe rubble blanketswere commi-
nuted into soil much more rapidly than the blocks in the small craters.
Consequently,the late stage large craters now appear to be surrounded
by a thermallyfeaturelesssoil blanket - the cool halo.
If the above scenario is correct,then thermalmaps contain
another clue to relative ages among craters.
I
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_: ,: G. Cold Anomalies
_, " Low(1965) detected lunar regions having nighttime temperatures
_): _ E 7OK, implying an unusually high value for the thermal parameter, y.
• ,;_, The regions ntust have dimensions larger than 10 Ionto be detectable by
• _;:!__ Earth-based.techniques.Nosuchareasweremeasuredby the ISR,but "_
_:_" Isolated "cold anomalies" were found They are generally a few kilometers
_ acrossand exhibita temperaturecontrast> 5K relativeto theirenvirons.
_ FigureI0-9depictsthe cool halor_gionsurroundingBessarion
=_ A (tothe right)and Be_sarionB (tothe left). Northwestof Bessarion
B lies a positive thermal anomaly with a central temperature of lllK.
Flankingthe hot spotare two coolregionswherethe temperaturefallsto
8gK. The hot anomaly is associated with a bright patch and/or the crater
withinit. The coolareaslie outsidethe brightpatch. Nothingvisually
distinguishesthecoolmaterialfromotherdarkmare nearby.
A second_ isolated cool area (88K) lies north of a point midway
betweenthe two largecratersat approximately(319,+ 18). The associated
photographic feature appears to be a small, indistinct, bright patch. In
, principlea highalbedosoilshouldexhibitslightlylowernighttimetempera-
turescompared to an otherwise identical da_k soil. However, bright patches
usually ere foundto be strongpositiveanomaliesassociatedwithboulder '_
rC
_: fields. The entireregionin the figureis lacedwithhighalbedorays
C
& r 4 fromAristarchus,Copernicus,and Kepler;but no thermalcorrelationwith
_: the albedopatternscan be seen.
Thisone figureillustratestheobservationthatcoldanomalies
,], - ,
_ occurina varietyof geologicalcontextsand showno clearcc_ :atlon _i_
_ _ withopticalproperties.Any explanationinvolvingvariationsinalb_do, _i
J
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Figure I0-9 BESSARIONA AND B AND ENVIRONS. BessarionB is the coublet
crater on the left, and BessarlonA is the companioncrater _
on the right, The thermaldata, contouredat 5 K intervals, 4
was taken 26 hours before sunrise. Note cold regionsflank-
ing a small anomalynorthwestof BessarionB. Another
isolatedcold region lies north of the two craters.
L
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infrared emissivity, or surface roughnesscannot be general. Indeed,
reasonable comhinations of these properties can account for no more than
half of the observed thermal contrast.
The cold anomalymust arise from real differences in the physt-
cal properties of the soil most likely density and grain size. The
e
particular anomalies in Figure lO-g can be assigned a y _ 1100 within
" a sotl having y _ 850 cal "1 cm2 secl/ZK. Clearly they do not represent
, extreme soil conditions. They are interesting because they are rare and
Isolated. Lunar soil evolution is understood in terms of ubiquitous
processes. Any small, isolated irregularity must be associated with a
' loc_ event. Additionally, the event must be geologically recent to have
retaineditsslgnat'Jrein spiteof the homogenizinglateraltransport
processeson the luna_surface.
Usuallytheadjectives" un,"yo g or "fresh"inthe regolithcon-
, textreferto impactstructures.A kilometer-scaleimpactin a demon-
strablythinregolithwillleavea positiveanomaly. The coldanomalies
mustrepresentotherprGcesses.One possibilityis an underdensedeposit
of mass-wastedmaterialin a topographiclow. Alternatively,sometype
of eruptiveeventmightspreadfine-grained_aterialovera largearea.L
If the featuresare eruptive,theyestablishthe presenceof +
endogenicactivityafterthe fi111ngof themarebasins. Theirageswould
_etan upperlimitof the efficiencyof horizontaltransportprocessesin
the lunarregolitli.
C
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XI. Conclusions
The successful operation of the ISR on the Apollo 17 mission estab-
lishes the viabilityof spaceborneradiometryof low temperaturesusing
_ an uncooleddetector. The sensitivityexhibitedby the ISR is sufficient
to map the thermalemissionof bodies in the solar system out to the orbit
of Saturn, The thermal sensitivitycan be increasedby loweringthe
operatingtemperatureof the detectorand by modificationsto the optical
system, A new generationof pyroelectricdetectorsalso promises sub-
stantialgains in performanceof an uncooled system.
Geologicalapplicationsof thermalmaps, pioneeredon the Moon, have
immediateapplicationto a mission to Mercury, The technique is appli-
cable generallyto airless bodies {asteroidsor sate11_tes)large enough
to exhibit surface heterogeneityfrom surface processes. Scanning radi-
'i ometry also can be useful for Mars, but the spectral r_sponseof the
instrumentmutt be tailoredto atmosphericwindows, Incorporationof a
t
simplefilter wheel adapts the ISR to atmosphericsounding of the Jovian
planets.
Design and testing of the ISR could have been improved in several
ways. For example,the imagingcriterionof butted s_an lines, comh,onto
infraredimagingsystems,was cho_n because it minimized the instanta-
neous field of view and mlnimized the spritsize on the ground. However,
in such a systemthe resolutionp_'pendicularto the scan dircction (one
line pair) is only half that along the sr,an. A true mapping requiresa
50% _verlap between scans to insureuniforr,_sampling in two dimensions.
Impositionof a uniform samplingcriterionupon the ISR would have re-
quired increasingthe field of vlew and the scan rate due to performance
llmi_ationsof the system.
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The fteld of view should have beenmappedduring acceptance testing
wtth an extendedsource as well as with a collimated source. The addi-
tional mappingwould have detected the low level sensitivity to sources
far from the optical axis. If the problem could not have been solved by
modification of the optical design, then at least it could have been
. considered in the calibration procedure,
The ISR signal should have been recorded (preferably digitally) dur-
ing key phasesof the calibration, The recordings would have provided
valuable information on signal drifts, scan to scannoise, calibration
source stability, thermal gradients across the sources, and the field of
view. The accuracy and the precision of calibration would have been
enhancedsignificantly,
The zero-point calibration methoddiscussed in Chapter VIII is much
preferable to the relative calibration actually perfomed. It requires
liquid helium cooling of at least one black bodysource, but that presents
no particular technical problems.
In this documentI haveattempted to present in an orderly fashion
the entire scopeof a spaceflight experiment from conception to culmina-
tion, The sequenceof developmentcontains elements not ordinarily
encounteredin the laboratory environment. Certainly the concept of the
experiment arises from a theoretical base and from the state of knowledge,
but the design approach is heavily influenced by the managementphilosophy
as well as the hardware constraints of the mission. Calibration and
testing becomesan exercise in negotiation and compromiseas well a an
application of technology. Today's researcher in such fields as oceanog-
rap_, high energy physics, and planetary science can find himself in a
1976024189-153
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complexventure confronted,.dthproblemsof bureaucracyand group inter-
_ action as well as those of science_ I hope this expositionconveys some
flavor of the total experienceand for that reason will be useful beyond
its technicalcontent.
r
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APPENDIX A:*
A MISSIONSTRATEGYFOR THE ISR
BASEDON POTENTIALERRORSIN THE SPACELOOK
Abstract
i
An erroranalysisis performedto arriveat an estimatefor the prob-
abilityof a lunarlimbencounterduringnperationof the integrating
clampon the InfraredScanningRadiometer.The calculatedprobabilityis
I.Ix I0-5at II0 km and 6.6x lO-4 at I02 km. The probabilityof de-
gradeddatais lowand therforeno changein the scientificdeadband
requirementsis anticipatedat thistime.
Introduction
The InfraredScanningRadiometer(ISR)isan Apollo17 orbitalex-
periment(S-171)designedtomap the thermalemissionof theMoon. The
radiometeris mountedin the ScientificInstrumentModule(SIM)suchthat
lunarthermalradiationcan enteran aperturein the instrumenthousing
whilethe spacecraftorbitsthe Moon. A rotatingscanningmirrorin the
housingreflectsthermalradiationintothe collectingoptics,whichin
turn"directhe radiationontoa detectorat the Cassegrainfocus, A
schematicof theopticalsystemhas beenshownin Figure4-I.
Duringa completerotationof the scanningmirror,the detectorwill
viewsuccessively(1)a portionof deepspacebetweenthe wallof th,-SI_
*Thisappendixoriginallywas a workingpaperwritte_duringthe ISRpro-
gram. It F_s beeneditedforcompatibility_itht_:-,mainbodyoC text.
" "................
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and the leading lunar horizon, @) the Moon, (3) a second portion of deep
space between the trailing lunar horizon and the wall of the SIM, and (4)
the interior of the instrument housing. For the next rotation this se-
quence is repeated. The spacecraft is not a stationary platform relative
to the Moon, and in particular it will exhibit oscillations about the roll
axis. The roll motion causes the two portions of space on either side of
the Moonto subtendvaryinganglesat thecenterof mirrorrotation.
Thiseffectis illustratedin FigureA-I.
The durationof the leadingspacelookis criticalto the operation
of the radiometer.Duringthisspacelookthe electronicsperforma
sampleand holdoperationwhichestablishan absolutereferencelevelfor
the succeedingscanacrosstheMoon. The validityof the techniqueis
predicatedon theassumptionthatthe signalfromdeepspaceduringthe
spacelookisa truezero. The sampleand holdsequencehas a fixed
duration;thusthe spacelookmustbe at leastas longas thisperiodof
time. If the spacelookistoo short,someenergyfromthe leadinglunar
limbwillfallon thedetectorduringthe clampperiod. Thiscondition
willleadto a Falsezeroand incorrectemperaturesfor the scanin the
Q
reduceddata.
Sincea lunarlimbencounterduringthe spaceleokis important o
the experiment,the probabilityof suchan occurrencehas beenanalyzed
in somedetail. It hasbeenfoundthatwhilethe probabilityis low,the
validityof the analysisis entirelyat themercyof estimatesof errors
in thevariousparameters.In spiteof possibleunknownsin the error
estimates,the scientificrequirementsregardingthe requireddeadband
havenot beenrestated.
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Geometry
FigureA-2 showsthemountingof the ISR in the SIM Bay, The radiom-
eterhas beenplacedat the outeredgeof the shelfat the centerof the
bay to takeadvantageof a maximumfieldof viewoutsidethe spacecraft.
• The centerlineof the ISRhas beencanted2_67fromthe centerlineof the
_ bay tomaximizethe durationof the spacelookpriorto encounterof the
leadinglunarlimb. If the instrumentwerecantedany further,there
wouldbe a dangerof receivingradiantenergyfromthe SIMwallat the
beginningof the spacelook.
Whereasthe arrangementof the radiometerin the SIM constrainsthe
beginningof the spacelook,the MoonitselfconstrainstPs end of the
clampperiod. FigureA-3 illustratesthis. The angle X is the minimum
angleallowedbetweenthe localnadirand the lunarhorizon.This angle
isa functionof the altitudeof the spacecraft.The relationshipbetween
the two is
R (A.I)sin X = R+_ '
whereR isthe radiusof the Moon (1738km)and H is the altitudeof the
spacecraft.At the nominalaltitudeof Ill km (60naut.miles), X = 7070.
Itshouldbe pointedout herethatsmallchangesin X correspondto
quitesignificantchangesin H, approximatelyII km per degree. Since
theanticipatedeviationof the orbitfromcircularityduringa mission
ison theorderof 9 km,a changeof 1° in theanglesubtendedby the Moon
canmeana greatdeal intermsof the allowabledeadbandduringoperation
of the ISR.
The problemto be analyzedarisesfromthe combinationof the con-
I
)
' straintsdepictedin FiguresA-2 and A-3. The pertine relationships
|
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have been drawn and.labeled. The fomula for calculating _ is given by
_= s+t-d -c, (A.2)
where s is the angle between the start and the midpoint of the ISR scan,
t is the angle of tilt betweenthe SIM centerlineand the ISR centerline,
d is the maximum deadband of the spacecraft,and c is the angle cor-
respondinjto the clamp period. All of the error analysis is based on
the simple additiverelationshipexpressedin =quation (A.2).
Before proceedinginto this analysis, however,there i.,o_e more
geometricalpoint which should be made clear. In all the figur=_, the
beam cf energy betweenthe radiometerand a target is drawn as a single
liDe, the implicationbeing that this beam can be treatedas an infini-
tesimallythin light ray. Actually the beam is 17.8 cm wide at the radi-
ometer apertureand has a d'_vergenceof 20 milliradiansat the 50% power
points (22 milliradiansbetweenthe I0% power point Thus a line drawn
on the figure representsthe center of the field of view, and energy can
enter the radiometerfrom portionsof the target on either side of this
line.
The beam divergenceenters the analysisonly at the start and end of
the space look. It has already been taken into account with respect to
the beginningof the clamp period through the mountinggeometry in the
_IM (seeFigure A-2). The radiometerhas been carefullyplaced so that
the divergingbeam does not intersectthe SIM w_ll while the space clamp
is activated. If the clamp _s activatedfor 24 milliseconds,the beam
" moves 6 degrees due to th_ rotationof the scan mirror. A_ the enC of
_, che period the leading half of the divergingbeam can receive somo energy
from a target lying beyond the nominal 6 degree sector of space. This
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energy would become part of thc "zero" establishedby the spacelook. It
is clear that the value assignedto c in equation (A.2) should include
the 11 milliradians (U.63degrees)of beam divergenceout to the I0%
power point. Although it is true that some energy can be collected beyond
the 10% power point, it shall be neglected in this analysis.
Error Analysis
First, we will considernominal values for the componentsof equation
(A.2)and calculate X.
X = 80.75 + 2.67 - 5.00 - 6.63 = 71.79 degrees (A.3)
or
H = R(csc X-l) = 91.7 km
For nominal values of the relevantparameters,there is no problem because
tne Ill km circular orbit should not decay beyond approximatelyI02 km
perilune.
Unfortunatelyeach one of the angles in equation (A.2) has errors
associatedwith it. For a conservativeanalysiswe must consider the
worst case value for each componentof the o_erall error. All errors
are assumed to be 3o values unless otherwisediscussed. Error due to
relief on the lunar limb is negligible.
A. F,r_orin the angle "s"
Since the installationof the radiometeris referencedto its
mountingplane, the importanterror in s arises from the establishment
; of the beginningof the scan relativeto the ISR centerline,which is
, perpendicularto the mounting plane. The beginningof the scan (which
)
coincideswith the beginningof the space look) is determinedby a light-
i
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emitting diode placed in the ISR housing. This diode is installed in the
ISR at the Barnes Engineering Company (BEC), and it can be installed to
within ±0.25 degrees from a given i_cation. There is a requirement from
North American Rockwell (NR) that s be no larger than 81.00 degrees.
Thereforethe diode will be installedso that s = 80.75 ±0.25 degrees.
' PresumablyBEC has the capabilityto measure s to an accuracymuch
l
greaterthan the error ir the installation. Therefore it is probable
that the actual value of s will be well-knownprior to SIM installation,
but for this analysis the error of 0.25 degrees is appropriate,
B. Error in the angle "c"
Uncertaintiesin the durationof ti_espace look arise from
drifts in the analog timing circuitswhich control the switchingof the
clamp. BEC gives 0.5 millisecondsas an rms value _or this drift. The
30 value would correspondto ±0.38 degrees.
C. Error in the angle "I."
The error in the can: acgle of the radiometershould be entirely
contained in mounting inaccuracies. Since the instrumentis mounted
directlyastride the bisectingplane of the SIM Bay, there should be no
degradationin pointing about the roll plane'dueto structuraldeformation
of the SIM in flight. The mountingaccuraciestake two forms - those due
to SIM structuraltolerances,and those due to instrumentmounting
tolerances.
There exists a prime referencein thc SIM which representsa
typical pointing line of SIH-mountedinstruments. According to the space-
craft contractor,all drawing and manufacturingtoleranceswill maintain
instrumentmounting holes to tO.50 degrees of the prime reference. _
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For the instrument mounting tolerance NR assumesa worst case
condition of 0.78 mmclearance between bolt and hole and a hole spacing
of 254 ram. The ISR mounting holes are spaced 193.7 nm. The mounting
holes are 9.53 mmin diameter with a tolerance of 0.05 ram. It is probably
more realis_icto assume a worst-caseclearance betweenthe bolt and the
hole which is five times this tolerance,or O.25mm. Using these revised
m
numbers, the mounting inaccuracyis _0.08 degrees.
D. Error in the angle "d"
This angle is the most complex to analyze because it involves
the interactionbetweenthe Guidance and NavigationControl System (GNCS)
and the SIM structure. Many factorsmust be considered. To simplify the
analysis,we can ask two questionsand discuss them separately:
I. How well known is the positionof the SIM prime reference
relativeto the GNCS?
Both prelaunchand postlaunchconsiderationsare involved
here. In flight the GNCS guides the spacecraftassuming the SIM prime
referenceis located at a positionobtained by analysis. The errors in-
volved in the analysis (see below) are structuralin nature and quite
sigm;ificant.Oddly enough, a measurementof the positionof the SIM
prime referencerelativeto the GNCS is made on the pad; but this informa-
tion is not utilized by the guidance system during the mission. The meas-
urement removes the errors in the positionalanalysis but can be used in
postflightreconstructiononly.
The analysisof the locationof the SIN optical reference
to the navigationbase can be divided into four sections:
q
)
, (1) the locationof the SIM referencepoint relative to
the SIM-ServiceI,lodule(S),I)interface;
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(2) m;salignment across that interface;
: (3) mi_alignmentacross the_SM-CommandModule (CM) inter-
face; and
: (4) location of the CM body axes relativeto the naviga-
tion base.
Locationof mou,_tingholes in the SIM relativeto the referencepoint has
already been establishedat +0.50 degrees, and this value will be assi_oned
to (1). The relationshipbetween the navigationbase and the CM body axes
is establishedduring manufacture;the error in (4) is negligible.
An error of +0.23 degrees has been estimatedto occur dur-
ing installationof the SIM into the SM. This number is based on racking
the SIM 6.4 mm across its 1.5 m width to obtain hole alignment. This
misalignmenterror will tend to compensatefor the manufacturingerror
(1), but the two sourceswill be treated as independentto be conserva-
tive.
The mating error between the CM e :heSM is unknown but
can be estimatedin a manner similar to previousmounting error estimates.
Assuming hole misalignmentsand bolt-holemismatchesamountingto +6.4 mm
across a 3.66 m diameter,we can estimate an error of +0.20 degrees.
During and after launch certain structuraldeformations
can occur in the spacecraftdue to the boost environment,the change in
gravitationalfield, and firings of the Service PropulsionSystem (SPS).
The accumulatederror from these sources is estimatedto be +I.00
degrees. In addition,thermally inducedvariationscaused by changes in
the spacecraft'sorientationto the Sun can amount to +0.33 degrees.
2. How accuratelycan the GNCS locate the center of the Moon I i
: (local nadir)?
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Conversationswith MSC personnelfrom the Guidance and
Control Division have led to identificationof the errors inherent in the
GNCS. The InertialMeasurementUnit (IMU) can be aligned very accurately,
but experiencehas shown that the unit drifts ±0.015 degrees per hour.
The total error associatedwith IMU drift is ±O.lO degrees, based on six
hours between realignments. The onboardcomputer simplifiesthe calcula-
tion of the local vertical from IMU information,and the worst case error
amounts to ±0.7 degrees. The 5 degree deadbandrelative to the computed
local vertical is reproducedwith negligibleerror.
' Discussion
An error analysis has been performedon the real time pointing accu-
racy of the ISR in the scan plane. For the purpose of the analysis, the
scan plane has been assumed perpendicularto the roll axis of the space-
craft. An attempt has been made to assign a 30 value to each of the
component_of the total error. Figure A-4 summarizesthe analysisdia-
grammatically.
The root sum square of the componenterrors gives a total error of
. 3Otot = 1.554 degrees. (A.4)
If the GNCS were programmedto orient the spacecraftaccording to the
" locationof the SIM optical referenceas measured on the launch pad, the
various assemblyerrors between the GNCS and the SlM would be eliminated.
The 3_ total error would fall to 1.440 degrees.
Equation (A,2)and Figure A-3 describethe marginal situation in
which the end of the space look butts up against the leading lunar limb
at extreme deadband. For this conditionto occur under nominalvalues
----_ ,.-, ----e-- ..... I....... : i .... _' _'_'_" _'_/
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for all parameters, the angle d must equal +5.00 degrees and the space-
craft altitude must be 91.7 km. In general the altitude and angular
orientation of the spacecraft will have different values, For example,
the deadband angle oscillates between -5 and +5 degrees about the vertical.
• To describethe more general situation,we rewrite equation (A.3) for
nominal conditions,
= 76.79 -d -_', (A.5)
where d can assumeany value from -5 to +5 and _' is the spacing between
the end of the space look and the leading lunar limb. The angle _ is a
function of the altitude of the spacecraft given by equation (A.1).
The presence of errors cause the actual value of the spacing to be
larger or smaller than the nominal value. We can write
_' = _-_, (A.6)
where _ is the actual value of the spacingand _ is the actual value
of the accumulatederrors. The criticalparameter is _; if _ is
negative, the lunar limb is encounteredduring a scan. Since the scan
rates are much greater than the angular drift rates of the spacecraft,we
can also say that the limb is encounteredduring the space look. A re-
arrangementof equations (A.5) and (A.6)gives
- _ = 76.79-_-d+c (A.7)
The purpose of this paper can now be stated as finding the probability
that _<0. It is clear from (A.7) tha_ this probabilityis a function of
altitude through L. Assuming that the accumulatedpointing error is
independentof the angular orientationof the spacecraft,we can conclude
I
from (A.7) that
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Prob(_<0)_ Prob (e-d<X-76.79)
Pi'ob(d=x) • Prob(e<_+x-76.69)dx (A.B)
-S
We assume at any time that the spacecraft will be at any position in the
I0 degrees of deadbandwith equal probability. We can write
i
Prob(d=x)dx= _-sdx (A.9) ,
Throughoutthe analysi.,we have implicitlyassumed that the error _ is
normallydistributed. Thus
Prob(E<y) 1 fY I -w2 ]
- exp T dw (A.10)
_ -= z_ tot
Substituting(A.9) and (A.10) into (A.8),we get the curve shown in
Figure A-5, The numbers becomemore meaningfulwhen translatedinto the
expected time of operation betweendegraded scans. We souls anticipate
a single degraded scan during 37 minutes of operationat I02 km, during
2.8 days of operationat Ill km, and during 6.8 years of operationat
120 _I. If the prelaunchstructuralmeasurementsare used by the GNCS,
the times become l.l hours, 13.5 days, and 66.5 years, respectively.
It is apparent from these results that only a few degraded scans
can be expectedduring a mission. The experimentshould perform success-
fully in a 5° deadband. During periods when the orbit is unusually
elliptical,the 0.5° deadband would be preferred. However,at this time
we feel that it is not necessaryto alter the scientificrequirementsof
the experiment.
i'
1;
,o_,
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Ftgure A-5 PROBABILITYOF A DEGRADEDSCANVS. SPACECRAFTALTITUDE. The
p curve assumes the total 3_ error is 1.554°.
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APPENDIXB;
EVALUATIONOF THE NOISEBANDWIDTHINTEGRAL
The integra]{6,22)for the noisebandwidthof the ISR electronics
can be writtenas the sumof fourintegrals(cf.6.24).
_® ]G(s)N(s)l_ ds = 11+ 12+ 13+ I_
fs 250 sin(_Ps) 1211 -- ]I- exp(-i@s) dso -_T _Ps
r26/P 50(I sip(@s) exp(-i_Ps)I2 dsI2 : "5 _--.+ 4_2_2s2)II- --_Ps
50 50 1 + 4_2T2S2
13 = ]26/P_--(l+ sZ/sZ)2 ds: - C
I_ = f_ l + 4_2T2S 2
,o (I+s_/s_)_ds
Witha changeof variable 8=_Ps we canwrite
]l- sin-_exp(-iO)]_= l + sin2_O) - sin(20)e e" e
The firsttwo integralsthenbecome
]SxP sin(20) sin2 0I,=2so 
0
_56X 1 sin2(8) sin(2O))12= 50 (I+ A2B2) (_+ e_ - d8_p e
where A=2t/P.
The two precedingequationscontaintermsof the form
slna(B)dO= l-cos(20)dB
On 28n #
b
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Using the abovetransformation we are faced with a group of integrals
of the fore
du and cosq _ du
un un '
which can be reduced by successive integration by parts.
stn_._du _ _ + 1 COnS._du .Un (n-1)un'l n-I u -
COS(u)du - COS(U) 1 sin(u)_du
un (n-l)un'l " n-I un-ZT-I
Afterreductionwe makeuseof thedefinitionof the sineintegral
(Abramowitzand Stegun,Handbookof MathematicalFunctions,NBS Appl.
Math.Series55: p.231).
: Si(z)= yz sin(u)du and Ci(z)= const.+ In(z)+ ;z cos(u),ldu.0 u 0 U
The integrals I3 and I, are also readily soluble using integration
by parts and partial fractions. For example,
so/5OlSct2 (4o'T,s-l)t
13= 26/PSc( -i-+'tTM + (l+ tz)z ) dt.
Afterapplicationof thesetechniquesand somealgebrawe find8
u=lO_P
1000_P l-cos(u) _ 3-2cos(u)]
', Iz = 3 [Si(u)- u" +
_ u" 2u u=O
=2313
A2 u2 l-cos(u)  in(u)12 = 50[_-tT--- + cos(u))
. u_ + + (l,T l(l,)-c'T_u))j
U " "F,,-C
= 69
• 1
, , 2500 676/P' 25Sc(4TriT,Sc.1 _)lIs = 251ntsc--_ / _-+-_-)-67C_)+ )(s_l-F2 -
= 71
|
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25sc
Sc _ _ arctanC50/Sc)}- -'z+ 2500)
= I125
l_l .439
Inthe aboveevaluationstheparametervalueswere Sc=l.63
Hz,
sec,and z=0.035sec. The totalintegralis
I = 2313+ 69 + 71 + I125= 3578.
i
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APPENDIX C:*
ANALYSIS OF ISR SENSITIVITY
VARIATIONSWITH AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Introductio_
• After the calibrationof ISR SN I03, it was noted that the calibra-
tion curve for an instrumenttemperatureof 30F disagrees significantly
with the curve for an instrumenttemperatureof 8OF. At the Customer
AcceptanceReadinessReview (CARR)for SN I03 no good explanationfor
this behaviorwas found. No temperatureeffect had been seen ...the
calibrationof the QualificationUnit (SN I02). There had been discrep-
ancies in the Prototype (SN lOl) runs, but these had been attributedto
problems in the test equipmentand procedurerather than in the instru-
ment. The PrincipalInvestigatorgathered all availabledata, printouts,
and photographsof the calibrationof SN I03 and studied them in great
detail. It was discove:-edthat the Platinu_ResistanceThermometer (PRT)
in Black Body No. 2 (BB2) had undergonea small shift in its calibration
X
at the beginningof the procedure• However,this shift could not account
for the discrepanciesbetween the two calibrationcurves.
At the CARR for SN I03, the PI requestedan extra test during the
" c_lib1'ationof SN "I04to determine_.hethersensitivityvariationswith
ins_ramenttemperaturewere real. The test v:asperformed in the thermal
,I vacuum chamber at the time of the calibrationruns. The two black bodies
were held at fixed temperaturesand were scanned continuouslywhile the
I
*This appendix originallywas a working paper written during the ISR
' program. It has been edited for compatibilitywith the main body of
text.
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instrumenttemperaturewas varied from 80°F 30°F. Tho data sheets
from the test are reproducedas Tables C-I and C-II.
Analysis
A study of the conversionsfrom resistanceto temperaturefor the
PRT in Black Body No, I (BBI)as given in Table C-I reveals that th_
post-m_asurementvalues for MeasurementsI and 4 are probably in error.
Accordinglythese have been _orrectedfrom 151.3K to _51.2K and from
151.uK to 151.1K, respectively. Conversionof the resistancevalues for
BB2 are listed in Table C-Ill.
It can be seen from Table C-Ill that the temperatureof BB2 varied
cdnsiderablyfrom tee nominal value of 82.0K. For each measurement,a
correctionto the Channel I output was computed from a model of the ISR
low temperatureresponse. The mode_ is based on the calibrationdata
and is discussedelsewhere. The corrections,in millivolts,are listed
in Table C-Ill.
The nominal value for the temperatureof BBI was taken t(.be 15"l.3K
This is the value recordedon both calibrationruns and on the majority
of _he measurementsin the temperaturetest. Althougn the BBI tempera-
ture varies much less than the BB2 temperature,a correctio-must still
be computed because the sensitivity," the ISR is so high at the higher
temperature. The slope of the calibrationo,,ve (L 151.4K was calculated
to be 77.6 mv/deg ±0.7 mv/deg. The correctionsfor the pre-measurement
and post-measurementBBI temperaturesare given in Table C-If!. Where
the two temperaturesdiffer, the final correctionwas chos_r as the mean
of the two calculatedcorrect'ons.
i
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The correctionswere applied to the Channel l outputs for the two
black bodies. The correctedoutput for BB2 _as subtractedfrom the cor-
rected output of BBI to obtain a calibrationpoint for each measurement.
Associatedwith each calibrationpoint is an error e;timate. The
• noise on Channel l for SN I04 is 15 mv peak-to-peak. This value trans-
lates to an rms error of _ 3 my for each of the two BB values. However,
• the BBI output is only recorded to the nearest lO mv. For this value
the error is raised to ± 5 mv. Thus the total error in the calibration
point from the readings is _ 8 mv.
The black body temperatureswere recordedto the nearest O.IK. This
fact leads to a total error in the correctionfactorsof ± 5 mv, with
4"my coming from BBI and l mv coming from BB2.
When the before and after BBI temperaturesdisagreed,an error equal
to half of the differencein the correctionfactors was assigned to the
point. Errors in the correctionsdue to the models used in the calcula_
tion was neglected.
The total error assigned to a calibrationpoint is the sum of the
error from the above sources. The pointsand their errors are plotted
in Figure C-l as a functionof ISR ambient temperature. The two points
from the calibrationcurves are also plotted. The data clearly shows a
systematicdecrease in the response of the ISR as the temperaturefalls
below 65°F. The responsepossiblyrestabilizesat approximately45°F,
but tne data is insufficientto confirm this. The total drop amounts to
approximately2%.
Correctedpoints at 151.3K for the caJibrationof SN I02, SN I03,
r SN 104, and the re-calibrationof SN I03 are presented in Table C-IV.
The calibrationot SN lOl was omitted becauseof the uncertaintiesin
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the procedure. In all the cases presented,the point at an ambie"_
temperatureof 80°F is higher than that at 30°F. The assembledevidence
points to the fact that there is a small, but real, difference in the
calibrationof the ISR with ambient temperature.
In Figure C-2 are plottedthe various componentsof the measurement
as a function of time during the period of the test. the topmost plot
is the ISR temperaturein degreesFarenheit. It can be used to key this
figure to the results of FigureC-l. A" each measurement,two readings
of the systemwere taken. The readingswere about a minute apart, and
the difference in ISR temperaturewas never more than a degree.
The second plot _acks the temperatureof the space patch. It
stayed at liquid nitrogentemperatureexcept during the third measure-
ment. There were twe thermocoupleson the space patch. The error bars
on the points reflect a spread betweenthe two temperaturemeasl_ements
as well as differencesbetweenthe two printouts. It can be seen that
the third point was unstableas well as anomalouslyhigh.
The bottom two plots representthe ISR output for each of the black
bodies. The differencebetween the two values is the quantityplotted
on the abscissa of FigureC-l. Note that the scales of the two plots in
Figure C-2 differ by a factor of lO. The plottedvalues have been cor-
rected for off-nominaltemperaturesof the black bodies.
Conclusions
It is clear from Figure C-2 that the space patch was not stable for
the first few measurements. The anomalouslyhigh point in Figure C-l
correspondsto the third measurementwhen the space patch was warmer
than BB2. The systom appare,_tlywas stable from 14:35 onwards. The
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first four measurements should be suspect despite their good agreement
in Figure C-I.
The roll-off with decreasing temperature in Figure C-I is entirely
due to a fall in the radiometric value for BBI. The magnitude of the
" decrease is approximately 2%. A gain variation with temperature could
account for the phenomenon. If the radiometric value of BB2 also suf-
g
fered a 2% decrease, the decrease would be undetectab!e in the presence
of the instrument noise.
It is important to evaluate explanations of the data which involve
the calibration facility rather than the instrument itself. It is known
that thc Channel I outputs for the two black bodies differ by approxi-
mately 50 millivolts when the two are at the same temperature at approxi-
mately 82K, One potential explanation of this radiometric discrepancy
is reflection of a hot object From the black body into the ISR. I. Heil-
man of BEC has suggested that if the phenomenon is self reflection, then
the decreased response with temperature might be the decreased reflected
energy from the ISR. This , !anation can be rejected because the
"hotter" black body in the source equivalency test is BB2, which remained
stable during the amblent temperature test. In addition, the magnitude
of the decrease in signal for BBI amounts to approximately 50 millivolts.
It would be difficult to explain a decrease this large in terms of a
total difference in reflected energy amounting also to 50 millivolts.
Therefore we conclude that the shift in response is within the in-
strument. The data in Fi_ure C-I will serve to correct the calibration
curves.
n
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TABLE C-IV
CORRECTEDCALIBRATION FOR ISR UNITS AT 151.3 K
• Calibration
,SR Temp. (°F) Point (Volts)
• SN I02 28.5 3.17
_80 3.21
SN 103 31.3 3.262
39.2 3.348
78.b 3.627
SN 104 •31.3 3.027
77.1 3.099
8
SN 103 _30 3.237
(recalibrati_n)
_80 3.361
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Abstract. The thermal emission of the lunar stfface has been mapped by an in!"a.--d :canner fro,,
luTr' orbit. Samples _rom approximately 2.5 • 10_ scans reveal the full range o" lun:_rtemperPtures
fro t,0 K to 400 K. -he temperature resolutiop was I K with about • 2 K abse;ute precision.
Spatml resolution was aporoximately 2 km over me,st of the horizon-to-horizon scan. The total
mapped area am'_unted to approximately 30% of tl-,elunar surface.
The data currently available confirms the larbe population of ntshttime thermal anomalies m
western Oceanus Procellarum predicted by Earthbased observations. Most of these "hot spots" a;e
associated wilh fresh impact features or boulder fields. ,__soseen in the data are "col,4spy"s" where
the local nighttime temperature is depressed relative to me general soil background. Suzia regiors
exhibiting low surface conductivity are inferred _ be relatively young, non-impact feature_.
I, Introduction
The Infrared Scannirg Radiometer t !:,Rj was among me complement of lunar orhita _
scie:,ce experiments _t_oard the Apollo 17 Command-Service Module (CSM). q he
prm_.,p.d experimental objective ff the ISR was the mapping , f infrared thermal
emitted from the lunar surface within viewradiation nightt;me of the spacecraft.
i The nighttime temperatures and cooling rates can be ar,al:.,zed to provide _'ahtes of thethermophysical parameters of the lunar surface layer.
1 Earth-based telescopic measurements have shown that the lu:',ar s,_d layer is an
!
I excellent thermal insulator (P_.:,;t _tnd Nicholson, 1930). During the mnar day the
I surface temperature is strongly controlled by absorbed solar radiation. Very little heat
is conducted mto the eubsurface I During the lut_ar nigh_ this small amount of
stored heat is rerat.iated into space. Nighttime temperature me'tsurement i_ a _ensi-
h, rive im;icator o, the surface thermal properties.
A simple, one-dimensional conductive model of the soil la) c_ (Krntiknv and Shchuko,
1963_ derr:,_nstratcs very well the general behavior t,f surface temperature, in such amodel, families of temperature, urves can be generated in terms of a single th,:rmal
parameter, _'=(t:_c)-t_z where k is the therm'd conductivity, ,j is the bulk density,
and c is the specific he_t. ",'he mod,,l _.,,simpl;lied in that it disregards radiative transfer
i_ the surface layer, bul it is ._tdl -._eful to characterize ,he thermal response in terms
* Paper presented at _h¢ Lunar S,':cn, c Institute Conference on Geophysical and Geochemical
E,iplor, tioa of the Moon and Planets. January 10 12, 1973
The ,h,h_m9 (19"74)97-103, All Rights Reserved
('opyrigl,t v 1974by D, ReidelPuhlishin_¢Company,D 'cb'elat.H_dku,.
B'3
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of 7. The best Earth-based measurements of the lunar midnight temperature (Mendell
and Low, 1970) place 7,,_850 cal -t cm2 K sI/2.
Thermal mapping of the nighttime lunar surface from Earth is a difficult obser-
vational task Mendell, 1971). An orbital experiment, on the other hand, elimit.ates
the problem of the terrestrial atmosphere and simultaneously allows an increase in
spatial resolution.
2. Instrument Description
J
The ISR is a thermal imaging line scanner, built by Barnes Engineering Company
(Mclntosh and Mendeil, 1972). A schematic of the optical system is shown in Figure 1.
The spherical-spherical Cassegrain optical system has a 7-in. aperture. The instanta-
neous field of view is 20 mrad. The latter translates to a circular lunar surface resolution
element ranging from 2.0 to 2.6 km in diam during accumulation of prime data. This
spatial resolution is an order of magnitude improvement over Earth based observation. ,...
The secondary mirror is mounted concentrically with the 45° plane scan mirror,
and the entire assembly rotates continuously at 41.7 rpm during ISR operation.
An aperture in the casting allows the beam to sweep from horizon to horizon per-
pendicular to the spacecraft ground track. The orbital motion of the CSM spaces the
scans along the ground track. The angular velocity of mirror rotation was chosen
such that consecutive scans would be contiguous on the lunar surface when the space-
. craft altitude was 60 nautical miles (111 km).
At the Cassegrain focus of the detector system is mounted the detector assembly,_
consisting of a thermistor bolometer bonded to a hyperhemispheric silicon immersiol k i
lens. The spectral response of the radiometer is determined primarily by the lens as
, the only transmitting element in the optical path. The effective spectral pass band
: detectable by the ISR ranges from 1.2 pm lo approximately 70 ;:m. The long wave-
length cutoff is apparently caused by transparency of the detector flake. No filter was
: found which would both filter out reflected solar radiation at short wavelengths and
i also not compromise the long wavelength (low temperature) sensitivity.
_ SCANNINGMIFIROR'-,
!
i ETECTOR '
L, |
; ROTATING / _
_: ASSEMBLY//
NCOMINGRADIATION
_, _ Flit. 1. Optical system schematic ror Apollo 17 infrared scanning radiometer,
i
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_': The- iSR measured the full range of lunar temperatures from 80 K to 400 K. The !
':' . instrument output was simultaneously transmitted on three different channels at three
7. i
": different gains. In this manner the low temperature sensitivity was maintained while
: , the large dynamic range of signal was covered. ]
" , A special feature of the ISR radiometric calibration is the space clamp circuit. Once
_: each scan. as the radiometer views deep space prior to crossing the lunar limb, the _ "
' detector output is sampled and saved. This stored voltage is electronically subtracted"C
from the detector output for the remainder of the scan. Therefore, each lunar scan is
_,_ referenced to the radiometric 'zero' of deep space. The clamp circuit enhances the _
_ absolute accuracy of the measurement while suppressing low frequency detector noise.
3. Lunar Surface Coverage
The sunrise tecminator was located at longitude 82° E, in the eastern part of Mare
Serenitatis, at the time of the first ISR scans of the Moon. By the time of Trans-
:" Earth Injection, it had moved to 46° W,just east of Aristarchus. On the front side of
the Moon, the orbit constrained nighttime coverage to the southern portions of Mare
Serenitatis and Mare Imbrium, Oceanus Procellarum, and the equatorial region at the
i western limb. On the far side, the night-time ground trackspassed south of Hertzsprung
"_ _ and Korolev over to Aitken and Van de Graaff.
_: A horizon-to-horizon scan from an altitude of 111 km includes an arc of 40° on the
_.. lunar sphere. Foreshortening seriously degr,tdes surface resolution at the horizon.
_ _ Good spatial resolution is achieved over a lunar spherical arc of 20° centered on the !
i " "ground track. It follows from this fact that approximately 20-25?/0 of the lunar surface
was mapped at a spatial resolction better than 10 kin.
4. Data Quality i
The ISR transmitted applox!mately 97 hr of lunar data during the mission. Ap-
proximately IOs independent measurements of the lunar temperature were made.
i Data was leceived via telemetry at range stations around the world and recorded on i
magnct;c tape. Samples of the data were available in real time at the Mission Control !
Center so that instrument performance could be assessed continuously. The available _ "
_ sampling was equivalent to a scan of the lunar surface once every six degrees of !
longitude. The tentative conclusions presented here are based on a quick look at this !
i re l-time s mple, which comprises less than 2% of the entire data set.
i The scans shown have not been processed, and the amplitudes are proportional to !; radiance (instrument output voltage) rather than temperatme. The figure captions i
_ indicate the approximate temperature of various features.
• Examination of the scans will show that the radiance of space just past the trailing i
(right-hand) limb of the Moon is not zero. Although the offset is not entirely under- i
stood, there is strong evidence that some object aboard the spacecraft falls into the
' i
skirts of the ISR field of view on that side of the aperture where the beam enters the
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{_ housing. Scans of space dtlringTrans-EarthCoast show that the featureis approxi-
mately linearand can b¢ removed with only a modest increasein the noise on the
. affectedportion of the scan.
Figure2 shows three lunar night-time scans. Scan 2(A) comes from Oceanus i
Procellarum.The centerof thescanis dominatedby the craterKeplerA. The altitude i
: !
14 i i =
" SCAN CENTER 35.9W, -/'.ON (A} {
PHASE ANGLE 214,1" ]ALTITUDE 39,7KM
l2 _
l
v_
I I
(B)
SC.ANCENTER 2.0E, IB.9N
PHASE ANGLE 2E4.8 °
ALTitUDE 109 3 KM
i
? ,,,
_, I., I i 1 J
• U
_ _! , " t i .... i , 1z
, (C)
SCAN CENTER 1784E, 22.5 S
: PHASE ANGLE 120.8"
ALTITUDE 118.0 KM
i
i .
TIME "-'_ 11 DIVISION = 62,5 rnsecl
- Fig. 2. Nighttime scans of the lunar surface. (A) Kepler A is thermally enhanced relative to the
._ 92 K background in Occa.nusProceUarum. The temperature in the crater ranges from 112 K on the
} wallsto a maximumof 126K in thecenter.(B) A pre-dawncold spotshowsan 8 K contrastto the
i 90 K background in the Apennine Mountains. (C) These large farside anomalies are enhanced ap-proximately 22 K relative to an 108K background two and one-half d ys after sunset.
i
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of the spacecraft was 39.7 km at the time of the scan, making the ISR re_olution
element 0.8 km across on the surface. The width of the broad base of the enhancement
is 10 kin, coinciding with the crater diameter. The thermal pinnacle in the center is
approximately 2 km across. The measured radiance in the central region increases
_:-.: linearly from both sides to the center, implying that the actual temperature at the
center has not been fully resolved. The dramatic change of material properties within
• _!_! the crater probably _'eflectsexposure of bedrock. The radial gradient may be caused
_. by a corresponding radial distribution o! slump material from the crater walls.
_, . Unfortunately, no lunar photographs have been found which contain a good view of
_ the crater bottom.
_ Scan 2(B) contains pre-dawn temperatures, the coldest for any given surface region.
_= The scan center is located just north of Mare Vaporum and south of the Apollo 15
landing site. On the right-hand portion of the scan can be seen a negative anomaly, i.e.,
?_ a region whose temperature is depressed relative to its environs. In this case, the tem-
Po: perature difference is _8 K. A lower limit is given because the deflecth ,1is only one
_" resolution element across, implying that the anomaly may not be fully resolved. The
?_ anomalous region lies south of the crater Conon in the Apennine Mountains. The
magnitude of the temperature contrast implies that the thermal conductivity of the
_ soil there is approximately one-half that of the surrounding material. These underdense
_'_ regions cannot be impact features. The preservation of the density contrast also "_
• _/ implies that they are relatively young on a geologic scale. Low (1965) has previously
_detected cold anomalies from Earth, but their thermal behavior has not been studied. _i_
_: _.#, Scan 2(C) depicts far-side anomalies. Our abbreviated data survey shows that such
_" features are not common in the nighttime data on the back side. A low frequency of
occurrence was anticipated because front 3ide anomalies occur preferentially in the
t
maria, regions which are generally absent in the other hemisphere. The two prominent _ :
anomalies on the left side of the scan are located between the large craters Aitken and
Van de Graaff. The large peak at the fig'. ' ,!_l_ :_rresponds to the clater Birkeland;
the smaller structure to its left is in Van de Graaff.
Figure 3 contrasts two daytime scans. The scan centers are separated by only 6° of _!
i, longitude, but the contrasting effects of topography in the maria and the highlands _ ,
are quite clear. The thermal spike to the right of the mare and the dip to the left
correspond to the northern and southern rims. The difference in the thermal signatures _ '
_, from the two scarps demonstrates the dominance of local slope (i.e., local sun angle) :_
;_ _"i in the daytime thermal regime.
i , In Figure 4 lunar temperatures as measured by the ISR are plotted as a function
of brightness longitude. The values were taken from scans on the twentieth lunar _.._orbit by the Apollo spacecraft. An attempt was made to choose a point from each
I' scan on the lunar equator. The spacecraft orbital motion causes the actual sequence .;_
of the points to go from right to left on the figure, The first point at t/P--0.43 was [ <
measured at 08:26 GMT on December 12, 1972. The final point (at approximately .: ,_ :
the same lunation coordinate) was measured at 10:25 GMT, A data gap exists near the
subsolar point for this orbit.
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_ S_AN CENTER ' 5_.0E, 17.2N ....
' _E ANGLE _1_.7 (A)
2
oL_ .1 I I I I I ,. I I L
TIME---*" (I DIVISION=62.5 mse¢.) /
Fig.3. Twodaytimescansdemonstratetheextremecontrastin amountof therrr_lstructurein
nesrLt mareandhi=blandterrain.The temperaturein MareCrisiumis approximately368K.
• The plotted temperatures will change as the ISR values are refined. The error
estimate is 3 K for the nighttime measurements; th_ values probably are systematicallyi'. low. No correction for albedo or topography have been made.
/ On the same figure are plotted theoretical curves for various values of 7. The
: :heoretical calculations represent the cooling behavior at a singlr' point whereas the
'_ c_atais taken over many different type_ of material. The cooling curvt apparently falls
,?
I
i
L
i
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FRACTION OF LUNATION t/P
l Fig.4. Equatorial temperatur_ are plotted as a function of the lunation coordinate. Theoretical
curves come from Krotikov an6 Shchuko (1963).
: _.. below _~850, even if the error estimate is taken into account. The elevated tempera-
; ures near lunar midnight fall in Oceanus Procellarum where general thermal enhance-
ment has been noted in eclipse measurements (Saari and Shorthill, 1965).
The data for lunar afternoon temperau'res comes from the highlands on the far
side, and the morning points fall in Mare Fecunditatis and Mare Tranquillitatis.
:i The combined effects of albedo and directionality of emissivity account for the
apparent systematic deviations to either side of the theoretical curve,
This brief survey of the ISR data has confirmed that a variety of thermal behavior
exists on the lunar surface. Further work on the measurements will establish the
° cooling behavior of the major types of lunar regions and the most interesting excep-
tions withih each category.
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Infrared orbital mapping of lunar features
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_ NASA .'ohnson Space Center. Houston, Texas 77058
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Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 87515
/P Abstraet--A com_."-:_rprogramhas been developed which constructs second generation isothermal _.
'. contour maps of the lunarsurface from Apollo 17InfraredScanning Radiometer(ISR) data.The maps
clearly show large-scale trends suc_ as the lunar cooling curve and directionality of lunar emission.
t Direct evidence has been found for the downslope transport of lunar soil. Studies of features have led
to a crater degradationsequence based on thermal contours. Unusual cold regions have been found
whi¢, are not well understood.
7
INTRODUCTION
(qTHE INFRAREDSCANNINORAmOMETBR(ISR) on Apollo 17 was a line scanner
_ designed to mapthe thermalemission of the lunar surface from orbit(Mendelland
Low, 1974; Mclntosh and Mendell, 1972). A continuously rotating scan mirror
swept the field of view of the detector across the lunar surface, perpendicular to
the ground track. The rotation rateof the scan mirror(4.3? rad/sec) was chosen to
make consecutive scans contiguous on the ground when th_ Command-Ser_,ice
Module (CSM) had an orbital altitude of 110km. At this nominal altitude the
' instantaneous field of view of the radiometer (20 mrad) projected a c_rcular
resolution element, 2.2 km in diameter, onto the surface at the spacecraft nadir
" point. Simple geometry causes the surface resolution element to become
progressively more elliptical as the scan points toward the lunar horizon, away
from nadir.
*i During six days in lunar orbit, the ISR returned ._-_ro×imately 10s
measurements of the surface temperature distribution.The se,sitivity of the ISR
J was better than 1K over the entire range of lunar temperatures (85--400K). The
, accuracy _.f the measuren,,entwas approximately ± 2 K in brightness tempera-
ture, as deterr,_inedfrom instrument noise and evaluation of calibration data.
Mappingthe lunarsurface nighttimetemperature distribution was the primary
objective of the expe_i:nent.The nighttime temperature is determired primarily
by the thermophysical properties of the surface layer rather than local slope or
albedo. Consequently, _hermal maps potentially can eluc.idate geophysical and
geological relationships among _mrface features.
Earth-based infraredmaps o! the moon duringan *ciil_;_ (Shorthilland Saari,
1969) have demonstrated the existence of hundreds of local thermal enhance-
2711
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• _: ments ("thermal anomalies") during the cooling of the surface associated with the t
_: passage of the earth's shadow. Attempts to map the nighttime thermal emissionF,
from the earth (Wildey et al., 1967) have been less successful due to instrumental
_ limitations.
_ Several effects can cause local thermal enhancement, but most thermal
¢
anomalies are associated with the presence of surface rocks (Winter, 1970). The
intensity and the duration of an anomaly in the lunar night are functions of the
i_ size distribution and the number density of the rock populations. Generally, the
rocks must be larger than a decimeter to have a noticeable thermal effect.
_: Fudali (1966) hypothesized that the thermal signature of an impact crater
would change with time as the floor, rim, and ejecta blanket progressively eroded.
Maps of nighttime thermal emission can be used to establish a degradation i,,\
sequence which wiq complement the standard photographic criteria of
._ "freshness."
i ISR data lends itself well to the preparation of thermal maps, from which such
_. selenological problems as crater degradation can be studied. The improved spatial
and thermal resolution of the orbital data has brought to light new lunar problems.
! Measurements on the lunar farside are also available for the first time.
CONSTRUCTION OF THERMAL MAPS ( )
We have recently generated from a computer a set of second-generation
orbital maps of lunar nighttime emission. These maps represent an improvement
: over a previously published version (Mendell0 1974) in that major instrumental
effects have been corrected to first order and the data is expressed in temperature
rather than radiance. Unfortunately, the press of the deadline for this volume
• _Jc precludes publication here of the complete maps. However, certain features of the
__ maps will be discussed.
. The map projection is basically an oblique Mercator, with the orbit ground '
track serving as the "equator." Theretore the abscissa represents longitude in the
orbit plane while the ordinate is "orbital latitude." Spacecraft pitch and yaw have ,
been negle:ted by assuming each scan lies perpendicular to the ground track.
Compensation for spacecraft roll has been achieved by a simple search routine for ,.
: both limb deflections on each scan.
The location of each data point on the map and the position of a superimposed *,
selenographic grid are calculated from a simple elliptical orbit. The trajectory is
generated by the program from an appropriate Keplerian state vector supplied to
us by the Johnson Space Center. This approximate procecure has sufficientaccuracy to correlate thermal patterns with mapped lunar features.
f The ordinate of the maps encompasses +-6° of orbit plane latitude. Thehorizon-to-horizon scan sweeps out approximately ± 20°. If this entire arc is
l included in the maps, features toward the horizon become poorly resolved and
greatly distorted. Although the maps span only 30% of the area covered by each/
pass, they contain approyimately 60% of the data,
i
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
Nighttime cooling gradients are clearly seen on the maps. The temperature
_ falls from approximately 100K at the antisolar meridian to 90 K at the sunrise
terminator. These values are in excellent agreement with earth-based measure-
ments at a wavelength of 22/zm (Low, 1965; Mendell and tow, 1970).
The temperature at the top or the bottom of the map tends to be 2-3 K lower
than that the center of the map. This directionality in the lunar emissivity is seen
here for the first time in dark-side emission although it has been discussed for
daytime data (Montgomery et al., 1967). The cause is surface roughness on
millimeter and centimeter scales.
We observe that local topographic highs tend to be warmer than surrounding -
," low areas. The peaks of Montes Apenninus are 7-10 K warmer than the foothills
prior to sunrise. The hottest points on the floor of Copernicu3 are the central
peaks. A crater rim is the last remnant enhancement of a degraded crater. _
Apparentlymass wasting and downslope movement of _oil exposes rocks at the :itops of local elevations. This phenomenon may have implications for correlations
with topography found in other remote sensing measurements,
Figure I is a thermal map of the prominent anomaly Olbers A. On REV 57 (Fig. _1
_! In) the spacecraft passed directly over the crater, and a day later on REV 71 it
e passed 4° to the north. Some geometrical distortion from foreshortening can be '_1
: _i _ seen at the bottom of Fig. lb. Although Olbers A lies in heavily crateredhighlands ._
r { _aortheast of Mare Orientale, the surrounding relief is essentially invisible
, " thermally. The only comparable feature on our maps is the bright-ray crater
Aristarchus.
i The thermal anomaly in Olbers A is clearly associated with the floor of the
_: crater. Thermal enhancement from the continuous ejecta blanket can be seen ,!
extending beyond the rim. The highest temperature in the crater on REV 57 is
•_ 133K, and it has fallen to 129K 28 hr later.
: _, The small anomaly in Fig. 1is a crater with a bright ejecta blanket laying in the i
• southeast quadrant of Hedin A. Its temperatures in REV's 57 and 71 are 138K _
i * p and 114K, respectively. The latter value is probably too low due to poor
_ resolution of the feature on REV 71 and illustrates the problems of _ ,
foreshortening.
° No obvious relationship exists between Olbers A and the smaller feature on _
orbital photography. However, the 95 K contour in Fig. Ib connects the ejecta
• blankets of the two craters. The 97.5 K contour in Fig. la (dashed lines) shows the _
, same pattern of connection. The maintenance of this small (1 K) but distinct ._
enhancement through the lunar night implies some sort ,,f genetic relationship
between the two features. It also illustratesthe wealth of detail in the ISR data. _ i'_.
_ The enhancement of Copernicus (Fig. 2) is largely associated with the rim. and ,_
the central peaks arethe principalhot areas on the crater floor. The relatively cool /_ _ii_
region inside the northern rim correlates well with a mapped geologic unit _: _!_
(Schmitt et al., 1967). The rim enhancement is asymmetric with the most ,_
' prominent anomalies lying on the south rim. The ejecta blanket enhancement ____',
•, does not extend far beyond the rim. Surroundingthe crater, particularly to the _
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north, is a blanket of material lacking small-scale thermal structure and slightly
cooler than soil farther away,
Aristarchus fFig. 3) may be an intermeO" :e case between the previous two
features. The thermal anomaly lies with the floor of the crater and the ejecta !
: blanket is prominent. Slightly cool, thermally quiescent material surrounds the
ejecta, particularly to the north. This predawn map of the crater may be compared !
with the map of Olbers A in Fig. lb.
In the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 3, the crater at the head of Schroeter's
Valley can be seen as a thermal anomaly. Tbe portion of the rille immediately to
the north of the crater is missing from this map and is only a weak anomaly. The
thermal enhancement in the remainder of Schroeter's Valley is quite strong. The i
," southern tip of the enhancement can be seen at the upper edge of the figure, above i
the head crater.
The slightly cooler halo can also be seen around Marius A and the craters
Bessarion A and B (Fig. 4). Marius A has a floor anomaly, and the latter two
cragers have rim anomalies. The floor of Bessarion A is only slightly enhanced
relative to the soil environs. The rim anomalies are highly asymmetric, possibly
indicating the origizml direction of the impact, i
Approximately 20-km northwest o_ Bessarion B is a small anomaly flanked by
two extensive cold regions where Lee temperature falls below 90 K. The small
anomaly can be correlated with a bright patch on a good Lunar Orbiter photo.
( _There is no crater obviously associated with the bright patch. Directly north of the
.... two craters (approximately 41 W, 18 N) is an isolated cold region where the
temperature falls to 88 K. We have not been successful in correlating the cold
regions with photographic features.
Earth-based eclipse maps of the moon have shown that Oceanus Procellarum
is _lightly enhanced relative to other maria. We associate this enhancement with a
myriad of subresolution (10=-10' m) anomalies on our orbit maps. The unexpected i
cooler halos surrounding somecraters appear to exist because the subresolution
structure is absent. Since an impact crater always lies at _he center of the i
° thermally quiescent region, we presume that some sort of blanke:ing action has !
occurred. However, ejecta blankets contain rocky material which causes thermal
enhancement rather than the opposite.
, To resolve this apparent paradox we propose the following scenario. Oceanus
Procellarum is a young mare with a thin regolith. Craters with diameters on the
order of 100 m or larger can excavate blocks of a meter scale. However, theseP
blocks are largely confined to the crater itself. Craters larger than a few kilometers
!
can blanket the smaller features effectively with rubble of a smaller grains size (i.e.
I Fig. i. Thermal contour of the Olbers A region _t a contour illterval of 5 K. A {lrid
maps
of selenographic longitude and latitude is superimposed on the map. (a) Local time is 10.'/
sunset. The r imum inside Olbe_ A is 133 K while inside thedays past temperature
) small crater to the south,_,e maximum is 138 K. (b) Twenty.eight hr later ( Ii .8 days after
sunset) the maximum ter. ,rature inside Olbers A has fallen to 12e K while inside the) smaller crater it is 114 K. 't he latter temperature is probably too low since foreshortening
_, P causes poor resolution of the feature. (c) Lunar Orbiter photo of the region.
I
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Fill. 2, (a)Thermal contour map _f Copernicus, 12.3 days after sunset. Two hot spots on 'i
i the southern rim are 115 K. The central peak_ exhibit temperatures of 120 K (east) and ,
} 125 K (west). (b) Lunar Orbiter photo, t
i
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Fig. 4. (a) Thermal contour map of Bessarion A and B, 13.7 days after sunset. The
" temperature on the rim of Bessarion A (east crater) reaches 137 K, while on the rim of
Bessarion B the temperature reaches 141 K. The unusual cold regions northwest of
Bessarion B and lying at (319, 18 N) have minimum temperatures of 88 K. (b) Lunar
.r / Orbiter photo.
I. centimeters). The blankets need not be thicker than 2 or 3 m. Generally the ejectablankets are disrupted again by the smaller scale events. However, if a large crater
forms during the end of the period of bombardment, the ejecta blanket remains
relatively intact. Under the usual lunar erosional processes,the centimeter scale
ejecta is much moreefficiently comminuted than the meter scaleblocks elsewhere
on the mare. Therefore the craters with the thermally quiescent environs are
actually the younger features.
In summary, the infrared orbital maps can be used to supplement
photogeologic studies in establ;shing relative ages and chronology for various
surfaces.Geological relationships which are suggestedby the thermal maps are
1976024189-208
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often missing in photographs. Direct evidence for lunarsurface processes such as
_ mass wasting and microscale roughening can be found in the data. A crater 3
degradation sequence can be derived from thermal contour data.
We intend to publish complete versions of our second-generationorbital maps -_
! as quickly as possible. In future versions the entire spacecraft ephemeris will be "
integrated into the map program,and large-scale trends si:ch as the lunar cooling
curve and limb darkeningwill be extracted. Finally, the unusual cold regions will
be studied to determine what effects are responsible for them.
zi
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24. Infrared Scanning Radiometer
_, E .l.Lowatand W. W.Menclel_
The infrared scanning radiometer (ISR) is a ther- approximately 20 km at the center of the disk, the
_: real imaging device capable of mapping lunar surface Moon possessed hundreds of features that remained
•_ thermal emission from lunar orbit. The principal warm relative to their environs during the eclipse.
_' experimental objective of the ISR is the measurement Studies of these "thermal anomalies" indicated sur.
_ of lunar nighttime temperatures and cooling rates for face rock exposures associated with fresh impact
_- that portion of the Moon overflown by the orbiting features as an explanation. More recent correlations
command and service module. =c "h data are related of the eclipse data with Earth.based radar measure.
to the physical parameters (density and thermal ments (ref. 24-4) show that a one-to-one corre-
conductivity) of the local surface layer, spondence does not exist between boulder fields and
; The thermal emission at the surface of the Moon infraredanomalies.
serves to balance the solar radiation absorbed at the I, contrast to the eclipse cooling, which lasts for
surface and the heat flow into or out of the only a few hours, the lunar nighttime cooling regime
subsurface. Heat conduction through the surface is lasts for 14 days. The nighttime thermal gradients
; generally small because the lunar soil is an excellent extend G, ,er into the subsurface, and the surface
- thermal insulator. Therefore, the daytime tempera- temperat.,re distributions are influenced by structure
_ _,. ture regime is dominated by such factors as albedo, to a depth of a few tens of centimeters. Many
r Sun angle, and local slope. Conversely, the nighttime observers(refs. 24-5 to 24-9) have attempted to map
= emission represents the reradiation of heat stored the nighttime Moon from Earth to take ._dvantageof
: during the lunar day and is largely dependent on the the improved subsurface resolution. However, the
i physical properties of the surface layer, observational difficulties (ref. 24-8) associated with
! A simple, one-dimensional model of the soil layer the low level of thermal emission and with the
(ref. 24-1) can be used to demonstrate the general terrestrial atmosphere have precluded substantial
, behavior of surfacetemperature.In such a model, success.The ISR providesa solutionto the observa.
families of temperaturecurves(faired curvesin fig. tional problemwith anabsoluteradiometricmeasure-
24-1) can be generated in terms of a single thermal ment of lunar nighttime temperatures that represents
i parameter 7=(kpc) -½, where k is the thermal an order-of-magnitude improvement in spatial and
_, conductivity, p is the bulk density, and c is the radiometricresolutionoverEarth-basedwork.
". _, specificheat. This simplified model disregardsradia-
l' tive transfer in the surface layer, but it is still useful
to characterizethe thermalresponsein termsof 7. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Earth.based measurementsof the lunar midnight The ISR is a thermalimaging line scanner(ref.
_ temperature (ref. 24-2) place 3' _=850 cal-z cm= K 24-10). A schematic diagram of the optical system is
shown in figure 24-2. The spherical-sphericalCasse-sec ½ .
Shorthill and Saari's (ref. 24-3) thermal mapping grain optical system has a 17.78-cm (7 in.) aperture.: of t e eclipse Moon f om a telescope in Egypt The instantaneous field of view is 20 mrad, which
=' _ demonstrated a wide varie*yof thermal behavior on translates to a circular lunar surface resolution ele-
the visible hemisphere. At a spatial resolution of ment rangingfrom 2.0 to 2.6 km in diameter during
accumulation of data from the spacecraft circularizedaTheUniversityof Arizona.
/. bNASALyndonB.JohnsonSp_-,;enter. orbit. This spatial resolution is an order.of-magnitude _:_
_,,_ 1"PrincipalInvestigator. improveme,R over Earth-basedobservations. '._,
' 24-I ,,
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24-2 APOLLO 17 PRELIMINARYSCIENCEREPORT _-
f bolometer bonded to a hyperhemispheric silicon
_°o _ -" immersion lens, is mounted at the Cassegrainfocus
of
_"_ the optical system. The spectral response of the :
radiometer is determined primarily by the lens, the i
300 only transmitting element in the optical path. The
/Y, Z0cel-z¢m2 Kse¢zn effective spectral pass band detectable by the ISR i +
_ __,,,,,.. ranges from 1.2 to approximately 70 pm. The
"_ _ L]\ .... ...... long-wavelength cut-off is apparently causedby trans-
zoo -250carz ¢mZKsecz/z parency of the detector flake. No fdter was found i
that was capable of f'dteringout the reflected solar
_" ,_'_.... , radiation at short wavelengths without compromising
/ ....... ?,. the long-wavelength (low temperature) sensitivity. _
", The ISR measured the full range of lunar tern. _
_- _ocarz cm2 Kk_cz/2 \ per2tures from 80 to 400 K. The instrument output
- tO00cat"xc_ Kseczn was simuitaneoudy transmitted on three different '.
I I t I channels at different gains. In this manner, the
0 .z_ .50 35 1.0 low-temperature sensitivity was maintained while the
Fractionoflunatlen large dynamic rangeof signal was covered.
FIGURE24.1.-Lunarequatorialtemperatures(datapoints) A special feature of the ISR radiometric calibra-
plottedas a functionof the lunationcoordinate.The.o- tion is the space clamping circuit. Once each scan, as
_ reticalcurvesfor variousvaluesof 1' are fromreference
24-1. the radiometer views deep space before crossing the
lunar limb, the detector output is sampled and saved.
S_nnlng This stored voltage is electronically subtracted from
: mirror....._L"---_/_'_ the detector output for the remainder of the scan.
:! jP".._'[_|| at_tor Therefore, each lunar scan is referenced to the "J])
D-'-- i radiometric "zero" of deep space. The clamping
_. circuit enhances the absolute accuracy of the mea-
• _.. |_'--" ..... _-ff__ surement while suppressing low-frequency detector
, R,,..,,_ j_...__..._-----_ I II noise.
i "'7
! ¶ LUNARSURFACECOVERAGE
Incomingr=lleti_n The sunrise terminator was located at longitude
28° E, in the eastern part of MareSerenitatis, at the
"+' FIGURE24-2.-Schematicdiagramof the opticalsystemfor time of the first ISR scansof the Moon. By the time
, I theApollo17infraredscanningradiometer, of transearth injection, the terminator had moved to
+ longitude 46° W, just east of the crater Aristarchus.
_' On the near side of the Moon, the orbit constrained
The secondary mirror is mounted concentric with nighttime coverage to the southern portions of Mare
the 45° plane scanning mirror, and the entire as- Serenitatis and Mare hnbdum, to Oceanus Procel- ;
_ sembly rotates continuously at 41.7 rpm during ISR larum, and to the equatorial region at the western
operation. An aperture in the casting allows the beam limb. On the far side, the nighttime groundtracks '
_: to sweepfrom horizon to horizon perpendicularto passedsouth of the cratersHertzsprungandKorolev
il the spacecraft groundtrack.The orbital motion of the over to the craters Aitken and Van de Graaff.++_ command and service module spaces the scans along A horizon-to-horizon scan from an altitude of 111
_! the groundtrack.The angular velocity of mirror km includesan arc of 40° on the lunar sphere. !
rotation was thorn such that consecutive scans Foreshortening seriously degrades surface resolution
" _ would be contiguous on the lunar surface when the at the hodzon. Good spatial resolution is achieved :
_,_ spacecraft altitude was 111 km (60 n. mi.). over a lunar spherical arc of 20° centered on theThe detector assembly, consisting of a thermistor groundtrack. Som wh t more than 35 p cent of yl_ i
+++I, +
1
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lunar surface was mapped during the course of the separatedby only 6° of longitude, but the c_mtrasting _
Apollo 17 mission, effects of topography in the maria and the highlands _
are quite clear. In figure 24-3(a), the thermal spike to
7"
DATA QUALITY the fight of the mare and the dip to the left -_
correspond to the northern and southern rims,
During the Apollo 17 mission, the ISR transmitted respectively, of Mare Crisium. The difference in the
7_
_. approximately 97 hr of lunar data containing ap- thermal signaturesof the two scarps demonstrates theproximately 1 X lOs indepe dent temperature mea- dominance of local slope (i.e., local Sun angle) in t |surements. Data were received at range stations by daytime thermal regime.
way of telemetry from the spacecraft and were In figure 24-4, three lunar nighttime scans are
recorded on magnetic tape. Samples of the data were shown. The scan in figure 24.4(a) comes from
_ available in real time at the MissionControl Center so Oceanus Procellarum. The center of the scan is
that instrument performance could be assessed con- dominated by the craterKepler A. The altitude of the
tinuously. The available sampling was equivalent to a
i scan of the lunar surface once every 6° of longitude.
Ii The overall impressions and tentative conclusions
presented in this section are based on this sparse _ A
.. sampling plus additional, more comprehensive, P_ __
. _ quick.look displaysof full datasets. .:• Me;;cris/um
_: The scans in figures 24-3 and 24-4 have not been _
oprocessed: and the amplitudes are proportional to _, ]
radiance (instrument output voltage) rather than _2
i temperature. 'fhe figure legends indicate the approxi- _
mate temperatures of various features. _(- ,l_, In principle, each scan of the lunar surfaceshould 1 ,!be preceded and followed by a short zero signal ._
I_ representing the sweep of the ISR beam through deep 0 _ , ' , _ , , t t. _ _Time "_
space on either side of the Moon. However, exarnina- {el _
Ii tion of the scans showed that the signal from spacejust past the trailing limb of the Moon (right side of I
figs. 24-3 and 24-4) was not zero. Scans of deep space _,during transearth coast were studied for clues to the /
problem. It was found that each scan contained a _.3
small ramp feature, com_uencing approximately at
midscan and increasing linearly until the beam _°2_-
entered the ISR housing. The cause of the feature is -[ | "_
not clear, but further work has shown that it can be _ II _i_
removed from the data with only a modest increase in
noi o !ii
The ISR low-gain channel (channel 3) consistently 0'- ' ' ' ' Time' ' ' ._
_ saturated at the subsolar point. The phenomenon is ib_ :_attributed to the accumulation of error in the ._
I FIGURE 24-3.-Daytime scans of the lunar surface, demon-estimation _i various instrument parameterssuch as strafingthe ex remecontrastin the amountof thermal '_
t_ the detector response to reflected sunlight and the structurein nearby mare and highlandterrain.Each ,_
i wings of the field of view. An undere-timation of the divisionon the o_dinates_epresents62.5 m_c. (a) Mare i_
relevant quantities on the order of 5 to 15 percent terrainat e scan center of latitude 17.2_ N, longitude _
ca explain th effect. No scie tific objective f t 53.0° E, a phaseangleof 315.7o, a danaltitudeof 121.2 _kin. The temperaturein MateCrisiumIsapproximately
experiment was compromised by this occurrence. 368 K. (b) Highlandterrainat a scancenterof latitude
In figure 24.3, two daytime scans received during 18.2° N, longitude47.7° E,a phaseangleof 310.4°, and
4"_, the mission are compared. The scan centers are analtitudeof 119.7kin.
q976024q 89-2q2
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i:I | I_, Unfortunately, no lunar photographs that contain a
good view of the craterbottom havebeen found.
The scan shown in figure 24-4(b) contains pre-
|.. _-=_ dawn temperatures, the coldest for any #yen surface
g - region. The scan center is located just north of Mare=_., , , R
ou
nm Vaporum and south of the Apollo 15 landing site. On
lal the fight portion of the scan is a negative anomaly, a
> re#on having depressed temperatures relative to its
-IF environs. In this case, the temperature difference is
i _ K. A lower limit is givenbecause the width of the
deflection, only one resolution element, implies that
--i_ -I i i i ]k''] the anomaly may not be fully resolved. The0 t I I J anomalous re#on ties south of the crater Cotton in
Time Montes Apenninus. The magnitude of the tempera.
ture contrasts implies that the thermal conductivity
_ _ ..l_ of the soil in that re#on is approximately one-half
.2 that of the surrounding material. These underdense
_ll f_"J b"_ _v_"avJ'v _ re#ons cannot be impact features. The preservation
of the density contrast also implies that the re#ons
are relatively young on a g ologic scale. Cold night-
_ 0_Time time anomalies are particularly difficult to detect
{0 from Earth-based observations. Although such fea-
FIGURE24-4.-Nighttimescans of the lunarsurface.Each tures have been reported previously (refs. 24-8 and
divisionon theordinatesrepresents62.5 msec.(a)Scanat 24-11), the ISR results provide the first opportunity
a scancenter of latitude7.0° N, longitude35.9° W, a to study them in detail. ! ) ,
phaseangleof 214.1°, and an altitudeof 39.7 kin.The The scan in figure 24-4(c) includes far-side •
craterKeplerA is thermallyenhancedrelativeto the92 K anomalies. Our abbreviated data survey shows that i
haciqgroundin OceanusProceUantm.The temperaturein such features are not common in the nighttime datathe c_aterrangesfrom 112K on the warto a maximum i
of 126K in the center.Co)Scan at a scan centerof on the lunar far side (fig. 24-5). A low frequency of _
latitude 18.9° N, longitude 2.0° E, a phaseangle of occurrence was anticipated because near-side _
264.8°, andanaltitudeof 109.3kin.A predawncoldspot anomalies occur preferentially in the maria, re#ons
showsan 8 g conUastto the90K backgroundinMontes which are generally absent in the other hemisphere.
Apenninus.(c)Scanat a scancenterof latitude22.5° S, The two prominent anomalies on the left side of the •longitude 178.4° E, a phase angle of 120.8°, and an
altitudeof 118.0 kin. Theselargefar-sideanomaliesate
enhancedapproximately22K relativeto a 108K back- ___. !
spacecraft was 39.7 km at the time of the scan, i
making the ISR resolution element 0.8 km wide on __-C_. _
the surface. The width of the broad base of the ___ 1enhancement is 10 kin, coinciding with the crater
diameter. The thermal peak in the center is approxi- / ...... _----_-_x-
mately 2 km across. The measured radiance in the i
central re#on increases linearly from both sides to f___'- i
the center, implying that the actual temperature at _ -_
the center has not been fully resolved. The dramatic
change of material properties within the crater I)K.11,1972,12:6.29,tq}gG.m.t.
probably reflects exposure of bedrock. The radial FIGURE24-5.-.Scansequenceof a featurelessregionnorth-
gradient may be caused by a corresponding radial east of MareOrientaleand Southof the craterHattwig.
distribution of slump material from the crater walls. Northis to the left;westisat the top.
I
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Dec.11,1_2, 12:31:17._3G.m.t. 7
Dec.11,19/2,12:36:59.643G.m.t. _
FIGURE24-6.-This sequence of nighttime scans runs :_
westwardapproximatelybetween35° and 38° W longi. FIGURE24-7.-This sequenceof scansruns from 53° to
tude at latitude7° N. The crater in the foregroundis 56° Wlongitudejust northof the lunarequator.Northis :_
• KeplerA, and theextendedfeaturein the back_oundis to the left;west isat thetop.
the c_ate_Kepler.Northis to the left;west is at the top.
scan (fig. 24-2(c)) are located between the large
- _ craters Aitken and Van de Graaff. The large peak at causes the :_tual sequence of the points to go from ,_
"_i! the right limb corresponds to the crater Birkeland; right to left on the figure. The first data point of the
_ the smaller structure to its left is in the craterVan de sequence lies 5.3 days after lunar sunset (abscissa of
Graaff. 0.43 in fig. 24-1) and was measured at 08:26 G.m.t.
In figure 24-6, the scan in figure 24-4(a) is shown on December 12, 1972. The final point (at approxi- ::
• ,,_., in its full data context. In this sequence of scans, mately the same lunation coordinate)was measured
_ is to west is upward. The extended at on same day. gapnorth the left and 10:25 G.m.t. the A data exists
feature just past the middle of the sequence is the near the subsolar point for this orbit. _:_
crater Kepler. An interesting aspect of this set is the The plotted temperatures will change as the ISR :t
general lack of features except for the twc major values are refined. The error estimate is 3 K for the
craters. As part of the Kepler ejecta blanket, this nighttime measurements; the values probably are
region might have been expected to be littered with '_stematically low. No correction for albedo or g4
_' debris and, consequently, to show considerable ther- )pography has been made. ._
_ real structure. Theoretical curves for various values of 3' are also _
I Farther to the west, near the equator south of the •,lotted in figure 24-1. The theoretical calculations '_crater Reiner, an areain Oceanus Procellarum that is represent the cooling behavior at a single point, _i
_, devoid of craters displays many thermal anomalies whereas the measured data are taken over many
., _ (fig. 24-7). This structure cannot be attributed to different types of material. The cooling curve ap-
residual, postsunset, topographic cooling differences, parently falls below 7 _ 850 cal- t cm9 K sac½, even
Figure 24-5 shows that such structure is entirely if the error estimate is taken into account. The
absent in a highland region northeast of Mare elevated temperatures near lunar midnight fall in
_ Orientale and nearer the sunset terminator. It is Oceanus ProceUarum,where general thermal enhance-
probable that the amount of thermal structure is ment has been noted in eclipse measurements (ref.
associated with the age of the region; older regions 24-12).
have a featureless, soil-like response. The data for lunar afternoon temperatures come
In figure 24-1, lunar temperatures as measured by from the highlands on the far side, and the morning __
the ISR are plotted as a function of brightness points fall in Mare l'ecunditatis and Mare Tran- :_
longitude. The values were taken from scansmade by quillitatis. The combined effects of albedo and
the Apollo 17 spacecraft during revolution 20. An directionality of emissivity account for the apparent _,
attempt was made to choose a point from each scan systematic deviations to either side of the theoretical
on the lunar equator. The spacecraft orbital motion curve.
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!_ Ab s tract
_ The Infrared Scanning Radiometer, scheduled to be flown on
_ Apollo 17, was developed to obtain a temperature map of the
_ lunar surface. Variations of night-time temperatures and
i cooling rates can be correlated with variations in thermal
i conductivity and density of the lunar soil. Therefore, the
radiometer has the potential of identifying anomalously hot
_ or cold regions due to surface features or internal heat
i sources. The radiometer consists of a 7-inch, f/3.3 casse-
_ grain optical system and a silicon-immersed t_,ermistor bolo-
_ meter. The radiometer's 20-milliradian instantaneous FOV
_ scans a total angle of 162 ° using a conventional rotating
°, plane scan mirror. The Noise Equivalent Temperature of the
instrument is 1/40K at 90_K; the temperature typical of the
_ unilluminated side of the moon. The single detector and
_ three overlapping electronic channels p_'ovide high-resolu-
i_ tion radiometric data for temperatures ranging from deep
space to 400°K. The radiometric output is referenced to
_. space once each scan using an integrating type clamp. A
_i low-noise preamplifier and bias filters limit the instrument
:', noise to essentially that of the bolometer. Low frequency
_ compensation reduces signal droop to less than 0.1% during
each scan of the lunar surface. Instrument thermal control
is achieved by passively exchanging heat with the lunar sur-
$ face from the nominal 60-mile circular orbit.
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"_: !_i _ INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER :,_,'
?
_ r I. INTRODUCTION
_ An Infrared Scanning Radiometer (ISR) has been developed to map
the rc:liant emission of the lunar surface. The radiometer is one of three
new orbital experiments that are scheduled to be flown on Apollo 17. TLe i
instrument will scan the surface of the Moon, horizon-to-horizon, from
i
a nominal altitude of 60 nautical miles. The combination of a rotating scan !
n
mirror and the forward motion of the orbiting spacecraft will produce radio- ;
! metric data in strip form that can be combined into a continuous thermol
; map.
_ Prtme scientific data will be obtained from the unilluminated hemis-
_i. phere of the Moon where the temperatures and cooling rates depend on the
thermophysical parameters of the surface. The lunar soil layer is an
excellent thermal insulator. Very little heat is conducted into the interior
during the lunar day, and daytime surface temperatures are primarily depen-
dent upon the radiative balance established by absorbed solar energy.
Nightime cooling rates and temperatures result from energy lost during the
two-week lunar night and are very sensitive to local variations of bulk
density and effective conductivity of the surface layer.
Earth-based telescopic measurements have established the existence
of many features that cool abnormally relative to the general soil background.
Most of these thermal anomalies are thought to be either exposed bedrock or
extensive boulder fields associated with features too young to have been
eroded into soil by micrometeorite bombamment. However, the spatial and
thermal resolution of Earth-based data is too poor to rule out the possibility
of other heat sources.
20-milltradian circular field of vtew of the ISR collects energy iThe
from a 1.2-nautical mile diameter lunar surfacv element at Nadir and will
i
t
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By referencing the ISR rudiometric outputs to the effectively zero radiant _;_
background of space, the absolute accuracy of the measurements made from
lunar orbit will far exceed those made through the atmosphere. The ISR has _!
the ability to detect temperature differenc_.s as small as 0.25°K against a 90°K
backg;'ound and therefore provides sufficient sensitivity to map small cooling
gradients on the lunar surface. It is anticipated that radiometric data obtained
during the Apollo 17 flight, together with other Apollo surface and orbital
experimental results, will assist in solving many questions concerning the
lunar origin and its evolution.
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l' II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
_ The Radiometer, shown in Pigure ] utilizes a 7-inch, f/3.3
spherical reflecting objective, a hyperhemispheric silicon in+mersed
(.
_! thermistor bolometer and a flat beryllium _,:"qn mirror rotated at 41.7 rpm.
The scan mirror sequentiaily scans the 20-milliradian field-of-
view of the instrument across space, 140 ° of the lunar surface, space, and
a temperature monitored calib.-ation patch that is located within the radiometer
_ housing.
Cuce each scan revolution, the detector outpu, _s clamped when
the ISR views deep space just prior to its scanning the lun_.r surface. Clamp-
lng provides d-c restoration of the a-c coupled dF+ectc'r signal by referencing
) the three scientific data channel outputs of the radiometer to zero. In addition,
i clamping eliminates errors that are produced by the self-emission of optical
elements.,
{ The three outputs a•e derived from the common detector and differ
only In gain. The effective blackbody temperature range of the outputs are
I 0°K to 1650K, 0°K to 250°K and 0°K to 400_K. The 0= to 165°K high-gain data
! channel has telemetry-limited resolution of I°K for a 90°K blackbody source.
The 0° to 400 =K low-gain channel accommodates the hottest temperature pre-
dicted for the illuminated lunar sarface.
The radiometer scientific data outputs, shown in Figure 2, were
calibrated to an absolute accuracy of _l _K over a blackbody temperature range
of 40° K to 400 ° K. Calibration was performed in a thermal- vacuum chamber
using precision 1J.quid nitrogen and liquid heP.um cooled _ources and shrouds
as shown schematically in Figure 3.
In addition to *.he three prime data output channels, the ISR supplies
S housekeeping signals. The te..,peratures of the calibration patch, primary
mirror,and detectorare measured and transmittedwithan accuracyof _0.S°F.
io
_ i
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For diagnostic purposes, outputs from a voltage summation monitor and bias
_J
voltage monitor are provided.
At the beginning of each scan cycle, a 4-step electronic calibration
pulse is inserted into the analog channel. This pulse provides a zero and
a 4-Volt reference level, for 10 milliseconds, in each of the three scienti-
fic data outputs. See Figures 4 and 5. !
The thermistor bolometer is temperature controlled at 100_F to make ,
the ISR calibration independent of temperature over a temperature operating
range of 25°£ to 95°F. The 100°F detector set point is placed 5°F above
the maximBm instrument operating temperature anticipated during a hot-
biased orbital mission.
Thermal control _,f the instrument is achieved passively by radiant
heat exchange with the lunar surface and space. The instrument is both
conductively and radiatively decoupled from the Scientifi,- Instrument
Module and adjacent experiments by an insulated mount and a 3-layer
thermal blanket.
!
, .
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'_. III. OPTICALDESIGN
The ISR optical system, shown ill Figure 6, is the most compact
' configuration for an all reflecting, 7-inch aperture objective, having a
20-milliradian f_eld-of-view. The objective,together with the 45° scanning
mirror has an optical length of less than 14 inches. Although the ISR uses
only spherical optics, the edge-of-field blur is only 1.2 milliradians.
The 7-inch entrance pupil is located at the primary mirror in order to
maximize energy collection within mechanical packaging constraints.
Both the 22-inch _'adius primary and the 16.03-inch radius secondary mirrors
are gold_ccated spherical surfaces on nickel-plated aluminum. The scan
mirror was fabricated by gold plating a sintered beryllium substrate that
had been nickel-plated and optically polished. The secondary mirror re-
flects the focus of the objective two inches behind the primary surface
where a O.464-inch diameter field stop defines the 20-milltradian diameter
i half-power field-of-view. The secondary n,irror and its baffle are mounted
to the elliptical, plane-surfaced scan mirror and rotate with it. The scan
mirror and its rotating drive assembly were dynamically balanced to avoid
_ possible once-around noise arising from mechanical wobble.
A silicon hyperhemispheric immersion field lens is placed at the
field stop so that rays coming to the edge of the field from the exit pupil
are refracted into the silicon-selenium detector interface at near critical
angle. This insures that the forward hemisphere seen by the detector is
filled with energy to the maximum extent possible.
The long-wavelength response of the immersed bolometer resulted
in a Noise Equivalent Temperature that was less than half that originally
predicted. Significant bolometer responsivity was observed out to approxi-
mately 70 microns, the limit of the spectral response measuring instrumenta- _
tion sensitivity.
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IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN
: A large section of the radiometer housing, shown in Figure 7,
is open to allow the 20-milliradian instantaneous field of view to bescanned through a total angle of 170 degrees. As a result, a heavily
ribbed aluminum cast housing was designed to have a high stiffness-to-
1
mass ratio. Two integral bulkheads are located on either side of the
entrance aperture to support all the radiometer opto-mechantcal compon- :_
ents. The scan motor and rotating assembly are mounted to one bulkhead;
and the primary mirror, detector assembly, and low-level electronics are
mounted to the other. The ISR power supply and the motor logic/drive
electronics are mounted in a self-contained removable module.
The 37.5 lb radiometer is mounted to an 'A' frame shelf in
the Scientific Instrument Module on six precisely machlned mounting pads
using thermally insulatin9 washers. Velcro pads are attached to those
external surfaces of the housing where the thermal blanket is attached.
Bosses, located on the front surface of the housing, are used to measure
the alignment between the ISR and the Mapping Camera to improve post
flight pointing knowledge.
The ISR scan drive assembly consists of a gear train, an encoder,
and a counter-balanced scan mirror assembly. The gear train reduces the
2300-rpm motor speed to drive a ring gear on the scan mirror at the required
41.7 rpm. A combination of single and pre-loaded duplex pair bearings fs
arranged to minimize the effects of thermal expansion and to produce an
axially and radially rigid assembly.
Andox 'C' lubricant was selected to maximize gear life over the
required wide range of speeds and operational temperatures. Nylasint
lubricant impregnated reservoirs and conventional labyrinth seals at the
shaft ends are used to maintain proper lubricatior_ in the space environment.
i
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V. ELECTRONIC DESIGN
!
Bias Supply and Preamplifier
Both the posltive and negative 85-Volt bolometer bias supplies
and the preamplifier have noise-equivalent resistances of IOK ohms
which is negligible compared to the 125K ohm resistance of the bolometer
bridge. /t matched-pair FET differential preamplifier is used to pro-
_. vide a high input impedance and to avoid multi-state noise associated
: with many bipolar transistors. A single 20-second coupling time con-
: stant is used in the preamplifier to provide d-c isotation from the detec-
tor. Compensation is used in a later stage to reduce the associated
droop.
Detector bias voltages are obtained from precision regulators
and FET active filters. The oppo-_te polarity regulators use a selected
low-noise, temperature-compensated zener diode as a common reference
element. Therefore, any temperature variations in bias voltage track and
cancel at the detector.
The bias filters were designed to provide low noise N-Channel
FETs at both output stages. The effective time constants of the filters
approach 200 seconds to limit 1/f noise and low-frequency noise to levels
significantly below those of the bolometer.
Cl_m.p Circuit
The angular position of the scan mirror is detected once each
revolution by using a rotating aperture, a GaAs emitting diode and a
photodiode. The resulting signal is used to activate a clamp circuit and
the electronic calibration pulse insertion.
1976024189-225
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_ The clamp circuit is used to restore the d-c level of the analog _
signal once each scan revolution. The clamp period occurs during the
_ 6° of scan prior to scanning the lunar surface.\
Simple synchronous clamps reference the radiant signals to the
instantaneous noise voltage present at the time of unclamping. If the
_ noise peaks occur when the clamp opens shifts in the scan-to-scan ref-
_ erence level equal to the peak-to-peak noise will occur. This, in effect, i
transforms high frequency noise into apparent d-c shifts in the radiometric _
signal. The ISR electronics minimize this effect using a synchronous
clamp followed by a self-integrating clamp. During the first 1.6 milli-
seconds of the 24" millisecond clamp period, a synchronous clamp provides
coarse restoration of scan-to-scan changes of the d-c voltage at the clmtzp
coupling capacitor. For the balance of the clamp period, an integrator
and scaling amplifier determine the average value of the bolometer noise.
This average is used as the space reference level for the subsequent lunar
scan. At the end of the scan cycle, the integrator is dumped and reset to
provide a new average during the next clamp lnterval. _
Siqnal Processing
The ISR analog signal processing is shown in Figure 8. High-
frequency boost is used to extend the signal response of the bolometer to
125 Hz. The optimum signal-to-noise ratio, detector time constant, and
i required boost were obtained when the boosted high-frequency noise was
made equal to the low frequency 1/f noise. The 125-Hz bandwidth corres-
ponds to 3.7 system time constants within the dwell time of a single
20-milllradlan resolution element.
A 3-pole Bui_erworth filter is used to sufficiently attenuate noise
beyond 400 I-_z to prevent aliasing resulting from the 800 Hz telementry
sampling.
/,
_', ,
I
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_: ._ System droop during the 0.56 second lunar scau was limited to
_ +'_ 0.25%. This was achieved by introducing phase lag afte- the preampli-
+ i fier to compensate for the Input coupling capacitor. The droop associatedwith this R-C coupling network arises prim rily from the phase _hift of
_0 the low-frequency cutoff. This lag produces some peaking of low fre-
quency noise. However, for a detector having 1/f noise, this effect is i
cancelled by the large net reduction In low-frequency response required i
to achieve equivalent droo,_ performance. Most importantly, the size of
the high-voltage Input coupling capacitor was reduced by a factor of 15.
z
_ Power Suppl _"
The ISR utilizes 18 watts of +27.5 Volt d-c spacecraft power
! along with a 100 pps timing signal. The d-c input supplies a switching
regulator that provides :_15 Volt d.c. to a power converter.
_ The power converter produces precision _20 Volt d.c. for opera-
i+ { ting the processing electronics and temperature controlled .+-160 Volt d.c.
i for the bias voltage regulators.
Power is also drawn directly from the switching regulator by the
motor drive/logic circuitry. The motor Is driven by two-phase 200-Hz
[_ square waves generated from the 100 pps timing input.
+.
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; VI DATA ANALYSIS
_ The ISR data will be presented as radiance and temperature
maps of the lunar surface. Since the ISR has no image motion compensa-
tion, the returned "image" must be corrected for spacecraftmotion. :
This is done indirectly by means of a technique of optimal _pproxima- i
tion. In this technique, the data is fit in a least squares sense by a
set of two-dimensional functionals. The two-dimensional functic, n
: d efined by the fit represents an approximation to the actual thermal scene.
' The approximation funczion can then be sampled in any convenient way
i necessary to produce an image or a contour map.
i The thermal map represents a refined data base but the real
data reduction only begins there. Cooling curves will be generated for
various classes of lunar features. Thermal anomalies will be studied
at the highest possible spatial and thermal resolution. The spatial
variations and correlations of thermophysio_l parameters will be de-
rived. The physical properties of the surface layer and lunar geology
will be studied in order to correlate the lunar features with their geo-
physical properties. It is even conceivable that the first lunar volczmo
may be found.
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